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"Wake up. Get out of the hole. Do your own thing.
Share and enjoy." Such was the invitation on the
cover of the brochure for the March. 1970 national
conference and consultation on Leisure and the
Quality of Life.

What are the qualities of the "good life" for
contemporary Americans? Is leisure time for most
Americans really on the increase? What are the
critical issues and problems influencing leisure
policy? What leisure policy options are open to us?
What effect might the exercise of the various options
have on our quality of life? What role should educa-
tion play in developing a quality of life in a leisure-
centered society? What effect does the quality of the
environment have on leisure and the quality of life?
Is there a positive relation between leisure and hu-
man health? Is there a declining effect of puritanism
on leisure living? Can we develop a new leisure/
work ethic?

These and a host of other related questions
were examined by a selected group of about 150
delegates at Rancho La Costa. California. a leisure
oriented residential community 30 miles north of
San Diego.

Cosponsored by the American Association for
Health. Physical Education, and Recreation
(AMIPER) and the American Institute of Planners
(AIM. the conference was first envisioned in 1968

iii



through AAHPER's Commission on Education for
Leisure to explore the impact of increasing leisure
on American life and the implications of this for
goals and new directions in American education. At
almost the same time. AIP launched the first two
stages of a three-stage consultation on the future
environment of a democracy. These two national
organizations joined together to bring the third stage
into reality an exploration of the leisure dimen-
sion of our future environment. and what it can con-
tribute to improving the quality of life for all Ameri-
cans in the next 50 years. More specifically. the
consultation sought to understand the cumulative
effect of leisure on the environment: to link profes-
sional and public opinion: to provide wider nation-
al participation in policy discussions: to determine
implications and directions for the major institutions
of society

In addition to the osponsoring organizations
(AAHPER and AIP). a liirf!e number of national
organizations with varying commitments to follow-
up action in different areas of the country joined
in "cooperating'. and "supporting- :olPs (see page 1%
for listing).

The delegates from 25 states and Canada repre-
sented a variety of disciplines and organizations,
including education. parks and recreation, health.
physical education. camping and outdoor education.
environmental and urban planning. design and de-
velopment, engineering, architecture, systems ana-
lysis medicine. nursing. psychiatry, industrial de-
sign, social group work. economics, resource man-
agement, mathematics, theology, sociology, geo-
graphy. cc:liege and university students. professors
and administrators. research directors. business,
industry, labor. government, and the lay commu-
nitya truly interorganizational and interdis-
ciplinary group. This was one of the major strengths
of the conference.

Subjects covered and discussed in large and
small informal groups and in a variety of settings
included man and his leisdre, quality environment.



the quest for a leisure ethic, education in a leisure-
centered society, alternative futures for leisure.
polic implications, and national goals for leisure
as a dimension in the (limb!. of life

Some follow-up workshops alreadt hat e been
held: others have been planned Organizations rep-
resented at the conference hat e been urged to
stimulate and promote further meetings. discussions.

mposia, and workshops concerning leisure in their
agencies. institutions. communities, or organizations
with which they are associated.

If the meetings at La Costa have resulted in a
better understanding of the views and concerns of
various disciplines and the public with regard to
leisure, the time was well spent If the conference
results in the commitment of more people to devote
their energies to implementing an improved qualit
and quanlit of leisure services, the conference will
have exceeded its immediate expectations

Edwin I Stale*
Conference Director
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CONFERENCE PLAN

The conference program and consultation was de-
signed to include a variety of methods of present-
ing content material and to permit participatory
involvement by all those attending. It might be said
the success of the conference could be measured b
the extent to which these two aspects were blended
to produce a statement of national significance
about Leisure and the Quality of Life. In the last part
of this report under the title "The Participant
Speaks.' (page 223). there are suggestions of con-
ferees concerning "national goals for leisure" and
"policy implications for leisure."

Several media presentations were employed to
stimulate thought about the theme. There were
speakers, reactors, panels, discussion and consulta-
tion groups. even some questionnaires, to provide
input and reaction opportunity for all.

One special feature of the program was the
assessment of the degree to which participants
changed their judgments about what the phrase
"leisure and quality of life" really means, as a result
of the papers and discussions. Designed b Dr. Nor-
man Dalkey of the Rand Corporation, this assess-
ment process required each participant to make
judgments twice on a series of questions. Results
were tabulated, reported back, and interpreted
during the conference. The summary of this survey
appears in "The Participant Speaks," page 249.
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Each session was planned to pros ide both small
group and total group participation Every conferee
was assigned to a small group of 30 to 40 to discuss
one of the major topics following the formal pre-
sentations and reactions. This assignment was made
on the bP.,is of preferences indicated during registra-
tion To ensure a cross section of interests and
backgrounds among the discussants, the various dis-
ciplines were mixed in the final assignments. It was
hoped that the topic to which each delegate was as-
signed dealt with a major concern of his. After each
small group discussion, the topic was opened up to
general discussion by all. Each selected the round
table discussion group he wished to join on Tuesday
evening, based upon his own interest in or of the
four concerns to be discussed under the general topic
of "Alternative Futures for Leisure Through these
approaclio!: oach conferee was assured the oppor-
tunity to participate and contribute to the discussion
in every session and at least twice as the mem'oer
of a small group.

In planning a conference dealing with Leisure
and the Quality of Life, it seemed that "leisure"
elements should be considered in selecting the site
and arranging the program. La Costa represents
one kind of option to that which we intended to
address ourselves during the conferencea design
for living, and a life style that has embodied lei-
sure and recreation concepts as major bases.
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How does one look at leisure
as free time, a state of mind,
opportunity, activity, creati-
vity, meditation? During lei
sure, does one think, do, or
just be'? Webster says that lei-
sure is -freedom or oppor-
buntv afforded hy exemption
'from occupation or husifo'ss
_time at command

Leisure has FllitllV looks





Welcoming
Remarks

l'in giEli1P1 El 1111

The conference opened on Sunday, March 8. 1970
with Edwin J. Staley (executive director, Recreation
and Youth Services Planning Council, Los Angeles)
presiding. A light show, "A Future Full of Change,"
was shown to the delegates. After introductory and
acknowledgement statements, there were welcoming
remarks, showing of a film entitled **Man and His
Leisure, and reactions to the film. The welcoming
remarks follow:

JOY CAUFFMAN, former president. California As-
sociation for Health. Physical Education, and Rec-
reation (CAHPER). Los Angeles.

This year CARPER has worked hard to further
the concepts and principles of leisure and the qual-
ity of life in California through publications, sur-
veys. special projects. workshops, district confer-
ences. resolutions, position papers. and study com-
mittees. I call particular attention to our California
study. **Manpower and Interest Survey of Personnel
in the Fields of Health, Physical Education and Re-
creation." The results of this survey will he utilized
in program planning and development and in ex-
tending services to individual members of our as-
sociation.

I wish all of you a most successful conference
and in closing may I share a few brief quotations
with you about leisure and the quality of life?

5
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The art of leisure follows the philosopht of the t agabond
who said "1 turn m) back to the is mil It is listening to
music that Mashes awat from the soul the dust of et en
dat life It is slowing dots n to look at a flower. to chat Rah
u friend, to pat a dog to read a feet Imes from a hook It is
hitting a golf hall. relax, ng in the sun, and p!at ing bridge
It is experiencing the adventure of a change of pace Ll'hen
problems rise and pressures mount, it is paus, .L1 and still-
ing the mind As Admiral /3) "d said. "Cite wind and tide a
chance to change It is lot ing and being loved. for lot e is
the greatest gift of life The art of leisure can add dimen-
sion and scope to t our life It can change t our perspective
and renew tour spirit. lust as rests and pauses are a part
of great music, so are thet also a part of great lit ing'

MAXINE KURTZ. secretary-treasurerAmerican
Institute of Planners. Denver. Colorado.

As planners. we are concerned with two areas:
(1) to make sure that the community as a whole is
served. and (2( to make sure that the communit as
a whole has contributed to the planning H and
large (and I am not singling out any one group), I
think we have done a pretty poor lob almost across
the board: this includes the field of leisure and rec-
reation. We have inherited a Puritan ethic of work,
but we are now faced with a time of abundance and
have done very little to develop a new ethic.

I am working in a program that is concerned
with the problems of the central city. If there is
anything more deadly than the boredom of a typical
school dropout who cannot get a job. I can't imagine
what it would he. We have not done much for older
people, eitherthe retired who are still able in both
body and mind This is, perhaps, a small scale fore-
cast of the kinds of problems we will be confronted
with as we progress toward a three-day workweek.
We have not figured out what to do with the time
gain: we could not deal with it even before we were
worried about the rate of population growth.
The problem was simply upon us before we were
prepared to deal with it.

'Willard A terson, The New Rook of the Art of Living (New
York Simon .nd Schuster,

ti
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As planners. we need to be conc,mied about
bringing together the social. phsical. and economic
aspects of our communit into d balanced. respon-
sive. and effective stle of urban lite In the past.
the concentration has been on the phsical side
Many of us have worked on park plans, scenic and
historic preservation. and similar projects with
little reference to serving the people we purport
to serve.

The quotation read a few moments ago de-
scribes a type of recreational leisure which appeals
to most of us here But has not the time come for
us to quit using ourselves as the prototpe of Ameri-
can society? Should we not look to those groups
whom we have not been serving to find out what
their needs might be? I am not trying; to be depress-
ing: I am trying to be realistic because these needs
must be met. If the 're not going to be met b those
of us who claim to be professionals. they will be
met in other ways which are not acceptable to the
majority in our societ. I think this holds d great
challenge 1 sincerely hope that it will be met b
the time this meeting adjourns.

JOHN NI. COOPER. former president. American
Association for Health. Physical Education. and
Recreation, Indiana University. Bloomington.

It is m pleasure to represent the American
Association for Health. Physical Education, and Re-
creation in cosponsoring this conference with the
American Institute of Planners

I am reminded of things that are taking place
not only in human society. but also in the animal
world. I was in Michigan recentl, and realized
that the old possum for the first time has gone north.
He can't stand what man has done in the warmer
climates. And the raccoon has moved into the sewers
of New York City. At one time. the squirrel could
travel from tree to tree from the Atlantic Ocean to
the Mississippi River. Although some of this is said
in a frivolous vein, the truth is that these animals
are having to make changes and adjustments. Our
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association has chosen "Preparation for and Ad-
justment to Change" as its theme for our national
meeting.

Some say that leisure may be the curse of the
latter half of the twentieth century. This brings
to my mind such things as moonlighting, gambling.
polluting, crime, making noise, developing tensions,
malingering, deteriorating. Yet, I would say that
man has within him the capacity to conquer all these
things, if he will just get to work. There's a little
sayinga dream cannot be realized until you
awake. That is where we are. We can do a lot of
dreaming, but we must awaken and start to work. A
Purdue University professor said that he could
put a bubble over the entire city of Lafayette,
particularly West Lafayette, and have any weather
he desired. The trouble is that man is too buss to
enjoy fine weather. These are exciting timesif
we can stand the stress.

I believe it was Cicero who made the remark that
you do not gain anything unless you stop and think.
May I leave you with that thought? As you work
through this conference, I hope you achieve some of
the things that man has been seeking for a long time.

EDWIN I. STALEY, executive director, Association
and Youth Services Planning Council, Los Angeles,
California.

I would like to bring you some broad brush
strokes on the quality of lifeat least in terms of
a bleak look at it or "Camelot Keeps Fading."

The quality of life. You can start almost any-
where. With a new car that won't start. Or an old
war that won't end. Or a dollar that won't stretch.
Or an optimism that won't revive. Or a lake too dirty
to swim in. Or a plane that is late Or a phone bill
you can't understand. Or the computer you can't
fight or insult. Or the traffic that boils your bile.
Or blacks whose progress is too fast or too slow.

The land was ours before we were the land's.
Robert Frost
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Or the two -was generational guilt of man today to-
ward the young who get away and the old he puts
away. Or the single fact that poor old square Dad
has to hide in the cellar to hear his Tommy Dorsey
records

And what ever happened to simple romance in
the United States which is not connected with poli-
tics, issues, a crisis. or ecology/ And with a crack
by comedian Woody Allen. "Not only is there no
God but try getting a plumber on weekends We
walk safely among the craters of the moon but not
in the parks of New York or Chicago or Los Angeles
Technology and change have gone ber.,erk The
standard of living rises while the satisfaction of
living declines. Hunger haunts our prosperity and
minorities circle the conscience of the majority
with louder cries The young mock the past. robbng
us of the comfort of our victories in depression and
war. Inflation keeps lifting the pay raise in our
wallets. Protest and dissent grow louder, the silent
majority begins to stir.

The gross national product grows grosser in
adverse proportion to the gross national tranquility
Planes are faster, cars are faster but we have fewer
unspoiled places to go. and more people who want
to go there. America. we seem suddenly to have dis-
covered, is no longer infallible or as Arthur Schlesin-
ger notes, "immune to history.- tVe are no longer the
good guys who win all the wars. and "at home and
abroad we are caught." Schlesinger says, in the col-
lapse of our pretensions.- America. we seem sud-
denly to have discovered, is no longer infinite in
space or resource or hope There is no next valley or
quiet virgin forest. Beauty diminishes and tasteless-
ness and flatness abide in neon lights and urban
sprawl. Each year seems like another year of the
locusts and there is now a special terror: a flashing
feeling of "Here we go again" with the words "We
interrupt this program to bring you a special news
bulletin."

Much of the quality of life in America today is
related to numberslopsided numbers. In the
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United States. Gertrude Stein once wrote, "there
is more space where nobody is than where anybody
is :' In the United States, two-thirds of the people
live on one-fiftieth of the land. Current trends
persuade experts that we will he 300 million by the
year 2000 and to accommodate the added 100 million
we will have to crowd them in where we are or
build the equivalent of a new city of 250.000 people
every 40 days for the next 30 years. Thirty-five
more Los Angeleses or 250 more Newarks or 1.500
more Levittowns. The mind boggles at the thought.
As one fellow said, "I've been to Los Angeles.
I've seen the future and I tell you it won't work.'

We line up for our pleasure and our pain, for
ski lifts, for trains. for planes, license plates. school
lunches, tax payments. college registration. golf
courses, movies, supermarkets, restaurarts. and
popcorn. We line up to buy and we line up to pay,
to vote, to get into the army, to get out of the army.
to get into debt, and get out of debt. We line up our
cars bumper to bumper to work in cities and to es-
cape from cities. And for those experiences that
used to restore a man's soul, we line up bumper to
bumper at a national park or an ocean beach or a
mountain highway to view the autumn foliage.

Hannibal, Missouri, is a relatively placid town.
At the foot of the Cardiff Hill was a statue of two
barefooted boys carrying fishing poles, the two best-
loved boys in American literature, A plaque identi-
fies the area where Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn
played and roamed at will. Today they would find
it more difficult. Cardiff Hill was bisected by a
busy two-lane highway. Loitering by the young is

We should be able not only to work well but to use
leisure well; for, as I repeat once more, the first
principle of all action is leisure. Both are required,
but leisure is better than work and is its end....

Aristotle
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now prohibied by law in Hannibal after in p in
because of a rise in adolescent vandalism Boys

still fish in tht roliuted Mississippi. now with fiber
glass poles and outboards but the Coast Guard
frowns on that. insisting on inboard motor or sail.

or oars and a prescribed number of life jackets and
so it goes.

Change, change. change .111 nothing seem to
hold still? The workweek grows shorter. leisure
time grows longer and the sale of sleeping pills
rises. New churches don't look like churches and
hot dog stands look like space ships. and bi,y s look
like girls and hotels look like ranches and for a
quarter you can make the bed vibrate

A man making 520.000 moonlights to make ends

meet. The Salvation Army turns down gifts of work-
ing stoves and TV sets because they already have
too many and the poor are hungry Public movies
resemble private stag smokers A national network
show makes puns about the Resurrection The moon
that excited us yesterday seems stale today. and
Camelot keeps fading.

What do we tell the young? Where did we go
wrong? Where did we miss? In many different kinds

of places. large and small. are many different
kinds of parents. rich and poor, progressive and

conservative, worried, ,:onfounded, outraged or

disappointed in their young. Why can't he he like

his father? Vtitiv can't she date boys of her own kind?
Is marijuana really no worse than the liquor we
drink? We have a tee-room house with two cars. and

three TVs, and an out hoard, and a cabin in the

mountains and the book of the month and a hi-fi, and
why does he have to wear those damn dirty jeans?

A President's Commission tells us we are a
racist nation. Another presidential commission
tells us we are the most violent nation in the world,
and the historian tells us that the streets are less

safe these days than during the depression when
millions were hungry and jobless. The phone op-
erator tells us the circuits are busy. Wives tell us
the checkbook is unbalanced. teachers tell us about
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the new math, t!ie ministers tell us that the kids will
have no faith ss then go to church regularl%

1nol odors tell us we can get cancer from smok-

ing. and hungry from not smoking. and heart !allure
from overeating The President tells us we must
lower our %owes and 'he Vice President calls peace
demonstrators intellectual eunuchs The phone op-

erator sins the circuits are still bust
There is among man' Americans toda% a %earn-

ing for new prophets. \Ve need some great state-
ments about what America is and what we can do
about it. As Father Theodore Ilesburgh of Notre
Dame Universin said. -We need leaders with a
large vision of what the world needs In a sense we
are almost like the Jews were when the needed

a prophet to come down from the mountain and tell
them some hard things and what to do about thorn
The government has its limits sans a man of go% ern-

ment. Daniel P Mon nihan. -It can t provide % al-

ties I() persons who have none or who !tine lost
those the had. It can't print& a meaning to life
It can't provide inner peace It can provide outlets
for more energies but it can't creatzt the energies.-

The pessimists are reminded that the beginning
of a cure is the pain of the illness. The people who
have become aware of their troubles hat e therein
taken the first step towards solutions. Progress there

is. The government is committed to ending the wa.
at least the combat. There are nuclear disarmament
talks. There is a commitment to equality and justice

There are arguments s to method and speed and

even intent, but there are commitments.
The pinsical world around us is no longer the

exclusive concern of poets or eccentric lard

watchers or little old ladies from Pasadena in tennis

shoes. More and more people activel% seek to coin-

serve a tree, a lake. a view. More people demand
that pollution of air, land. and water be halted
More people question the Biblical injunction to he
fruitful and multiply More people question the old

American faith in growth and enterprise and suggest

that maybe we don't need another factory in town
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More middle-aged people have begun to sense the
%Aldo% of the %ming who swill the plastic life

But our awareness and commitments. we are
tonstanth reminded. are onl beginning, they
guarantee us nothing We must find a means, harness
the resouices, ,e,d commit the will This national
conference is looking at onl\ or component of the
quaht of lifeleisure. We are examining this
phenomenon both horizontall and eitically \\ e
are looking at it through the ees of a varlet\ of
disciplines and organizations We hope that this
process of , rocs- fertilization will bring to all of us
i, greater a\dreness of the poloo implications aml
national goals for leisure as a dimension in the
qualit of life

NORMAN P MILLER, %ice chancellor, Student and
Campus Affairs. tIrmersit of California, Los
Angeles.

It is interesting that in opening this conference
on leisure and the quality of life, we have men-
tioned the work were about while we're here I

suppose we are here to work However. we will he
talking about leisure, that antithetical part of our
Ines, and making judgments on some of the issues
and factors acerning leisure and the qualit of
life

We are \Try fortunate in ha% mg with us this
evening three young men from the Institute of De-
sign of the Illinois Institute of Technolog In
,our registration materials there was 'a ver hand-
s,- e silver booklet entitled Leisure that the and
Milers prepared and have translated into a sound

Education has no more serious responsibility than
the making adequate provision for enjoyment of
recreative leisure not only for the sake of the im-
mediate health, but...for the sake of its lasting effect
upon the habits of the mind.

John Dewey
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and color film. I now introdute the young man
who will present the program for us

STEVEN PHILLIPS. graduate student, Institute of
Design, Illinois Institute of Technology. Chicago

I'm going to give a brief history of our project
and the show you are about to see Each %ear Armco
Steel Company conducts a conference This %ear it
was hi, d in Washington, D C., and four de, agn
schools were in lied to participate The topic
was "Leisure and Recreation... '[he, students at
HT were quite enthused about it. Their first thoughts
were to design the ultimate snowmobile, roller
skate, or bicycle. But after talking with a few people.
manufacturers in particular. we found that they
were mainly concerned with developing a human
baseball bat and making it sound like work. We
realized that this approach to leisure was too super-
ficial.

We decided to examine a few basic aspects of
leisure and recreation. We applied our school's
philosophy of seeing the designer as a future prob-
lem-solver, not just a stylist. We were quite con-
fused about leisure, so we wandered around, read
any' book we could find, and took about 1,500 photo-
graphs of people in their day-to-day activit'es.
After this, we confirmed our original approach and
proceeded to write a book and prepare a few dis-
plays, including the show you are about to see. The
hook is fairly general, it %vas meant to lie. It was
aimed at the average man who has not studied lei-
sure We want to prompt lun. to develop attitudes
and feelings about leisure, so he can understand
what leisure is about. The book is not statistical
It was not meant to he We feel the statistical ap-
proach is valid, but we want man to feel enthused
about leisure, and to try to develop himself through
his leisure.

2A summin, of the booklet Leisure dppodrson pp 2 5-4 1



Reactions of
Panel to "Man

and His Leisure"
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EDWARD LI STOREY, Department of Reuel logy.
University of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

You have said so much I think you have told
us much about what young people are thinking, and
what they are concerned about I am especially
impressed that a group of young technological de-
signers have demonshated that our first concern.
our ultimate concern, must be for human beings.

One of the things our design team is trying to
tell us is that we must recognize that there is whit
the ecologists refer to as a symbiotic relationship
between man and his environment We can no
longer regard man as a parasite on this earth be-
cause he has now be ome its steward. If this world
is to serve mankind, mankind must learn how to
protect it

I am sure that you know hew much we appre-
ciate the effort, the thought, the skill, and the inte.-
ligence that has gone into this presentation, but lot
me also be critical. in what I hope will he a construc-
tive way. First, I am concerned about your descrip-
tion of leisure As you began your presentation
you talked about leisure as free time. As you de-
veloped your presentation, you spoke of it as an
activity, then as an attitude, and then as a state of
mind. This confuses our attempts to understand
what leisure is, first of all, and how important it is.
I would suggest we view leisu:- as timetime that
is free for man to choose among alternatives. Per-
haps you might say it is a time of opportunity, free
from the obligations of work. What happens in lei-
sure? Us %illy what happens is activity of some kind.
It may he positive, It may be negative It may he
productive for mankind or it may he destructive of
mankind. What we are seeking as an end product
of leisure is the enrichment of life for man. leisure
is time for opportunity. Activity is the medium;
recreation, the process, and life enrichment, the
goal for our leisure-centered society.

One thing that may have been ,aissed is the
kind of leisure involved when youth talk about
doing their own thing. I am all for doing one';: own
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thingas long as it does not get in the %va of some-
hody else doing his on thing. I sense missing in this
presentation the destructive things that mans of our
youth are doing. I suggest to ou that the curse of
leisurethe things that confuse, frighten, and frus-
trate us so muchis brought about because of the
leisure that the outh in our sociek hike had forced
upon them by us We have freed them from 1,+,ork
We have made leisure available to them. but have
not developed in them the understandings, the skills.
or the appreciations essential to living in d self-
fulfilling manner in a leisure-oriented society

RON CLENIENTS, graduate student, Department of
Industrial Design, California State College. Long
Beach

I find myself reacting negatively to this en-
vironment. The environment .hat I find myself in is
false. or what we call pla.:tic. I see man people,
hut communication does not seem to flow College
students are not really interested in listening to
people talk. They are interested in visual stimu-
lation such as the slices we saw and probably
slim. Basically, this s the problem %%e are facing
touay in leisure. People really are being educated
for Jobs, rot for themsek es. Until we get awa from
this Job-oriented education, we are never going to
get rid of the boredom we have tod;*

I want to make this short, because I became
bored with the presentati,,, we saw The movies
and slides were so fast; it was too much to see
This is what happens with our life today, There are
so mans things to see that we do not stop and look
at them. I think (ha' ever body is concerned with
the environment, and here we are in this s nthetic
environment. I think that we should be out in nature
somewhere, talking these things over, reacting to
one another, instead of standing here listening to
speakers and becoming bored, %Nhich is the same
thing that we're doing with leisure.

BOYD EVISON, assistant superintendent, Grand 'Fe-
lons National Park. Woming.
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I share the feeling that the presentation was a
little more than one could comprehend at one sit-
ting, and that this is one of the basic problems we
face today. There is more going on around us than
we can really comprehend.

Mention was made at one point of doing sour
own thing, as long as it does not infringe on the
rights of others. I wonder how many of us recognu
the extent to which our doing our own thing in get-
ting here has infringed on the rights of others. I
think this is basic to the problem of leisure and the
use of leisure time because we who represent a sin-
gle class in American society are the world's num-
ber one degraders of the environment. The Jet plane
that I came across the United States in this morning
deposited a burden of air pollution on people who
are sharing in the benefits of that trip The sal, e
is !rye of those who visit the national parks in great
numbers. We have for sears, intentionally or not,
been clearly serving an elitist cause We have made
our resources available to a certain segment of
society, but a great share of the American public
has not been able to enty them.

I think we are talking about a class of Ameri-
cans who increaqinty recogniz, that ihe ale getting
their share of the environmental goodiesbut bear
their share of the environmental degradation proc-
ess, and more.

Freedom of choice was mentioned, and the nec-
essity of leaving others free to choose as well The
choices that some of us made in coming here, and
that many others make in taking advantage of some
of the pleasures of American life, do deprive others
of choices that rightfully should be theirs. Actuall,
I found the presentation an exhilarating experience,
for the most part. As you can see, it triggered a lot
of responses, none of which probably hang together
rationally in a presentation like this. I think it raised
points that need to he raised and questions that need
to be considered. One basic question concerns the
costs and benefits of our use of the environment
who derives those benefits and who pas the costs
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DIANE CAPPEL. chairman, Youth Ads, isoi Coun-
cil, National Recreation and Park Association. and
recreation major, California State College at Los
Angeles.

I think that education needs to express its feel-
ings about recreation to %oung people This should
start in elemental.% school and extend through col-
lege E%erone has his own interpretation of lei-
sure, but it is also a learning situation, and the
community and societ can work together to make
interpretation easier

Another thing mentioned was destruction We
have many leisure activities that people destro%.
I think we ought to ask ourselves why and whose
fault it is. The solution is to involve more south
in more activities, give them more opportunities to
express their desires. For example. yesterday we
had a team conference in which each south had the
opportunity to express his feelings in a rock session

The discussion topic was: What happened to
the Easy Rider? The first group saw the Easy Rider
as a person who did his own thing. Yet the felt
that parents the cornhawifiy pushed him to be an
easy rifler because there were not enough activities.
and the school system has been geared so that lei-
sure life was destructive. I think adults should have
the opportunity to project their ideas on youth. to
express their feelings. We are trying to bridge a gen-
eration gap in our society, and if adults are not help-
ing youth, and youth not helping children, we are
going to have a bigger generation gap.

STEVEN PHILLIPS: would like to clarify what we
meant by leisure. We considered it as a state of
mind. Free time is really a contradiction in terms
because time is structure and no structure is free.
Mainly, what we are saying is: free time may be
time off from a job, time free from obligations. or
something like this. We mentioned three basic func-
tional aspects of leisure relaxation, entertain-
ment, and development. We would categorize rec-
reation as relaxation and entertainment.
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Id like to sax a :axx things about what Ron
Clements said. I think he was right This is a !damn.
atmosphere I think the greatest thing that xxr. (amid
haxe done was go e a (arm, set IA enroll. loose.
and see what they could do. what they could find

e re talking about strengthening man so that he
tan feel and understand things. so that he tan under-
slam! himself Basically, rf man understands him-
self, he will not step on others I'd like to gixe
few personal examples of the generation gap Most
people are amazed when at the college lex el. they
find that many of the things they were told in ele-
mentary school were lies. I come from Boston. and
we thought John Hancock was realty great i hen i
got to college and found out hi. was one of the big-
gest smugglers of all time Also. many parents force
their children. My parents tried to impress upon
me that I should be a dentist. I rebelled. and here
I am in design and lox mg it

IOHN ZIEGLER. student. Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology. Chicago.

I would like to agree with Ron Clements that
this is a plastic environmentin many wi.ys unreal
I xxcald rather be outas he saidin a barn some
place, rather than a mongst all this fake wood and
nylon wools. In Chicago, we live about a stone's
throw from one of the worst slums in the na.ton.
We came out here where people drive iround rn
electric golf carts. and tomorrow we go hack to the
middle of our ghetto.

The first question that pops into my head is
whether the quality of life is enhanced by all this
material construction. I wonder if. perhaps. a couple
of sticks and a clean field to run around in wouldn't
he as satisfying as a millioa dollar establishment.
It is one of the things we tried to bring across in
the film. We did not put into the presentation a
condemnation of hooliganism, or whatever you
want to call it. but there is nothing in there that
cannot be respected and thought about by any rea-
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sonable person. It is not that radical 1 \e think there
are things that can be impro%ed

IRWIN BARAN. psychiatrist. Psychiatric Center at
Alvarado. San Diego. California.

I think it is too bad that we got off on the issue
of the generation gap There are a number of things
that appear to me to come out of this First, the
oung people are as guilty as we are about enjoying

leisure. Second. I think we are feeling guilty about
coming to a conference on leisure in the middle of
the week. so we have to criticize ourselves for being
bad people Also. it may be that the fellow from
Chicago is feeling a little had about ha% mg to go
back to Chicago.

ALLEN V SAPORA. chairman. Department of Rec-
reation and Palk Administration. Unitersity of Ill
nois. Urbana.

I think these young people have shocked us a
little bit by saying we are naive about approaching
the public. I think they brought out quite a few
fine points. but we always seem to go back to one
point. This is good. or this is bad. This kird of
activity is good for children. This is good for adults
This is a good kind of leisure. We should promote
this or that. I think one of our greatest faults as
planners and professionals is that we do not know
what is good. We have not studied our art well
enough to tell people what they should do or to sug-
gest alternatives. We are here to talk to planners.
and to bring together the experience and intuitive
ability that we have as leaders in the field so we
can design the kinds of things people need.

It seems to me that one thing this multimedia
presentation was trying to say is that more of the
same is not going to get us where we mu o go.
We must find some way of saying. "No. this is not
the direction that we want to go as a society or as
people... Until we find some way to retrace some
steps or raise some questions, we are not going to
he able to deal with the problems. As polarization
increases, boredom and the level of violence also
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increase. That is wriat the job istring to break
new groundand I think the wa the discussion
went is valuable.

EDWARD H. STOREY. At least I created a focal
point for discussion. the generation gap I do not
really believe the generation gap is as large as it
appears to be, and I do not want to tr to defend
what I said. I tried simply to point out what I feel
are some shortcomings. I still feel er strongly
that those shortcomings exist. and I can never accept
the definition of recreation as being entertainment
and relaxation. I think it is something much, much
deeper. I suggest to those of ou who developed
this presentation that you have only begun our
investigation of the meanings of leisure and re-
creation.

RON CLEMENTS: First. Dr. Stores, I must say that
I reall was not reacting against you for what ou
said. I had some negative attitudes when I first came
here, basically from the brochuie I received through
the mad. When I arrived and saw the impressive
surroundings, the negativism was intensified It
seems we are talking about things that most of us
alread know. I mean, most of us know the prob-
lems of leisure. We are talking about the problems
but not really separating them from the prejudices
we have. Since everbody has different prejudices
about leisure, we should separate them from the
actual problems rather than coalesce on specific
issues We should find out what the basic problems
really are instead of going to positive and negative
sides I have already gone to the negative side. but
I did not react against Dr. Storey, I reamed against
this environment, and we should he getting on to
other matters.

Nations as well as individuals are made or unmade
by the way they use their leisure.

Martin H. Neumayer
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ARTHUR CARSTENS, retired Institute of Industrial
Relations, University of California. Los Angeles

Fm interested in these young men's reactions to
this place. Some of you may be interested to hear
that this establishment was built with a piece of the
Teamsters' pension land. The thing that interests me
is that, for the last few years, some of us have been
wanting to convince the Teamsters to invest more
wisely. I hope that during this conference we can
explore the kind of area this could he if it were
designed for people who could not afford to pay
what we will pay.

DUANE ROBINSON. Social Work Education. George
Williams College. Chicago. Illinois.

I felt three needles tonight. Ed Staley jabbed
at us first, and I appreciated that because I think
that he set the tone for this conference. Then our
National Parks man needled us with the disparity
between what we might think of as justice and the
reality of what it is The students gave us the third
needle. God bless you! I hope you do not go home
now because for two more days we will be trying to
decide how to de,iI. in realistic terms, with the pre-
cious-idea of leisure I think we share in common.

NORMAN P. MILLER. Thank you. Duane. In clos-
ing. it might be u:eful to touch on some of the things
I heard. both from the panel and the participants.
In planning this conference. we hoped to draw
attention to the semantic differences that confuse
our thinking and our ability to deal with the very
real problems. Norman Dalkey's project attempts to
get at our judgments about priorities. We can all
talk about definitions. Hopefully. we are not going
to get bogged down with them in this conference.
If were going to do our own thing. let us do it in
terms that ni sense to all of us. If we cannot
agree as professionals who have been involved
with this field for many years. how can we expect
200 million other Americans to understand us in
any realistic way.?
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I want to make it yen clear that the selection
of La Costa was deliberate We wanted to bring %ou
to one model of an environment for leisure. Now,
you may not agree with the model, but this is a
model. And one of the men who helped plan this
place is part of this program You will ha% e t I chance
to talk to him about the Ideas behind this environ-
ment plastic though it may seem

Of course, we have a communications problem
We are talking about uses of the environment, and
ways to relate our findings to other people Mr
Evison talked about comprehending the scope of
the problem and getting people to reall understand
our purpose How do we get at the question of
education? Reverend Fackre is going to talk about
ethics. We are going to talk about a leisure in
this society. But how do we do that? Do we sell ideas
of choice? Should costs be sharedhuman, social,
and economic'

This conference will not provide answers to
all of the questions. We are here as a group of
people to share, on an interdisciplinary basis, some
ideas, thoughts, and concerns Tomorrow morning
we will start by looking at the environmental
aspects. We will have a very interesting paper about
environmental concerns, about leisure and the
quality of life. It is one man's viewpoint. and each
of you will have the chance to respond. We will not
work as a group anymore in this theater style seat-
ing. Tomorrow morning, when you come in, there
will be a hollow square with some 35 of you seat-
ed at the table. Each of you will be assigned to sit
at the table according to your area of interest.
This small group will work the first hour on Mr.
Clark's paper and the reactions provided by the
selected reactors. Then all of us will have a chance
to participate.

That is the general format. You will have the
chance to be a member of a big group and a little
group. Hopefully, you will have the chance to ex-
press your views on any point, question, or topic
that is a part of the program. Now, if there are
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still tome of 'iou who reall cannot stand this en-
viromnen1, 1 have some tents and hax e made ar-
rangements for ou to camp on the golf course to-
night 1 do not demean the remarks of our students
or their ideas about the out-of-doors We considered
most seriousl taking this conference to a woodsx
environment. 11 was mx preference. 1 assure ou. but
the log socal problems of transporting people from
all ove the country 100 miles into the mountains
into foi.r feet of snow would have been most com-
plicated So we came to San Diego. to a leisure
world and part of the leisure emironment that is
southern California. Perhaps, in the final anal sis.
it ma have heen as pros otative of thought about
our tope: as anything we might have done. Good
night'

Leisure a Human Right

Article 24. Everyone has the right to rest and leisure.

Article 26. Education shall be directed to the full
development of the human personality.

Article 27. Everyone has the right freely to parti-
cipate in the cultural life of the community, to
enjoy the arts.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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The person who looks for the hist(uu. origins of
pla ma' find a wealth ()I data showing that pia% has
ab.as been an integral part of [Mill's life Condi-
tions have so gieatl changed that our whole idea
()I leisure-time actiities has been completel trans-
formed. The suspicion with which church and state
three centuries ago viewed all di% ersoms has }men
w a to the active encouragement and promotion of
ever' form of healthful amusem..nt Neertheless.
there is certaml more than a trace of the old Puri-
tanism in an attitude %%hich so often views the in-
crease in present-da opportunities for recreation
as the "problem of leisure.-

Leisure implies a state of mind, a feeling of self-
satisfaction. Toda, societ's main concern is to free
man from the burden of providing for his basic ne-
cessities Shorten the workweek and give man more
lane to relax! Rut free time is merel a prerequisite
for leisure. Ilow man utilizes his free time deter-
mines his leisure Leisure must be considered an

l'he pidolonition. Leisure, sponsored k the Ammo Steel Corpora-
(ton and pre Jared k a group of students in Industrial Design,
Illinois Institute of I re linolog, ser% eel as one of the prirnar%
doctitne Ws for the «inference and as the 11a515 tot the sound (din
presentation %%boil opened the emnferen«. ()Whited here are
some of the ke% cone flits e % plored, is selee,led k the editois of
the prat ,edings

25
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Individual feeling The Now Generation has coined
a popular cliche, "Do your own thing,- which is an
appropriate condition for leisure As long as the
individual does what he chooses, he will achime
a state of leisure.

The indi%iduars ability to understand his alter-
natives determines his choice Furthermore, his
ability to choose is extended by education and expe-
rience, or better yet. by feeling. sensitivity. and
awareness. Although these are varied choices. man
is still bored.

It is a common belief that the key to leisure is
affluence, when actually, the key is imagination
Perhaps money will buy more free time. but it can-
not buy imagination or self-gratification The prob-
lem still remains the same for the rich and the poor:
boredom.

The solution to boredom is imagination All of
us have possessed this gift as children, but only the
fortunate still retain it. The mere idea of hie itsell
is excitement for children, since they are continu-
ously looking forward to those moments of leisure
when they are able to play Why do they look for-
ward to their leisure time with such anticipation?
They possess an almost unlimited amount of imagi-
nation. an essential tool by which they are able to
shape their leisure hours. For them, no expensne
recreational equipment is necessarythe simplest
found objects are fantasized into exciting games
and toys. Perhaps if man could recapture imagina-
tion or refrain from destroying it in the young, he
would again think of his leisure time as play and
still enjoy it for its own sake.

The commodity mentality approach to free time
is caused by ignorance of the paramount importance
that leisure can have in the life of man. People with
the commodity mentality approach spend their free
time spending money, but what satisfaction do they
achieve?

Ferdinand F. Hauser has said:
Reflect for o moment how many people actually wont to
own an automobile. take home 0 "hands six-bottle corn-
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mg case of soft drinks, or hat t. a drafter lull of shirts
that an rail their ott In the final anal sis. imt roam
Penple in a bust. rapidl ni ing. affluent somet it
reasingh real, the are not interested in things per

se, but rather in their use in a con enient and urn -free
manner

In order to eliminate boredom, and its b-product,
the commodit mentalit, it is necessar to under-
stand leisure.

A scrunn of the makeup of leisure as originall
de eloped b George Candilis (French architect)
brings us to examine these fundamental aspects
leisurefree time, leisure activit. and leisure
frame of mind. The pattern relationship can simply
be expressed as' (leisure-free :ime) + (leisure
activity) = (leisure-frame of mind).

A common denominator is evident in those
three viewpoints of leisuretime, activit , frame
of mind, that is, leisure equals freedom of choice.
Leisure is instinctively or knowingly selected as an
antidote to t!.0 adverse effects of compulsor dad,
activities and the confusion and frustration arising
from the densification of urbanization and popu-
lation.

In this manner leisure takes on three ver im-
portant functionai aspects. relaxation, entertain-
men', and development.

Relaxation

a order to deliver men from tiredness, there is the
eisure of silence, rest, doing nothing, leisure to be

occupied witheut aim. yoal, or target schedule
The beneficial, r 'generative effects of rest and

play periods can be most enriding to man onl
when he assumes an hones: and realistic frame of
mind, when his understanding of his potentials and
limitations provides the rhythm necessary for a har-
monious existence with both himself and his en-
vironment.
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Leisure as a Life
Style

Entertainment

The aspect of entertainment delivers man from
boredom, strangeness, leisure of escape. search, and
change where imagination can ix' given free domain
This commands the total involvement of the indi% id-
,ml during all of his acti% dies.

Development

The aspect of development delvers men from auto-
matism of thought and conventionalism of eer
day actions and allows freedom for culture (it bod%
and spirit and dnamic expansion of dersonaht.

A person extends his choices %la education and
experience. The more one knows and experiences.
the better able he is to cope with conflict and pres-
sur2, Conversely, the less one knows and experi-
ences, the more susceptible and vulnerable he is to
economic, social, and environmental conflicts. Can-
ddis has observed that the three functional aspects
of leisure are interdependent, the coexist at vari-
able degrees, in all situations, and for all human
beings

Based on the consideration that leisure is a sub-
jective feeling, the preceding analsis suggests that
we focus on the pursuit of a meaningful use of free
time We can easily denouce the faults of our work-
oriented system, but are we really capable of struc-
turing a life plan where the leisure, ethic has free
domain?

Conditioned and limited by our environment,
we must put forth an almost superhuman effort to
extricate ourselves from the bondage of tradition,

We abuse land because we regard it as a com-
modity belonging to us. When we see land as a
community to which we belong we may begin to
use it with love and respect.

Aldo Leopold
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only then can we adapt to a life of leisure In the
context of life style we must plan for the widest pos-
sible range of alternatives, so that later. %%ith men-
tal attitude based on sensitivity and awareness. IA e

are able to act toward our freely chosen goals Our
benefits as indw,,luals are directly related to the
extent of our involvement in preparing for a life
style of leisure

Conflicts

Before we propose any guidelines for leisure, we
must understand the conflicts that he in front of us
Many forcessocial, economic, political, and erwi-
ronmental can both help and hinder our search
for the "gooiriit.e.-

It is %Tr% difficult for an indiidual to fashion a
life that includes meaningful work. lo% eimuse-
ment, relaxation, enduring personal relationships,
health - vitality, and a high quality em ironment
Our consideration of these conflicts is by no means
all inclusive, rather our goal was to identify pre-
requisite conditions for leisure and hopefully de-
velop guidelines on how they can he obtained in the
next decade. We suggest that a basic leisure life
style cannot develop without man and his environ-
ment coexisting in terms of their -mutual com-
petence

Human Competence-Motivation

The basic notion of the concept of human and envi-
ronmental competence-motivation is that the pri-
mary motivation within us to create, to experience,
and to learn is triggered by (1) our innate abilities.
learned skills-knowledge, or competencies, and (2)
the ability of the environment to stimulate and re-
spond to our competence.

For example, we may have been born and
trained to he a great concert pianist and have had a

highly successful career; however, if our compe-
tency becomes impaired by arthritis in our hands,
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Dill motiNatiii to pla the piano a lapidl de-
clease and thcreb limn that impoitaet aspect 01
our life The more mentall and ph% sicall% lit %%e

are, the more read %% V can 1w 10 11`SIMMI (111.-
11% el% and Io de eke) (ousel, es

Environmental Competence- aotivation

We can cart'. the «urpetence-motivanon «int elm
into the emironment also. for we all peilorm in
some aspect or situation in the emnonment The
concert pianist's intrinsic -noIR anon to pla %%ell
can also be affected b the IelatiN e competence of
his enlironment --the concert hall, the piano. and
the audience II the hall is acousticall poor. the
piano out of lune, or the audieace ignorant of the
nuances of the music. the pianist -na tail as a fault
of the environment Therefore. for as Io develop and
operate our lives to the tidiest %%e must be all that
we can be. and the environment that supports us
must be all that it can he

The qualit of these inlerdepennent compe-
tencies affects our mental attitude or motivation
and our ability to exercise our options in the vi-
ionment. There is much evidence of situ, lions in
which highl competent men are experienclig fail-
ure in the face of incompetent environments. Ile
have also wenessed in this centur mans occa,ions
%%hen competent men have succeeded brond Ineir
dreams in highl competent em ironments. It is pre
cisely our individual. phsical. and mental abilth
to enrich ourselves and our environment in some
purposeful %ka% that describes the qualit of oui hie
With the human and environmental competenc-
motivation concept used as a basis, it becomes pos-
sible to illustrate mans conflicts of man and the
environment which obstruct the path of a life based
on leisure "doing our own thing."

States of the Environment and of Man

With the increase in technohni and population we
produce more. but also create more waste b-prod-
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nos %%ho.h are disduirged Mil) 110 an water. and
land and remain long ding then assumed III eV
1)14,1,in These li -pi minus hoer i ans. w ash.
paper. smog, stinking water. deafening 1101S0 in
urban areas. Intel and 'close e reale a %ast seen
and unseen reminder that what part of the en% iron-
ment we haien i ia%aged we are sstematicall% spoil-
ing The Lommunmation aspects of pollution are
dad% reminders (il a growing environmental in-
competence

At one 11 MP a lughl% competent fishing industi%
thrked on Lake Erie. now it is lea% mg the area, as
are domestic fishermen hecanse the lake has be-
come so polluted that it can no longer sustain itself
or its plant and fish lilt. Lake Erie is incompetent
Man% other lakes and I IlVrs in America are in simi-
lar slates of incompetenc% A mountain of waste is
slowly stifling our motivation to enjo the natural
environment

At present 70 percent of us live on 10 percent
of the land. America counts for one sixth the world's
population and %et consumes or transforms half of
the world's natural resources. Every day. land that
was once a farm or forest is being turned into a sub-
urban area or Ireewa.%, and %et inadequate housing
and welfare in the central cities are so acute that
social degradation and violence have become part
of the life pattern in America, According to the Na-
tional Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence, urbanites in the next 10 % ears will ha% e to
travel through "policed corridors- connecting "safe'"
islands and armed guards will lie fixtures at plat -

grounds and on public: vehicles We must quickl
develop a new attitude towards the earth

Ignorance

Ignorance hes within us all and is the first and most
formidable state that impairs our ahilit to attain
leisure to do our thing. Although the qm.lit of the
world in which we live partl motivates us, we also
act because of an inner quality. For us even to begin
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thinking about a better way of life based on leisure
we have to be aware that something is wrong with
ourselves and the ,,tatus quo and have some desire
to change it PI ,ological shortcomings are per-
haps the most obvious conflicts that can keep us
from realizing our potential The blind or retarded
have but a narrow scope within which to perform
flan war veterans feel the reduced options avail-
able to them without the use of their basic phsical
being. as do the thousands disabled b social and
environmental violence

Education
The lack of education, whether formal or informal.
keeps many of us from being aware of our poten-
tials. It seems likely that some potential great
thinkers and geniuses in America go undiscovered
b our present educational sstem Our gross na-
tional product which once was characterized li
phsical products is rapidly changing into knowl-
edge. This means the individual middle class Amer-
ican will be a "knowledge worker,- a person who
actually thrives on a constant education process. His
challenges and desires for leisure will be vastly dif-
ferent from those of his industrial counterparts For
manual workers earls retirement seems to offer a
solution, as evident in the eagerness with which it
has been accepted in the American automobile.
steel, and rubber industries despite heavy financial
penalties.

The manual worker does not seem to suffer
from a "problem of leisure.'' Time does not hang on
his hands, even though he shows little desire for the
cultural pursuits that are pressed on him b the edu-
cated. Ile can sit in a cottage or trailer in Florida,
apparentl happ and buss with a small garden, oc-
cupied with fishing. hunting, and gossiping

The knowledge worker cannot easily retire
If he does, he is likel to disintegrate fast. Knowl-
edge work is apparend habit forming in a way in
which manual work is not. People who have been
doing knowledge work for 2(1 ears cannot stop.
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Present education s)stems in America areoriented to the past. to an outmoded concept thatessentially trained people for specialized adultroles: once one "got his learning," he ceased in anway to be invol% ed education Earl) specializa-tion in school and the increases in specialized in-formation tended to build gaps between generationsToda) it is difficult for a specialized father to com-municate with his son. If the father had been con-tinuous!) enriched throughout his life. the gapsmight have been less significant. Perhaps the mostserious problem present education poses for theemerging knowledge worker society is the failure toproduce self- reliant learners and learning facilitiesThe most important thing, in other words, is notspecific skills. but a universal skillthat of usingknowledge and its s)stematic acquisition as thefoundation for performance
We cannot really lie free to learn, to work. andto experience until we have the self-confidence andability to do so. If the confidence

remains within theschoolhouse, it is irrelevant for the inc% 'dual.

As human existence came to be controlled h) theclock, man's life became rigidly divided into periodsof work time- and "free time.- To conceal the im-plicit slaver) of "free time." contemporar) Americahas prostituted the great word "leisure.** and menmade it an adjective, as in "leisure time Even inteems of "free time.'' Americans are riot nearl) aswell off as the believe What "free time'' Ameri-cans have. the de% ote to corsumphon
When we purchase a new car few of us think ofthe chunk of our time it will take to pa) for it. Man)Americans feel the constant pressure to make mane}just to sta) ahead of the time pornents With themyriad opportunities and products available onefeels obliged to he involved with as man) of them aspossible. The more freedom is created It) time-saving devices, the more compelled roan) feel tomake use of the newl)-acquired commodit) time
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Nut only do we consume and indiscriminately
use time. but Ye are also manipulated by it through
machine -age time structures, work and vacation
schedules, the nine to five syndrome. commuting
schedules, enforced retirement and recreation. the
coffee break, lunch hour, and so on. Do we think of
free time as a quantity or a quality Do imposed
time structures stifle creativity. or do they relate in
any WdN to human inspiration or to simple biologic
needs such as rest and relaxation? In education. for
example, many professors are scheduling classes in
their homes, once removed from the imposed insti-
tutional time constraints of the 50-minute class
schedules. They have found that class discussions
should evolve naturally, that ideas should be free
to grow, even if it takes hours On the other hand.
the 50-minute class period can be too long for a
boring, redundant lecture. Many of us have felt the
discomfort of adapting to forced free time on the
traditional American vacation. The first week is
spent in frustrating strangeness to "free time" and
the second is spent preparing to go back to the job.

We are migrating away from the age of the man-
ual worker, tied to machine scheduling, to an age of
the middle class knowledge worker whose use of
time will be less structured as communication and
information will not be bound by place and time,
and will demand the control of his time. In other
words. the knowledge worker will expect, not free
time, but the freedom to structure his own time to
suit his life style and still be a productive member
of society.

Instead of suffering the sequential and inevit-
able terminal states of human development play,
education, work, and retirement, the leisure age
man will be able to exist in a more free, permissive
time reference. It is hoped that he will be able to
follow his Instincts in regard to when he wants to
play, work, or relax, Retirement as an idea in the
past, was only intended for the disabled and aged.
However, it should be possible at any time to retire
from the mainstream of events or to exist peri-
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odicalk in d sort of pschosocial moratorium. to
"drop out.- to ponder and reflect upon what one is
doing or not doing Educators such as Fred Newman
of the Linn ersity of Wisconsin ha% e suggested that
post high school students he given a t1% o- ea! mora-
torium during which the can choose to (I() anything
the wish, in order to reduce the premature deci-
sion pressures put upon them b the existing societ

Cleary, we must first have some understanding
of time and its effects on our life pattern and do-
to-da activities. Onl b controlling and adjusting
our own time can we begin to consider it as "free
time." In terms of future guidelines there seems to
he sufficient evidence pointing toward a unified
approach to leisure in the context of time A mean-
ingful outlook of this kind will require that a new
mental attitude permeate all our activitiesin this
culture, social acceptabil.t be determined b
the new leisure ethic

Subsistence: An American Conflict

Unlike our forefathers, who saw in material wealth
the road to happiness, we are presenty witnessing
in America a new dilemma born out of affluence
We are faced with a dilemma of having to decide
standard of lip ing that will not make us slaves to it.

The hippie generation. while overreacting to
affluence, has placed doubt in our minds about the
necessity for owning a conglomeration of gadgets
for the mere sake of having them and of generating
a life style based on the means of life rather than
the ends. It can he said that the hippies, who In
middle class values live in filth and povert. are
essentiall a new leisure class. Obviousl the have
found an acceptable level of sustaining themselves
without am apparent economic or social sacrifice
and/or compromise To live a leisure existence in
the classical sense means we must not he oppressed
b the day-to-da necessity of providing our live-
lihood, for this oppression will stifle our serene
attitude towards the world.
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The Pursuit of 11 hat Fled e%% mail has %Wien EIS the goal 1)1 edit-

Leisure
cation we lind appropriate as the !heat goal ot

leisure

Ile (ISSLIII1e hIllt the 111()St f lillf1(11114.111(11 uhter tlt e 01 0(111-

orlon Heisorei is the (let elopment of human (lignik, or
selt-realtiation rt ithin the I onanunat - (1)anutott lotyl
ring to a persons sat oil TIM! lTll rrnnmentul he
hroatil stated oi,p)/ In f t an he snot tried in mom It 111 s
emphusi/ing either 'edit idealism or sot :al assto tattoo

We further assume that before an broad range ap-
proach to leisure in America can he dllempted,
we must understand and he capable ul leistne
indw ulna's lVe feel it is not something to be pur-
chased Or instituted b political action Although we
are not advccating an anti- institutional approach to
leisure, as institutions are necessar arid do contrib-
ute much to our li%es. we feel strongl% that to do
one's own thing. to le a leisure Ide. the motivation
must begin with the individual.

Leisure Planning: A Life Style Need

A life of leisure must he planned; as indiduals.
%,,e must place ourselves in the best possible position
for such planning This requires, first of all, an
honest and thorough inventor of our potentials and
limitations. We are well aware b now of how er
ronmental and individual conflicts can serions
curtail our alternatives. We mull avoid such con-
flicts because they seriously undermine an con
struc:tuke leisure attitude It is onl ht consciousl
allotting in ourselves and our environment the
widest possihie range of choice, that we can assume
a planning attitude for establishing workahle leisure
centered guidelines.

It is beond our interest and competence to sug-
gest a life stile based on leisure for ever individ-
ual: however, we do propose that the concept of
planning. of avoiding a life of existential chaos, is a
prerequisite for leisure We have proposed that
man at leisure is doing his mn thing. Now we ant
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to add that this man mint also plan and he «an-
petyilt to do his (e, n thing

Human Needs In Planning: Information

L1(.11 nelson should hake at his disposal the equia-
lent of the traditional str,q)book dei( ling his 1(1(91-
tit -"who am I- inhumation that reinforces one's
!Clain state in (he w oi Id dill describes 0110'5 eel 1-
1.111111.ent, that is. the at :ess and qualit of s( hoots.
hospitals. o(ampations, phsical enkironinent. and
reiseation Fun example, institutions generall de-
mand to kium much mole about a potential emplo-
ve or student than the person requests of the insti-
tution kve propose Oho indRiduals he gi% en an
opportunit to assess the qualit ot d 11111110 101) 01
education more ,iccurateh,

Eat.h person requires d mechanism lot undei-
standing the quantit and of his options in
life For example. man people dry simpl unaware
of the opportunities that exist in a given location for
education, entertainment, and relaxation. The liThole
Earth Catalog is an excellent example of an informa-
tion resource that expands one's awareness of the
options in his environment.

Finall, the individual requires d "simulation-
met.hanisin, a procedure for predicting the conse-
quences of major decisions. Perhaps this can he in
the form of trial experiences in difletent education
and occupation situations and much more act,iirate
data of the real world

Subsistence or Sponsorship

Practically all Americans work in groups and insti-
tutions, and despite outhful outcries against insti-
tutional inhumanity and ineftectweness, the institu-
tions survive because they perform useful functions
ilowever, a need exists for a new attitude about the
relationship hetween institutions and individual
people, one that erhauls the corporation man
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image and maintains the standards and integrity of
the institution while still allowing for greater pa-
tronage of individuals.

"Angel" is usually the expression used to de-
scribe anyone who financially sponsors a theatrical
enterprise. Conceptually, angels, patrons, and spon-
sors provide an atmosphere in which ideas and peo-
ple are given license to flourish. Obviously, for a less
constrained leisure atmosphere to emerge we will
have to permit greater freedom in the way people
plan their activities, including education, work, and
relaxation. The knowledge worker of the seventies
will demand a completely different payoff for his
adventure. Instead, greater opportunities and out-
lets for self-realization and idiosyncratic behavior
and life styles within pluralistic, vet cooperating
groups will he expected.

Operational Principles For Leisure

Wherever possible, the results of human and envi-
ronmental action which tend to be irrevocable
should be avoided. A second chance should always
be a basic qualit in our lives. Too often toda, a
person is forced to live with the consequences of a
past decision. The financial system in America, for
example. provides few face-saving qualities. A single
unwitting or negligent action can result in an im-
paired credit rating and cause clays or months of
human aggravation. The effects of a lack of back up
environmental support systems in our society has
been obser' ed, as in the case of the New York area
power Ulu, e.

The Control and Access Principle

We urgently require a control and access philoso-
phy, which must feature (1) a function for increas-
ing a person's powers of access and use of "getting
through to," and (2) a cooperative strategy, featuring
greater visibility and vulnerability of people, infor-
mation, environmental tools, places, and events.

.....
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The Situation Principle

For those of us concerned with leisure. man. and the
environment it is important to consider first the
situation principle.- Man always performs in a
"situation unit- or context; it is. therefore. neces-
sary to understand the circumstances which sur-
r and situations.

It seems that given the freedom to do so we
i uld like to turn on and off our sensations at will
ai.d to feel vital in all our life experiences. We sug-
gest that therein lies the key to the design of envi-
ronments or situations for us all The key ingredients
are, as was stated earlier, the mutual competence of
ourselves and the environment to interact and our
ability to choose and to change our course. Candilis
observed that human development. entertainment.
and relaxation are the functional aspects of leisure
that we can design for or try to control in situations.
These aspects coexist in varying degrees in all situa-
tions and for all human beings.

One situation principle is concurrent vs. sequen-
tial involvement. Environmental planners and de-
signers should understand that man is capable of
concurrent activity (driving, listening to radio, etc )
in banal situations and sequential activities (atten-
tive to flow of events) in original situations, to vary-
ing degrees. In other words. when we are totally
involvedwhen all the functional aspects of leisure
are working in proper balance in a situationwe
are at leisure ... doing our thing.

Another situation principle is that of environ-
mental implications. As in many cases, designers fail
to combine development, entertainment, and relaxa
Lion into the situation. Many educational books and
films are produced that fail to recognize man's
needs for all three aspects. For example, if we want
young children to learn about water pollution and
we present it academically on television. stressing
the development aspect, we will undoubtedly ob-
serve the children becoming bored and eventually
drop out; we simply have the wrong mix, no enter-
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tainment, no relaxation. Howe% er, if the same mes-
sttge is structured into an interesting stor, we Lin
communicate. The current "Lassie series is an ex-
cellent example Of teaching children conservation
and ecolog while entertaining them.

Home
If tin thing. most of our ikellings are planned for
relaxation and entertainment. thereb limiting our
options for development: few homes feature librar-
ies or physical eduction equipment. It's at :his end
of the scale that private housing should ha% e an edu
cative capalolit. such as libraries. electronic infor-
mation hookups. and possibly a publishing and re-
production facilit. Also within the home we need
more options for vital physical conditioning. mc!cd-
mg complete relaxation

Work
Most offices, factories, and classrooms offer a

boring environment lacking all three aspects of lei-
sure For certain kinds of work. jobs high in repeti-
tive tasks (driving long distance truck lines. clericai
desk jobs. factor assembly lines). concurrent in-
%olvement in entertainment and educational pursuits
are possible A truck driver could learn history o er
the radio in his cab or the factors worker could
learn the art and science of mass production via
closed circuit television Conference rooms could
he outfitted with "toss" to allow for illicit et im-
portant "adult plan during discussions.

Shopping

The market place is rich in the entertainment aspects
and in some cases the relaxation aspects (mall devel-
opment. etc.); however, it is completel lacking an
development function. Most product displays as-
sume customers to be idiots and salesmen never
know how an item originated. who designed it, how
it works, or if it can be maintained. Prod.icts them-
selves, have little development value. and consumers
are expected to decipher the nature of an object b
looking at it.
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Commuting
We suffer the most severe boredom while commut-
ing Waiting in terminals and being stacked up in the
sky and on the freewas reduce us to fatigue. The
magazines in a waiting room arfe a deg ice to alley late
boredom. So in the waiting room at an airport. wh
not have a displa on the histor\ and theor of
flight? A subway could he a course in art, with each
station a sepande style A sups rhighwa could be
paralleled by a series of short-range radio stations,
each broadcasting aotomaticall from endless
loop descriptions of the aPit and its histor Such
systems are in use in so,.le museums now Wh nut
throughout an entire cit?

Recreation
Recreation environments in Mural areas ha e po-
tentiall\ the best balance of the I unctional aspects
of leisure Although natural phenomena intrigue
man, mans areas are becoming more banal ever\
ear. The wilderness once \Nati rich in entertainment

(escape, search, and adventure) and relaxation (si-
lence, rest) but this situation is becoming a thing of
the past In some resort areas mu. relaxation, des el-
opment, and entertainment are not possible.

All of these proposals are intended to make
situations in the environment more ital for leisure
All are based upon expanding human behavioral
options and the competency of em ironment.
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The Generalist vs. I make no apolog lin being d generdlist \lost sig-
The Specialist nilo.dnt tontidnitions to rndn's grim d \\ 41 \ 1111111

41111111d1IS111 411111 111(111.1 14111S111 1141 \ 1/19'11 11141111' h\
generalists imin limed that the problems pre-
;wild\ helm' \\:(o4,1(!ni num. to vtlimv, I at"
conlining this discussion. die not sus( eplible to
d11411.1 1)\ erticd11%-speiadhied epei Is The \\ ors1
of tod,o.'s plohlems ha% e been created man h-
1.4111SP h1 114IS not C(Mr(1111411(111 his 111(1111W11(11'111 Spe-
1,14111/ 4111011S It IS d matter ul Lomnion sense that ul
the problems \\etc geneidted to this Idshion, the
probabh cannot he unscrdinbled in the Sdnw \%d\

A simple e\dmple. the lechnologicd1 ad\ din.es
1,1,,h ha\ I. ,./iabh.d. ni East
Clmaigo and (Lir\ to remdin and producli\
through the \ eats. e had d 111M:11141111W SI(111 1111(T,I

The smog generated prom these nulls has seeded suf-
ficient pretipildlion 11/ 1:4111S1` d striking imsedse
in rdinhill in some portions of northern Indidnd
II this ,:imilondtion of smog. cloud. and rainidll is
(amsidered undesirable It\ the local residents, as I

belie\ e is. the solution lo the problem does not
he \ulli the technologists of t1,S. Steel The solution
his \\ ilh the generalists, in this case the (ativens ul
the dred. \aim md or ma\ not \\ ago OW (.I% II, 411111

1/1111111:411 attacks 11(11:11Stidr \ In re\erse 41 long-leim
trend
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American Goals

this is not to sa that the genius specialist may
not ha% e an immense impact on the course of \\ est-
ern ci%diation. Hut he has to be a specialist ()I such
consummate skill that he tills in a maim gap in
man s knowledge. or puts together pieces which
pre ions generations have been kicking around loi
centuries. without the skill to make the pieces In
Darwin was such a specialist.

American aspirations in this centur% genetall. and
since World kVar 11 particularly. have been in terms
of material goals. These goals ha% e been winning
a war. reducing unemploment below lire percent.
putting a man on the moon. achiming a gloss na-
tional product of one trillion dollars. wiping out
illiterac :and' diphtheria, and building a national
sstem of limited access highways. These goals.
because of their nature, have been accomplished li%
specialists. who thereb tend to be glorified Al-
though the astronauts. lor example. are regarded as
national heroes, it not genuine folk heroes. if they
were to engage in debate at this conference. the
would emerge as relatively pedestrian figures.

The satisfaction -lm,e1 attainment of Americans
is :ailing. (I make no apolog for creating a phon
compound noun because it conves what I am tring
to say.( Compared to his grandfather, the average
American adult now has a larger gap between what
he has achieved and what he thinks he might rea-
sonably achieve or conceivably be entitled to

We see no prospect of improvement in this re-
gard. One reason for this can be attributed to our
extraordinary communications system. which en-
ables an individual to be aware of practicall
everything that goes on in the world An important
side effect of television, as an example. is that
while voting people toda are vastly more and
better informed than were their parents at the same
age, they're also vastl more dissatisfied. This is
because they are aware of so mans more things that
are wrong with the world, and of so man} things
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winch the would like to ha,,e but apparenth Lan-
MA ha\ e.

This, in turn. has had both a good and a had
effect The good effcct has been an increasing dis-
satisfaction on the part of %ming Americans about
the state of the bod% indult. the econom. and the
environment but. on the other hand, the Same
oung people, in the mass. but more particularb the
less intelligent and motivated. arc far more aware ofthe beautibil, rich. glorified people of the worldthan the were before. and this awareness has in-
creased their dissatisfaction This is the satisfac-
tion-alounment gap of hich I spoke

I therefore suggest that II) if technologu.al
advances continue to make it likel that our na-tional goals will be measured in materialistic terms.
(21 if most of our citizens continue to be aware III
the gap between what the are and what the mightbe, and (31 if mans more people continue to desire
to change the system, whether graduallx or radicall.
then we will have an enormous problem for which
leisure ma furnish a significant answer.

In talking about leisure I am talking about the goal-it of life I regard it as axiomatic that the develop-
ment of more leisure time guarantees an 'morose-ment in the quaht of life No alternative time-
uses into which a person is programmed can be asdesirable to him as the free-time options associatedwith leisure. Leisure implies an absence of pres-
sure. Leisure has never -lieen a snonrn for recrea-
tion, and this is especially true toda.

The pressure on individuals to use their time has
increasingl channeled what might once ha e been
called leisure time into programmed time For in-
stance, a major objection which mans people make
to a cruise ship is the cruise director Ile sees to it
that what has been regarded traditionall as a
period of leisure with good food and plent of salt
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Free Time

air be( oms a kaleidoscope iit k !emus.
['MA'''. MO\ II!%. gala fetes. shore nips lei tines.
and orgamid soualizing 'Hwy. aim\ Ines t an be
death regarded as reiseation, but d% lei-
sure It is this orgarnied recreation of Limy%
Ini.11 (Ik 4!% \,1 111d1111, peOpie geniiinel
cra% I' relaalion

time I, essential to din meanmglid dist.ussion
of leisure 1 ;\ Ve time I 1111dfl d period of time to
%%11ii.h a nelson has options Without option% there
tan be no leisure In the Iasi 23 ears. option time
has graduallt shrunk. while opportunities for re-

creation have correspondinglt increased This factor
has several roots: DI the American wage earner%
free time has increased because of shorter working
hours and higher wages. (21 greater mobilitt has

increased his geographical options. and rit atherus-
ing has brought to his attention a large numher of
recreational possibilities

lit definition. options brought to people in a
commercial %,1, invoking the expenditure of large
sums of monet cannot include the option of 'Pistil('
because leisure involves more than options among
specific and programmed attivilies. Most important.
it irwolkes the option to do wh,it we loolishlt
nothing.- A child, in an unthinking wat. mat at

times resent the absence of programming The title
of a hook popular a few t ears ago has meaning
here Where Dul You Go"- -Out.- "What Did You
Do ?" -Nothing A child may complain that he has
nothing to do. Hut once a child in our societt
readies adulthood and is subjected to a varier of
pressures. he no longer complains about having
nothing to do

NIt concept of leisure ,is including the option
of doing nothing is subject to limitation. Those
who have no capacity for self-stimulation or sell-
amusement will always complain about having noth-
ing to do. A man whose life has been wrapped up in
his job and in (links to his familt is a poor user
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of leisure nine and a (I,) 1,111(11(1111' 101' re-
tirement The Committee on Aging of the .1inero an
Nipilical Association recentli, reported that men

'retire die sooner than comparable peers w.1114
(10 not )etirt. Among those \\ ho retire- some 11411 I'
no alter nati% The\ had hobbies. or
enpo.eil books or pla\ oil spoils, and an unlimited
diet of 1 111111 111. 15 %Wild (Ind Ph \ alb, dainag-
ing

()11 the ()ther hand the man \\ ho continues to go
to his of In.e heond normal ietii ement age. 1.\ en
though his lesponsibilines ina lie minimal. Is at
least stimulated l)\ sights, sounds, and thoughts
%,. inch would probahl\ not teat h ill Ill at 1101114' 1 II'
has a sense Gf purpose, his mind continues to op-
erate in an orderly wa, he gets more exercise. and
In es longer.

his success in aging is because of the fact that
he has exercised an option Were the same man
compelled to go to an office until age M. his life
span would almost certainl he shortened If his
going to the office represents the exercise of an
option Inch ma be dried im his occasionall%
playing golf, fishing. working in his garden, or read-
ing at home, so much the !letter for his chances of
resisting sendil, and death

I come now to a consideration of how leisure ma
become increasingl important in a sociek in which
more and more goals are stated in materialistic
terms. The greater the number of programmed
options presented to a person in his work or re-
creation. the more important to him is his "do
nothing* lime. I saw this for two reasons. First. the
nme-usage options chosen b the person entirel on
his own, without outward pressure, are likely to
result in a more true use of his leisure lime. Second.
such "do nothing'' time is likel to he used more
frultfull rather than less so.

At first glance. one might believe that when an
individual is channeled into Boy Scout work. sup-
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Planning a
Favorable Leisure

Climate

port of a Red Feather agency, or lobby ing pro bono
publico, the greatest increment of good to society
will result I seriously doubt that this is true today
Motivated people will pursue these activities any-
way. It is the unprogrammed time, that is likely to
be used in ways which will ultimately benefit all of
us.

I am thinking of such disparities as reading for
pleasure, contemplating nature, and indulging in
a bit of self-analysis or thoughtful consideration
of family relationships. I think that John Muir and
Stephen Mather, like Thoreau and Rousseau before
them, came to a sense of urgency and mission only
after long periods of leisurely contemplation of
the joys and heauties of nature. Today, the numher
of people who have fought for conserv,ition, for
instance, is so small that they've been compelled
during the past 40 years to travel at a frenzied pace
to preserve what little is left of the wilderness.
If the numbers of these people were substantially
increased, the battles would be won more fre-
quently and more easily.

I suggest that reading for pleasure (by which
I mean momentary satisfaction without message
absorption) may have significant value in relaxation
and stabilization of the pressured individual There
is, so far as I am aware, no magazine of general
circulation today, as an example, which can he com-
pared to the Saturday Evening Post or Collier's
of the 1930s, whose fiction was generally well-writ-
ten and wholly without message. In fact, there ap-
pears to be no current fiction whatever that does
not either have a message, or cater to a current
compulsive interest, or both.

So, to talk about planning for leisure is, in this
discussion, an internal contradiction. If it's really
planned, it isn't leisure. But there is something we

Leisure is the best of all possessions.
Socrates
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can do We can plan to increase the likelihood of
those conditions occurring which make leisure pos-
sible We can plan a favorable climate for leisure
I should like now to turn to this matter

If. as Margaret Mead has recentl suggested.
change is taking place at an unprecedented rate.
leisure time is all that much more important. Ps-
chologists and psychiatrists have explained to us that
sudden and radical changes in the continuum of life
and its several programs cause both disorientation
and anomie.

Our society is highly organized in a communit
sense and shows no prospect of substantial change.
We therefore must assume that the activities which
are calculated to make the availability of leisure
to individuals more likely will be carried on with-
in the framework of our present societ highly
urbanized, very mobile, with nearl instant com-
munication. How can we get awa from these anti-
environmental forces?

Some years ago I began an evening radio talk show in
Seattle When I first went on the air. in 1964, few
calls dealt with environmental problems By the
time I went off the air, late in 1969, no categor
of callers had increased so sttistantiall as those
concerned with environment.

As a booster for the Puget Sound Basin, I went
through the following stages First. I began to have
reservations about an indiscriminate solicitation of
commerce and industr to move to Western Wash-
ington Second, I began to think that the expendi-
ture of the taxpaers. mono} to encourage move-
ment of inclustr might be undesirable. Third, I con-
cluded that residents in the Puget Sound area should
do whatever they possihl could to discourage the
migration of business to Western Washington
Fourth, I began to lobby the governor, the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Economic Development, and
other groups in an effort to persuade them to cease
using public funds for encouraging commerce and
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industry to settle in the area nally, I concluded
that the tourist dollar, traditionally thought to he
the most desirable, should not be sought

'tourism and leisure ha' e a direct relationship
Recreational opportunities ale reduced l) the ad-
y ent ot large numbers of people This principle ap-
plies to almost eery kind of enyironment. includ-
ing the central city, in which it should he possible
for a person to relax and contemplate the simple
things which may gi e him pleasure a bird. a
branch, or the sun.

The increase in smog, which plagues many
cities. is directly related to the increase in popula-
tion, and works to the disadvantage of every mem-
ber of the population. Roughly the same thing is
true of water quality. The impact of air and yy iter
pollution on such sources of pleasure as cit trees
is always negative and is being increasingly felt.
It therefore follows that the inhabitants of areas
where the opportunity for pleasant uses of leisure
still exists, should actively discourage the advent
of more people.

From these beliefs I have thought. along with
others, of an organization which might work to
achieve these goals.

Lesser Seattle

The organization is Lesser Seattle, which is distinc-
tive in one respect at leastit really doesn't exist.
But the important point is that what started out as
half-joking conversation has led to a kind of exis-
tence of the organization in the minds of people
which has turned out to have substantial leverage.
It has caused a number of influential citizens in the
greater Seattle area, part of the Puget Sound Basin,
to think in terms of a new set of values. It has led
relatively directly to the actual organization, and I
believe incorporation, of Lesser Los Angeles. Its ulti-
mate purpose. and only reason for continuation, is to
enhance and promote the possibility of the existence
of leisure.
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Its goals include the discomagement of mom-
giation to the greater Seattle area. non-soloatation
of tounsm, guerilla warfare against Ireettat s. sub-
stantial increase el tree plantings and solidi urban
open spaces. presertation Of a Puget Sot nd leir
sstem in lieu of an cross- Sound bridge. and other
similar ohjectit es

Its ultimate goal is to presert e and create an
atmosphere in which leisure ma he enjoyed
refuse to sat that leisure is to he "exercised" or
"used- because these words suggest piogramming
and organization This is exactl\ what we don't
want Leisure should. in the first instance, be pas-
sit e. and associated with such words as quiet,
peace, and ease The fact that from this kind of
milieu ma _come a decision to do something phtsi-
cant strenuous, or perhaps momentard et en men-
tally strenuous. does not relate the enjot ment
of this leisure to any kind of programmed activIt

The milieu in which opportunities for leisure
present themselves must be cultivated. Whether this
can be done lit an lormall organized hodt is
doubtful But the of an organization such as
Lesser Seattle is demonstrable in that the ill-de-
fined aura about it ,uggests a slotting down, a reduc-
tion in the pace of regional (let elopment. a look
backwards, and a desire for less organization

There is a message hereto con e\ to others.
in a low-keed wa, that we want less rather than
more of many things. including people We don't
want a larger population (this involves birth control'
We don't want a larger population in a particular
area of the countr which may he thought attractive
(this involves the discouragement of migration). We
don't want more and faster transportation (this in-
t olves everthing from discouraging freeway con-
struction to resisting the encroachment of ski-
mobile and tote-goat trails in wild areas) We don't
want more business organization (this involves
reducing the activit of and the funds available to
chambers of commerce, industrial councils, and
similar organizations). We don't want more tourists
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(this imokes cutting back the hinds aadable to
local. regional. and state tourist promotion bureaus)

To the extent that this sort of acts its ma ap-
pear to be eccentric and regressw e. its best done

individuals rather than committees. h ad ho(
committees rather than b incorporated orgamia-
lions. and Irk private organizations rather than pub-
lic, bodies. It reprwents a massie eltort at decom-
pression and at detelopmg a new outlook that main-
tains that not onl is progress not to be equated
with "more" or "more often- or "bigger." but that
ver' often such terms should be regarded as pejora-
tive in their implications

1 do not attempt to deal in this paper with ef-
forts to turn back the clock or to restore a time
when people enjmed the simple pleasures of the
commumt club and the Sunday picnic with neigh-
bors. Those time options are presumabl gone for-
ever.

However. we ma still extract from the 24 hours
in our da a slightl larger increment in which we
may emo leisure. I believe that the existence of
such increments is not a matter of inf:reasing re-
creatio tat options or gwng more to the favored
leisure class. but rather of protecting Vestern man
against massive disorientation and anomie lw help-
ing him to relate more closel and more often to his
natural surroundings. The challenge lies in program-
ming the nonprogram and organizing the nonor-
ganization. There will he no start in this direction
except in the context of greater dependence on
natural environment and less on man-made para-
phernalia.
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I am pleased to react to Mr Clark's paper because
(1) ! once insisted to a Ph D committee that I was
a generalist, and got into serious trouble o% er that
insistence and (21 Seattle was m fa% ante cit in
all this world when I spent the academic ear MO-
191n there at the Universit of Washington No mat-
ter how hard I looked, everywhere ,%ithin the tat%
and on its outskirts. I couldn't find an thing that I
would call a slum or a prospect that didn't please
Even Skid Road was a source of enjoyment because
it was the Skid Road. the original one from %% Inch
all others took their name.

That was nine sears ago, and I am told that if
I returned now I should no longer enjoy Seattle
Greater Seattle is much greater now The freewa
that was even then abudding is now finished and
I am told it's awful. I love freewas and would be
unhappy if this particular one did have this effect.
But I any not so sure that it would make me unhapp
if I should see it because I do love freew as and am
willing to put up with a lot more from them than
people who do not

I think that het is a point that is not noticed
often enough b people whose hearts are in the right
place. When Mr. Clark says that he wants a Lesser
Seattle instead of a Gre,.ter one. I applaud. His
position com,:ides with my prejudice When he sass

55
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that the tourist dollar isn't all that wonderful and
that we would probabl be better off without it. I

am moved ij shout hosannas because I am in the
position of being accounted a cpecialist in tourism.
and on balance I hate tourism, for mself and for
the areas that tourists invade. Again I am speaking
from prejudice and I ask Mr Clark to acknowledge
that he, too, is speaking from prejudice. Whether
we .igree with one another makes no nevermmd. We
must both buttress our positions with facts, rigorous
analysis, and insights.

My idea of leisure (I wanted to say "my idea of
the best way to spend m lesiure time.'" but Mr.
Clark won't let me) is to swing in my hammock in
my own backyard, in the heart of Toronto, and read,
or watch the clouds scud among the tr !etops. or
quarrel with a squirrel who is popping just-barely-
nihbled-mto-pearlets onto my bald head, or sleep
I used to like going on canoe nips with m sons
whet, they were very young, and the best part of a
canoe trip is when you are lugging 100 pounds of
canoe plus assorted knapsacks over a da -long
portage, preferably hill and unmarked, so that
ou can understand how the primeval Indian could
iollow a trail that wasn't a trail. The actual experi-
enr, especially when the black flies of northern
Ontario are at work, is as miserable as any known
to man. That too. was to me quintessentially lei-
sure. If Mr. Clark will not accept it as such for
himself, does he really think he has a right to
impose his non-acceptance upon me'

The field of leisure is simply not the proper
place for the self-recognized generalist or la man.
It is complex. and I am persuaded that no specialist
would be obtuse enough to claim that he has mas-
tered it, or is even on the way to mastering it.

What I am d precating is the imposition of stan-
dards. All of us have standards. Most of us present
prohabl have quite similar standards across a
broad spectrum of prejudices since we come from
similar moulds. We are mind-oriented and it there-
fore almost follows that we are nature-oriented.
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Almost, but not quite. I give you Buckminster
Fuller. Bucks is as mind-oriented as anyone can
possibly befamously so. And Bucky does love to
spend the summer months in the isolation of the
family island off the coast of Maine But for the
rest of the year he is the most peripatetic human
being who ever livedin Europe on Tuesday,
North America. on Wednesday, Asia on Thursday,
and South America on Friday He thrives on this
life. It is spent almost entirely in cities, and it is
spent entirely. in his own estimation, in a natural
environment. For Bucky nothing is artificial. Man is
part of nature, and anything made by man is by ex-
tension a part of nature

If you reflect upon it, it makes sense. I think
particularly of Bucky's hexagons. If he builds a
house of hexagons, we call it an artifact. an arti-
ficial structure, because it is man-made. But the
bee, too, makes its house out of hexagons. Do we
regard the beehive as anything other than a part
of nature"" And if the beehive. why not Bucks's
Bubble? And if Bucky's Bubble, why not the Sea-
gram Building" And if the Seagram Building, why
not the steel mills at Gary or a spaghetti-junction
interchange? I myself love all these artifacts. except
the steel mills, as much as I love my favorite water-
fall. I particularly love spaghetti junctions. es-
pecially when they are made up of those unbeliev-
ably thin curves of concrete soaring across 16 lanes
of roadway. I am told I should hate them, that they
waste scarce land. disrupt neighborhoods, ensmog
the city's air, and allow people to move fast who
perhaps shouldn't be moving at all.

I am also -Mid to line the George Washington
Bridge, or was told to love it before that second
deck was built. I did love the bridgestill doand
for the same reasons as I love spaghetti junctions.
Not because I was told to. but because they give
my aesthetic sense as much satisfaction as any-
thing can give it and because they celebrate the
ingenuity of the human mind in a way few other
things can
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I am happy to go along with Mr. Clark on Lesser
Seattle. I would be most unhappy to go along with
any body %%, ho wanted a Lesser Toronto I In ed In
Lesser Toronto, and I now live in Greater Toronto.
and believe me, Greater is better People did not
love Toronto 25 years agg Mans do now because
it is such a vital, splendid place to live. Jane Jacobs
visited Greater Toronto a few years ago, and liked
it so much that she has come to lie there Now she
wants to turn it into Lesser Toronto, and I am un--
happy. What is good for Seattle is not nc,:essardy
good for Toronto. If Mr Clark succeeds. it 'will be
marvelous for his city If those who think as he
does succeed in Toronto. that city will suffer.

In Toronto it is becoming increasingly possible
to enjoy my kind of leisure. which Mr. Clark would
probably refuse to dignify by the name of "leisure.'"
In 25 minutes I can driv from my home to that of a
friend 20 miles away only because I can use the
maligned expressways. l*Can play bilhaids there, or
go with him to the squash courts 5 miles still farther
away and get tired and very happy after a strenuous
spread throughout the city. and enjoy our leisure
in the form of eating superlative food. We can drive
on superb highways to the ski areas 90 miles away
In 11 hours, and return home the same day, thor-
oughly recreated. We can do all sorts of other
marvelous things we could not have done 25 ears
ago because the facilities were not there, or we
could not afford them, or we didn't have the time
to reach them conveniently.

We can 'so reiax, commune with nature, hike
on unspoilei trails, or ride bicycles, horses, or
those awful snowmobiles. In a word, we have a
fantastic mixture, and each of us can do things that
the other would not he caught dead doing. But
neither of us ha's the right, or even tries, to tell
the other hat he should be doing. We must be con-
cerned about the quality of our environment. Of
course it is deteriorating in some respects. in some
areas. But to the greatest extent possible we should
leave each other alone and give each other the right
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to 11%e and enjo leisure time H our own stan-
dards If we like solitude, we should he allowed
to ha% e it. but not at a site v here a lot of other
people get together because the like crowds

The crowds are the reason that Lesser Toronto
is now Greater Toronto. There are two million of
us. We have come from Western Europe (we are
proud of having one of the largest Italian popula-
tions in the world) and from Eastern Europe, China,
japan. and dozens of other countries. and we Ike in
harmon. We pioneered a sstem of government 16
years ago that is still the env of other cities
We do have out fights, but the are good fights
about adequate housing for the poor. about the
rights and wrongs of urban freewasand, if .ii -

thing. they add to the vibranc of life. kv:i a tev er
the meaning of "quality of life." I gue.:, most of Ls
consider our lives as being of a Kett:. high qualit.

Still I am %voided I have ',eon an ecologist for
30 years. long before mw: people knew what the
word meant. I have Ken an active conservationist
for 25 ears. and leave fought against what I thought
of as improper land uses for 20 years The jalopy I
rode in those antediluvian das has not turned into
a bandwagon. and whenever I find msel! on a
bacdwagon. I have the strongest urge to get off I

gel the feeling that once everbod starts saying the
satLe thing. e%erybody's bound to get it wrong. Peo-
ple see the obvious goods and the obvious ills and
magnif them, while the hidden ones, which ma) be
far more important, remain unrecognized

That is also wh I am less happy about the role
of the generalist than I once was The British civil
service once prided itself in that it was the haven
of generalists No more. The British have since dis-
covered that it is useful to empio people w ho are
so committed to a subject that they have tried to
learn ever thing about it that they possibl (Amid

I end with the words of that most specialized of
generalists in our field. Marion Clawson. "Why
must we talk in the same generalities, repeat the
same ideas...while saying so little that is new?"
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This is the sort of paper that is always my pleasure.
but all too seldom my privilege. to review. It con-
tains more than one illuminating insight into a major
man-environment problem of today.

1 %%mild like to compliment Mr. Clark for his
cogent questioning of our modern goal-notions of
growth and progress, and most importantly. theidea of equating the two. The concept of questioninggrowth. especially population growth. has been
around for some time. and Mr Clark has both stated
that case well and extended it to d questioning of
growth in many other areas that affect man's en-
vironment, such as industry. freeways. and other
urban "artifacts." and even the hitherto nearly
sacred topic of tourism The sooner we reinforce
the idea that quantity does not necessarily imply
quality to a degree that is translated into individual
action on a cumulative and massive scale, the better
off we will be One could go even further and sug-
gest that unless there is a marked change with re-spect to mass-consciousness of these precepts. wewill pass the point of no return into oblivion of
life and society as we know it today.

Mr. Clark has a key point in his ulentificatien
of leisure as an aspect central to our thinking and
actions with respect to growth quality and quantity.
After all. what is the point of our life today. of our
society and its economic and social organizations
61
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and activities? If it is to provide a high quality of
life for individuals, separately and collectively,
how do we define quality? "True leisure" is prob-
ably central in our definition. How unfortunate.
then, that we are still defining leisure by a -remain-
dering- processi.e., leisure is the absence of pres-
sure, the freedom from the obligation to work
rather than defining leisure in positive terms. I

must not, however. be harsh on Mr. Clark for not
doing so because generalists since Aristotle have
tried and been unsuccessful in this respect.

Mr. Clark is correct in rejecting leisure as a
synonym for recreation. It is much more than that. I
like to view recreation. as normally defined, as being
a subset of leisure. Leisure is not merely a slot of
free time. This concept often leads to the trap that
more leisure time is a meL:,ure of more leisure. and
is therefore a good thing. The trap consists of mea-
suring quantitative entities by qualitative values.
Emphasis must be placed on the quality of the lei-
sure experience. perhaps on its intensity or depth
in terms of psychic energy levels rather than upon
its duration Surely we can all think of occasions
when we were "at leisure." but where 15 minutes of
an intense experience had a higher qualitative effect
on our psychic or even physical being than 15 hours
of some other sort of experience. Leisure is a state
of being. not a period of time.

This leads me to another line of thot ght. along
much of which I disagree with Mr. Clark. While his
definition of leisure early in the paper was suffi-
ciently broad. later on it seemed to contrast dras-
tically to the point where communing with nature
and with one's own inner thoughts seemed to be the
only actions accepted by the author as true leisure.
I do not believe this. Also. the redefinition I just
referred to seemed to lead Mr. Clark to the conclu-
sion that all manifestations of high human density
are always irretrievably bad and should be abolished.
Again, I do not believe it.

What I do believe in is diversity. If we define
leisure as a state of being during which one's psychic
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batteries are recharged. presumably such a state can
be deemed to exist (1) whenever the indi 'dual is
engaged in an activity that contributes to self-actuali-
zation or (2) whenever he fills an esteem need or a
psychic safety need that is in excess of what the
individual feels compelled to fill b reason of his
personality arid position in the social matrix. Leisure
is not just turning off from society and turning on to
nature.

Since man is a social animal, he must achieve at
least part of his self-actwalization in the social
sphere For certain people at certain times and in
certain ways, densit is a good thing. Who wants to
be alone in a discotheque, a shopping plaza, or in
Times Square? The problem is, density must not be
the only option. The urban landscape should offer
places of low social interaction as well as high:
places where nature, if not wilderness. are approxi-
mated reasonably well, in addition to those where
the artifact dominates. All too often, modern clue,-
don't do this and we call them monotonous. What
we need is an environment where leisure can not
only exist but find diverse expression. I agree with
Mr. Clark that we cannot plan for leisure. but I think
we can plan for diversity, or at the very least, plan
not to extinguish it.

Therefore. I must disagree with much of what
Mr. Clark says about tourism. I look upon tourism as
an element of social diversity which has two aspects:
the tourist himself and the area in which he tours.
Since not everybody lives in a region rich in natural
and social diversity, should those who do exclude
others? True, rampant tourism can he undesirable
for the tourist and the tourist area, but surely this is
a problem in planning for diversity. Can we not ar-
range our natural and social leisure opportunities 'o
provide enough choice so that no one option becomes
overloaded and thereby detrimental'?

On the point of tourism being a desirable and
sometimes essential element of social diversit!, in a
tourist area, let us contemplate for a moment the
monotony and boredom, the anti-leisure quality, if
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,oti like, of specific cases. Would Piccadilly Circus
be more than a wide spot in the road if only Lon-
doners were present? Would the New York theatre
district survive on solely New York patronage? I

think not. Studies of "nomadic" !eisure. such as
camping, have shown that meeting new people is
just as important in psychic benefits as seeing new
places, and even more important than enjoying
nature.

In coming to grips with leisure, there appears to
be two broad areas where social institutions have
dealt with the problem from opposite ends of a spec-
trum. On one hand, there has been an approach to
leisure through outdoor recreation, usually on the
base of rural natural resources. On the other hand.
there has been an approach to leisure through com-
munity programs and organization sports and crafts.
often as an extension of education. In the middle, the
concept of diverse amenity of the urban and regional
environment seems to have fallen through.

On the outdoor recreation side, we have strong
institutions to conserve and manage natural re-
sources of land, water, forest and national and
slate parks and forests. On the program recreation
side, we have schools, sports associations. YMCAs.
and other worthy groups. In the middle, we have
very little. Often there is a city or regional park
planning agency, but it may suffer varying degrees
of remoteness from program planners and/or urban
or state planners. Often planning agencies have con-
fined their thinking to such things as open space
standards instead of digging down to the more funda-
mental question of "opportunity standards." This
notion encompasses not only quantity of open space
but also its quality. content (for example. what can
people do in il?), and availability to people in spatial
and temporal terms.

We need to establish a framework for the analy-
sis of leisure environments on a broad regional basis.
such as a state, and consider all leisure as its basis.
The framework would provide for the analysis of all
leisure needs, ranging from the people and program
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at one end, to opportunities to satisfy non-program
leisure needs in regions, to those that satisf% tourist
needs. whether these involve rural natural resources
or the social resources of another urln area.

Dr. Wolfe and I are currently working with the
government of Ontario and the firm of Kees. Peat.
Marwick and Company to devise such a framework
for a planning simulation model for Ontario. Canada
As system analysts, we have been insistent on identi-
fying all parts of the total system We start with peo-
ple's psychic and social needs. consider their expres-
sion in terms of overt activities (or non-activities) in
leisure periods of various lengths. assess the range
of opportunity sets that provide outlets for this ex-
pression, and combine this with the necessary spatial
interactions involved. We hope eventually to be able
to show what kind of diversity will benefit the sys-
tem. and how urban regions can provide a larger
share of the opportunity sets. 11 is- both a fascinating
and a horrifying joh It is fascinating because we are
intensely interested in the leisure system. It is hor-
rifying on two counts: (1) because of the system's
complexity and the unknown and probably unknow-
able behavior of certain portions of it and (2) be-
cause of the prospects of both environmental and
social ruin if some sort of success in planning for
natural eco-system survival and the psychic survival
of man does not occur.





"LEISURE, ENVIRONMENT,

AND THE GENERA! !ST"

Joan Moore

Slip( Da iles4.(11( ii Fellow. Germitning% celitvi
llnieelsity of Southern Co ',hullo,. Los Angeles

As ii rather passive member of the Sierra Club. I find
much of Mr. Clark's discussion ver appealing per-
sonally, Lesser Seattle charming. and down Vk i I h all
ballyhoo. Asa sociologist, however. I lind his Ca US('
as is true with man others I like elite and narrow
Mr. Clark is not talking about the kVestern world. not
even the modern European part of the Western
world. and not even about all of the people in the
United States

There are other causes I like which are political-
l conflicting. The first cause involves the Chicanos
of Visalia. California and Mineral King, a govern-
ment-owned. natural area in northern California.
Preserving Mineral King is a fine ecological cause.
The Chicanos. however. are disadvantaged and see
in the development of Mineral King a major unpre-
cedented opportunit for group advancement Does
one advocate the ecological or the minorit cause?

Another cause centers on the small farmers of
northern New Mexico and the conservationists of the
Forest Service. The c.onsenationists in this area
have taken il Will increasing acreage of grazing land
from the small farmers and ha% e converted the land
into recreation areas (including areas for grazing
riding horses for tourists). Does it reall come as a
surprise that the addition of insult to iniur has lead
some of the farmers to mot e to Albuquerque to flood
the labor market and urban services 1,vith their prob-
lems but ei,olog is served!
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These examples clearly demonstrate that some
worthy causes are incompatible with other worthy
causes This incompatibility is exacerbated by Mr
Clark's parochial concerns. which seem to be limited
to Seattle.

There is a profound truth in charges that Ameri-
ca's cultural protest leaders are "new isolationists
There is a rather delightful alliance of the left and
right extremists, who have left the rest of the inter-
national community to itself to promote Lesser
Seattles, New Yorks. and Los Angeleses. and who
prefer to forg t desegregation and other crucial
problems to do their own thing. I only w ish it would
work. I don't think we will ever know whether it will
or not.

Leisure is too great a problem for those without
choice to be leisured or not. We must design for pop-
ulations whose leisure is forced upon them by job-
market problems. These include the unemployed
young people and the unemployed old people. En-
hancing and developing opportunities for voluntaris-
tic, unstructured uses of the environment should be
our first priority Then we must start thinking about
those whose free time is of their own making, and of
helping them optimize their leisure,

Mr. Clark spoke of unstructured versus program-
med leisure timethe former as leisure and the
latter as recreation. Unstructured free time does not
necessarily lead to the benefits Mr Clark talked
about. For some people, structured free time is en-
joyable. For others, however, it can be personally
and socially very negative and lead to social waste
(and. in extreme cases, even to suicide). People who
are negatively affected by unstructured leisure time
need to be pushed out of the structured leisure bag

I also find little plausibility in Mr. Clark's notion
that Amer cans arc enjoying life less (are they ") be-
cause of an increasing gap between aspiration and
attainment. Even if this were so. dissatisfaction is far
from being socially negative. A few years ago, the
situation for blacks in the Deep South was such that
it bred despair. The same was also true for the Chi-
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canos of southern Texas. Nov+. that the asprations for
these groups have begun to rise, their despair has
been replaced by discontent. Yet. I belme that dis-
content is preferable to despair Despair is the total
abandonment of aspu ations vvhde discontent pre-
sages social change





Part I

HI IN UNE:
NAB 11E11

IR KEEHN?
Gabriel Fackre
Lancaster Theo high al Sc -unary
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

One of the ironies in the massive literature on lei-
su:e is the painful. sweaty earnestness 1,1th which
the inquiry is executed. Deadpan philosophers deliv-
er finel!-honed arguments and carefull docu-
mented tomes on play. Planners preach with
distended forehead veins on how we must learn to
enjoy ourselves.

Sure, we need responsible research about this
exciting new frontier. But there ought to be some
connection between the message and the medium.
The comments that follow will be offered leisurely.
with the ar,,en. on imagination, the pla of ideas.
even a, little story-telling. Some say this is the %%a
serious subjects ought to be treated. Phsicist Ian
Barbour speaks about imagination and speculation
as critical components of the scientific method. So-
chi reformer Ernst Bloch ruminates on the impor-
tance of da dreaming as a wa of calling into ques-
tion the status quo. Herman Kahn and his future-
oriented researchers brainstorm in then think-tanks
about the Not Yet. Does it have to be added that cre-
ati:e mind-blowing can onl go on when some solid
nourishment in id 'as and nard data is fed into the
exercise?

The reflections that follow on the ethics of work
and leisure are rooted in the thinking and doing of

71
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some of the giants in the held- tie Gratia.
Pieper. Cotta The% tr% to hook in with the . \IP ( on-
lerences that ha% e preceded this one. and keep in
touch with the literature that planners ale eading
for e \ample. the new Journal of Leisure Research
published b the National Recreation and Park Asso-
Liation -and the kind of frontline y \peronentation
planners are engaged in-Banner Do at the CI% it.
Center Mall in Los Angeles

Definitions Whole hooks are written on the meaning of leisure
We shall use free time as a descripb% e void and
leisure as a normative one. Free time is dis,:retionar
time, available through free dunce for use the
liod, mind. and/or spirit when not absorbed em-
ploment or the e\ecution of such other necessar
functions as eating, sleeping, housework, etc. It

should he noted, however, that sometimes there is
free lime for the mind or spirit even when the hod
is occupied with other pursuits. 'is ;n travel to work,
shopping, or eating

Leisure is the restorative, creati% e use of free
time. Leisure is the enohlement of the discretionar:,
When free time is utilized so that personal. social,
and natural values accrue, then it heroines leisure
What those values are we shall presenti exploi e

In commenting on de Grazia's paper. George
Candilis helpfull isolates three functions of leisure
relaxation, entertainment, and development We use
this trinity here, adding a few nuances Relaxation
we understand to mean rest, the slowing down of the
self's motor, the ministration to fatigue Entertain-
ment we interpret as play. Play is the suspension of
the business of living to do something ''just for the
fun of it.- It can be solitarN, such as stamp-collecting,
or communal. such as plaing a football game It can
involve the body as in a race, the mind as in a cross-
word puzzle. or the spirit as in a festival, religious or
secular Development is a creative use of free time
which, while not geared to the necessities of life, is
devoted to expanding vistas, persona' and social. It's
what happens when an individual cultivates his
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latent .irtista, talent or uses this gilt in a SI't111'111C111
house or for the celebration of the tit I las the Puri-
tan crept into the inner sanctum of leisure in our
conception of de% elopment? To honor leisure and to
struggle for its right to be. and not include its pur-
posit e dimension is to make le,sure and hedonism
sl non mous The are not Leisure is t-he mother of
politics and education as well as of pla and « ntem-
plation. as Pieper seeks to show

Faces Along First Central to the ethical question is the effect of an idea
Street or structure on persons In pursuit of a leisure ethic.

therefore. and in line with the imagination-oriented
methadon)* for which we have opted. let's take a
trip down the main street of an Amera an comma-
nit. NitII Town. U S.A We select a working cl iss
communth for several reasons The problems we
face show up here vivull. for one For another. thi
worker and his lamd represent the leisure masses
which a new ethic must finall% reach. And for an-
other, its a sector of societ that this writer knows
a little better than some others

As we arm e at First 3treet and Grant Ax enue.
we find Sam --"Turke Sam to his fri,uals from the
old countr sitting with his pensioner cronies at
their dail haunt on the sidewalk bench under the
bank clock. The old men are not plaing cards toda
or watching the miniskirts on their wa to work. The
word is out that the Redevelopment Authorit plans
have been voted on and that "thee" are going to raze
the bank and rearrange the downtown map.

"What's gonna happen ti' candy store
There we've bought our paper.; all our life and
plated the numbers? The gonna get rid of our
bench, too. I betcha. Parking lots all over the place.
People rushing around all rh'er the place. The big
boys push us out of the mill. new they pt. h us off
the street. Whataya gonna do?

Sam's wife died years ago and he's been living
with one of his sons io a sr:I'd-ban housing develop-
ment. Ile goes downtown ever) morning on the bus
because he feels like a fifth v. heel around the house
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Because his whole life had been his iob at the mill
with no time or inclination for hobbies. he clings to
the fragments of past rcalit that he can piece to-
gether from the comradeship with his retired fellow
workers. In addition to reminiscing at the bench and
bar, he watches television lwhen his grandchildren
or son and daughter-in-law aren't glued to their pro-
grams), reads the obituaries. and visits an old friend
in the hospital. "Now what's in store for me?" he
wonders. "The kids aren't going to want me under-
foot. Off to the old folks home ?"

We meet our next steel city citizen. Steve, com-
ing out of the gas station on the corner. He's reshing
home to get ready for the 3 to 11 p.m. shift at the mill
But hasn't he been pumping gas at Howdy's Esso all
morning? Right, that's his second job. Steve moon-
lights 20 hours a week to earn enough extra money
to send his son to college. He sass he doesn't want
his son to work in the blast furnace all his life as he
Aid. Then too, a little extra cash never hurt an one.
Steve's existence is the daily trek from job to job.
interspersed now and then with a late-night beer

, while slumped in front of a late-night movie on TV
Yes, there's that hunting trip with the guys on the
opening da), of deer season and he evening off with
his wife at the shopping center, but all that's on the
margins. Life is work. What else?

Look. there goes Mabel. dashing across the street
right in front of a car. She must be headed for the
lodge hall. where there's a big "do- tonight. As

Leisure, then, is the time when men can be at their
best, making it possible for them to make the rest
of their day as excellent as possible, not by enabl-
ing one to work with more zest or efficiency, but by
enabling one to give a new value and perhaps a new
objective to whatever is done. The good life is a
life in which a rich leisure gives direction and mean-
ing to all else we do.

Paul Weiss, Sterling Professor of Philosophy,
Yale University
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"queen" shell have to see if the seating is alright for
the guests and if the menus are ready. With all her
children in school now. Mabel is bored just sitting
around the house with nothing to do. She had plans
to help at the hospital as a nurses' aid. but that didn't
materialize because there just wasn't enough time.
There were lodge responsibilities. Mondin at the
hairdressers, Tuesday night bingo, 11.'ednesday card
parties. etc. ls.4abel's husband sometimes wonders
whether her activities a :ld up to any thing as he baby-
sits night after night. Last week he put a little poem
on her mirror:

Bus ..n Epitaph

Ifere lies a poor woman who was alwm s bus
She belonged to ten clubs that rendered her di//;
Read Browning and Downing. Whitman and De Vries
Served at church suppers. shone at luncheons and teas
Golfed and Koch I:ed. tried bridge and canasta
Was president of the Guild und chairman of the fiesta
Iler children she saw onl% once in awhile
I ler husband signed checks and tried hard to smile
Me day on her schedule she found on hour that MIS free

The shock was fon great and she died instanth

.1non% mous

Duke is a 19-year-old high school dropout. His
laughter booms through the doo.. of Andy's where
he's playing a lively game of pool with the boys.
Duke has been laid off at the mill for three months
now because of the scarcity of orders and because
he's third helper on the open hearth with almost no
seniority. He spends time hanging around at Anib's,
chewing the rag with Steve at the gas station, work-
ing on his '61 Ford. cruising [though town at night
picking tip some girls, and now and then driving to
the countr fora game of "chicken- with the gang
He knows that the cops have been watching And s
lately looking for the stuff stolen from the jewelrl
store, and !or the "acid- being sold at the high school.
They haven't gut a thing on him. though et.

Duke thinks the police would like to nail him
anywa on general principle. He heard a couple of
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them talking to a downtown merchant on the corner
last %seek about the "freeloaders' when he and his
mother were on the way to the welfare office to get
their check. It seems to Duke as if being out of work
is the worst sin you could commit Sometimes Duke
even begins to despise himself when he's off work.

Each of these individuals his "free- time but
lode or no leisure. Why? There is a %illam in the
piece. He's old Mr Work-Worth, l n -too %ears ago
when the Protestant ethic married the spirit of cap-
italism. We see him in the life style of a Sam w ho
has lever known anything meaningful but his work
He pops up i. the blueprints for the new dow Mown
complex that designs out of existence Sam's bench.
candy store-:.and friends. sending him back to an in-
hospitable sulrbi to end up in next y ear's obituary
Our culprit surfaces in an economy that .nakes Steve
moonlight to send son to college. and lets him
numb his fatigue in a grade C 2 a.m movie. He
changes costume to meet us in Ntabers frenzied free
time and in Duke's enforced "free- time. To cap it
off, we hear the echoes of his voice it. the corner
conversation that whispers. 'Workless is worthless."
as Duke passes by.

While a new technology his spilled us into an-
other era. Mr. Work-Worth has not yet had the grace
to realize that he s had it. He continues to dominate
the scene as if nothing had happened since ',din Cal-
vin wrote his Institutes. But let's watch for .1 misstep
as we haul Work-Worth before the new leisure's bar
"f judgment. We are nut talking only about an atti-
tude rooted in a new-secularized Calvinist ideology.
This attitude hs crystallizod into an environment of
steel and concrete structures as well as c onomic,
political. and social structures. Work-Werth most not
only be routed on the attitudinal front, his control of
these structures must be pried loose. A work world
that forces Steve to moonlight and throws Duke into,
the streets is also part of the problem of leisure. And
so is a play 'world that offers nothing but a parking
lot to the pensioner. mediocre TV fare to the ex-
hausted. and a fantasy goeenship to the bored.
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From Work-Worth

to Leisure-Worth

The multiple fronts on which the leisure struggle
has to be waged suggest that the a horning alh aIll
between ethicists and planners is a right mine-The -
ethicists are beginning to realize that even the most
scintillating ideas. if not embodied in structures. cut
very little ice. You can-not persuade people to kick
the work habit and join the leisure el.' without pro-
viding a ph sical environment in which free time
can be transformed :nto leisure. Et en if you succeed
in getting pleasant parks. carefull contoured land-
scapes. and celebratwe cihscapes. Stet e and Duke
can't appreciate them if their bodies and minas are
wracked with exhaustion or despair because of work
patterns. Structures are very much matters of ethics

Meanwhile planners are realizing that the best
laid plans can be frustrated by the wiles of Work-
Worth. The increasingly are challenging what Max
Lerner calls in America As Civilization "the tech-
nician mentality.- interpreting their role as

change agents. The recent Alf' Task Force Restate-
ment of AR' goals and objectives will be welcomed
by many working on urban issues. Goal 1 is: Agres-
sively lead in social change-Assume aggressive
leadership in achieving societal change leading to
the solution of urban problems.-

Interlaced with the old technologt was a work ethic
that served and sanctioned industrial culture for cen-
turies. As an accelerating new technology opens-up
expanses of discretionary time (free and forced I. we
must find a guide to take us over horizons only (limb
perceived. What are the qualifications of a Lemur( -

Worth that must replace 11ork-Worth?
Let's start ba-ncs. What is life for? What e,

leisure for? There are certain motifs. ideas. even
words that capture the imagination. speak to the
deepest needs. and sum up the finest sensibilities of
a generation. Shalom is one of those ideas and words
Whether it appears in a UN: speech. on a medallion.
in a papal pronouncement. or in an airline ad. at
strikes deep chords of hope and aspiration in the
modern soul. Shalom is the heating of swords into
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ploughshares. the healing of bodies and minds It is
putting together w hat is torn in sell and societ%. na-
ture and histoo. It is w hat makes human life human.
nature's lite natural, and the di% me life di% inn. And
we shall maintain here that it is the qualit that
transforms tree time into leisure

Leisure then is shalomed discretionary time.
Let's see how this idea fits into our preluninar% tri-
partite formulation. Relaxation is the knitting to-
gether of the phsical and emotional cleat ages that
express themselves in fatigue. What is shattered is
moved toward wholeness when relaxation is possible.

Pla; is also food for the starving soul and sod-
et. according to I Nizinga. It is an ingredient in cul-
tures that keeps them sane Wh? Men need a certain
point in their lives which is not controlled b prag-.
manes, where the do not ask how this contributes
to the business of sect, .ng food, clothing. and shelter.
In these preserves we cultivate a certain nonchalance
toward the rat race. Our focus is on doing something
nonproductive for its own sake Both I linzinga and
Pieper note the sirikig similarity and historic con-
nection between play and worship. Both teach us to
treat relativ' things relativel. Both are .nstruments
of a shalom which knits up the raveled sleeves of
care which sleep and relaxation cannot touch.

Playfulness also can make bearable and even
exhilarating the sounds and sights of the urban
world, as Corita has demonstrated in her pop art. A
play that rearranges the environment so that we can
probe its deeper men , g or smile and laugh with it.
unites us with our world, and is therefore shalom.

Development is a shalom category beconse it
seeks to close the gap between potentiality and ae-
tualit. argil also between ac:ualit and idealit Does
the self have a musical bent? Development is leisure
that brings it to be. Does soviet have black-white.
young -obi alienations that sunder it? Development
is leisure oriented to reconciliation. Is nature shred-
ded by foul factory air, contaminated streams. devas-
tated forests? Ecological development is leisure used
to heal a polluted environmen:.
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New Attitudes and
Ecvironinents for

First street
Citizens

Lee ure. therefore. is worthlul ause it III-
bodies and facilitates shalom in its thrt e functions of
relaxation, ph*, and development. Ilot let us In to
reline our leisure ethic even Iurther 'I he highest kind
of leisure is that %%loch exercises %%hat is uniquel
human in the Interests of shalom. lw qualit, that
makes man nian. the capatil that distinguishes
him within the natural order is his redom Man Lao
take charge of his imn life. Ile can choise. seize his
own fixture. The life of man is human. therefor to
the degree that man exercises the tapacit Siff-
determination. and to the degree that his institutions
leave him maneuvering room to exercise it. One of
the current struggles in our societ is the surge for-
%%aid of the kl,Pe IVer Little Persons) to claim their
humanit from 11e %.:111s. the oung, the poor. the
black. so long submerged b political, educational.
and social autocracies now rise to claim their "sax"
in things, their right to have a %owe in their own
destm. To participi.'e is to be a man

it is the same :th leisure. Participahe leisure
humanize.;. When self climbs down from the
spectatoKs perch in t grandstand to he a -plaer,-
genuine pla. happens. When detelopment irwoles.
and particularl when it involves in the interests of
men taking n one charge of their own lives, the hu-
man level of leisure rises.

If leisure is good, and a participative shalom is
its polestar, how can the worlds of Saw, Steve,
Mabel, and Duke be restyled and redirected in light
of these values?

Sam's leisure problem is not fatigue, although it was
during his former 12-hour, ti -day workweek. 1-le needs
to he convinced of the importance of leisure. Per-
haps it will only be th Sams-to-come sith whom
this can be done adequately. and during this work
years themselves. Society must provide them with
an ideology of leisure that meets them in the news-
paper editorial, from the pulpit, and on the si bway
billboard. As the hours decline at work, the saobati-
cal becomes widespread in the factors, the ..etire-
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ment age drops, industry, in cooperation with public
and other prk ate agencies, must provide the new
Sams with leisuro counselors who will help them
exorcise the demon of Work-Worth

All this sounds like a low priority luxury in a
society with so many clamoring needs. But one thinks
of the pensioners who are not as fortunate as Sam to
be sitting under the hank clock, the thousands who
die shortly after retirement because they have noth-
ing more to live for. The Hutschneker studies and
similar data strongly suggest that deterioration and
death are correlates of retirement because the will
to live is tied to society's definition of worth: work
The commitment to a new ethic of leisure and its im-
plementation through counseling and communica-
tion may he life and death matters for the aged.

What about an environment for the living Sams
commensurate with the needed new attitude toward
leisure? Sam needs to play. Playing meens more
than checkers under the hank clock. He nevi's to
play with ideas. the passing parade. with the sun.
sky, and trees. with the color, sounds, and smell of
the cit. He needs to "Coritize" his surroundings. To
do that he needs the materials and the setting It
can't be done in a parking lot. and it won't be done
if he is v:cted from his urban home. He must be
where the action is, and where he can be with tho.,e
with whom he can play the game.

If the intimacy of the bank bench must fall under
the wreckers' ball. can the rebuilders of center city
make a playground for Sam? Caa it he reborn along-
side the four tam in the new civic mall? In the ir-
dens of the new undercover shopping center throb-
bing with the life of all sorts and conditions of men?
Will there be opportunity for Sam to visit his old
cronies who occupy the retirement home or the con-
valescent residence because they are within walking
distance? Can he make it to the hospital. the library
and the church? Will he learn something in the play-
ground about the natural beauty he never had time
for on his three -Shift schedule and the urban beauty
he never noticed on his way to work? Can he get to
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the gardens and the walks, and ha% e the chance to
look up and around at the cit horizons without
being asphyxiated or harrassed b a trill fic flow that
robs the most delightful and intimate settings of
their beauty?

So far we've been talking about an environment
that will serve and stretch Sam leisure-wise. For too
long !me assumed that all the aged need aro the
things we can give them Let them al o "do their
thing" for shalom' Let leisure be deydopment as
well as play, the matching of Satn's.capabilities to
social needs, a mating whose b\- product will be the
satisfaction of having done something to make the
world better place to live in. In fact, can we take
the need Sam has to feel that he is a contributing
member of societ, unhook it from its factors work
context, and hitch it to the em,me of social set-% ice?
To do that we must put within range of his urban
habitat opportunities for this kind of service Do we
have a clue here in the public school programs where
talents of senior citizens might he enlisted for tutor-
ing in the mass educational factories of toda in
which there is very little staff time for the kind of
personal care so desperatel needed? How mans
public and private agenme- cculd use Sam to main
the serving barricades!

As we had to begin several! sr _!ps back from Sam's
immediate environment, so too with Steve Leisure
will only be marginal for him until some of his work
problems are resolved. People who are concerned
about leisure for the worker must interest themselves
also in such matters as the grant and loan programs
for axIlege students and wage contracts of factory
employees.

But Steve might just continue to spend all his
spare time at Howdy's, not because he lacks the
basics, but because he has entered the race of keep-
ing up with the loneses. For this idolatry of the afflu-
ent, before whose golden calf blue collar workers are
getting the means to bow today, there is only one
mice. a new set of value priorities Shalom must un-
seat the goddess-of-getting-ahead.
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Until that day comes, w hat can be done to dis-
suade Steve from pursuing Work-Worth and per-
suade him to follow Leisure-Worth? For one, we can
put a few signs along the freeway and lure him away
from the traffic. OK, so he does have to come down-
town to H mdy's and to the mill. "That assaults his
mind as he rides the bus or decides to vz lk the river
road, or his nostrils as he passes the dc,,;ks, or his
eardrums as he goes through the shopping center or
turns on his transistor? It does not have to be the
drab, the sordu:, the noxious, or the frenetic. Plan-
ning could bring auout rest for the exhausted body
and contemplation for the drained mind by the con-
tours and colors seen from the bus window, the de-
signs that catch his eye in the aLls within. It might
re:ilace the smell of trash burning and river pollution
with breathable air and the scent of trees How much
could be done to replace the dissonance with a BBC 3
option on the transistor or shopping center loud-
speaker would be hard to say. But it would be worth
a try. And while were at it, we might take a leaf
from British "telly" to improve our midnight horrors

If we would try to clean our rivers. it would
mean more than a pleasant scene on the way to
work. Steve would not have to wait for that yearly
weekend trip to Canada to take his son fishing. It is
interesting to speculate what ready access to restful
leisure opportunities might be to the generation gap
and family unity not only the fishing trip with the
kids, but regular family outings in the park, and
sports like skiing, made possible by a nearby ski run.

What makes Mabel run? Labor-saving devices
release Mabel from grandmother's chores, but not
.... ideology. She still has to prove to herself that
she is doing her bit, justifying her existence by
"working" feverishly at play. The opinion molders
and new ethicists have their lob cut uut with the
Mabels.

Yet the rat race could be more than grand-
motUer's influence. Tt might be that the physical and
social environment is so profoundly unsatisfying
that fligl t seems the only course. Urban sights and
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sounds take their toll on :Mabel, too. Wh can't there
be opportunities for genuine culture within eas
reach of workers' families' For all the damage the
old steel baron Carnegie did to his workers. he tried
to make amends in the leisure sphere b pro% cling
libraries, swimming pools, club rooms, classes. and
communit ser% ice opportunities True, the workers
were often too worn out and demoralried to take
much advantage of this rich fare. But Mabel's ex-
haustion is self-inflicted, and could be otherwise
with similar updated opportunities.

Voluntar associations must also he blamed for
Mabel's weir mg round of activities. The lodge.
club. and church need not be exercises in navel-
eazing and trivia. They can offer purposeful develop-
ment They can provide Mabel with mind-stretching
activities and afford her was of serving her cit
selflessl In our planning context, it would mean
that planners themselves will seek out fillies in their
efforts at "aggressive leadership in achieving socie-
tal change" among Mabel's %.oluntar associations. I
think of a town with a hundred Xlabels, a few Sams.
Steves, and others, such as college professors.
community action program workers. seminars stu-
dents, and planners. all of whom have banded to-
gether to start a local independent newspaper. When
d county planner heads the task force responsible
for writing the paper's recreation column. and en-
lists Mabel to use her photographic talents to take
pictures of the dump in the 71h want that could be
used for a playground. and the polieted pond that
children could use for fishing f.nd swimming. then
leisure becomes participative

Duke is a convenient target for societ's frustra-
tions. People sa. "Look, he hangs around the pool
room %%Oh a lot of the same ilk. They're all too Ian
to get a job. They have a free ride at our expense on
our hard-earned tax monet. The're all criminal
types anyway. stealing, taking drugs. smashing up
innocent people on highways."

The roots of Duke's problem. how t yr. are
deeper than the simplistic moralism of the affluent
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Enforced discietionait time is not !role Inuain
for a create spirit to gi ow I o the clew en that Duke
is flotsam washed onto the sands l unemplot anent
and bao k into the sea again by as.f month, Odes, he iti
hardly a candidate for creative Inisine Add to that
the work -woith philosophy that greets Duke horn the
pages of his first grade readei to the sulks lace at
the unemplo. anent ()like window. dial .on get not
(nth social defeat but self-hate,

"But its his ow n fault I le-s a di spout
There hangs a tale. It has to do ttith nett educa-

tional insights that increasinglt undei stand [hike as
a "push-out- rather than a dropout. the ichm of a
callous and obsolete system.

Those who care about a fulfilling new, leisure
hate to begin in the recesses of the human soul and
the structures of society where the survital and
growth of the seeds of leisure are first dote: mined.
We must challenge Work - Worth's control of the class-
room. the mind of the unemploy mem officer. and
those whose taxes reluctantly and penuriously fund
them. We must ask serious questions about the grant-
ing reservoir of .oting humanist from the ghettos
and mill towns. untapped and untrained for work in
a cybernated age With the passing of Work-Worth.
there must come economic adjustments which see to
it that mien t: aloes not penalize those for whom it
cannot provide work. and in fact honors their dignity
by overhauled welfare and assured income

Will Duke have his problems solved by plan-
ners. churchmen. and humanitarians. pitching in to
change structures and ideologies? They will surd%
help. Hut Duke himself is a crucial key to his own
healing. When he decides that his humanity is being
threatened by his flotsam destiny. and when he
determines that his children will not stiffer the
same fate. then there is hope. Thus. Duke attacks his
leisure closure at a critical point when he joins a
welfare union to challenge Work-Worth Ile does it
again when he and his neighbor struggle to improve
the school system so that it will not produce another
generation of push-outs.
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The Cost and Joy

When Duke thi-ows his participative and shalom-
ing energies into such des elopmental projects he will
begin to disco% er some leisure by -product satisfac-
tions. For Duke we want intimate dow num ns. rec-
reational parks. and the BBC 3s But tint he is freed
in soul and structure. these will be like Carnegie's
well-meant libraries For the planner the call cannot
be clearer than that issued by the Alp task force, the
call to "advocacy '': 'working for tha poor and mi-
nority groups at the local level ilwough the exercise
of our professional function

As planners move closer to the ethical question in
work and leisure, and become involved in activities
such as adtocacy two observations come to the mind
of this ethicist and agitator.

1. Things can get sticky with the powers that be. I'm
sure you can supply examples of this from personal
experience-prophets with honor, except in your
on hometown. Take the case of the planner who
joined forces to balance the power of a monopoly
press. One month later he got fired.

In the short run. there will he resistance to
planners who move beyond the technician role to be
lobby ists for the future'' (I lerman Kahnl. In the

low!. run, they will be vindicated, for their struggle
for shalom will be seen as a fight for the future it-
self.

2. It's a small step from the prophet's courage to the
martyr's complex. If one moves in a variety of urban
reform orbits, it soon becomes clear that each group
think., it alone is shouldering the burden. Sobriety
about what is actually happening comes when (int
looks around for his allies. finds them, tempers his
messianism. and does Some shared pushing at doors
that need to be downed.

We take ourselves too seriously in all our talk
here about play. Iluizinga shows conclusively that
play is the place where a culture says. -Really. now.
aren't you wound up a little too tight about the whole
thing ?'' Ile indicates how play and worship meet at
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What's New?

Part II

this point. feeding the spirit with .1 certain moo ha-
lance about what goes on in the rush of ilf.uis.
each us to k(*(11 sem.nndart things SI.c.findar;

We could approach this question from a variew
angles. The pollution threat and the ecological revo-
lution it is stirring up are obvioush massi new fac-
tors in an iscussion of leisure and the qualit of
life. Also new are the accelerating leisure time es-
periments and models. from the church% things in
nw own orbit to human potential rum ements. new
Esalens. etc. In updating. however. d am going an-
other route. one that w ill encompass some of these
issues but do it lu wcw of a w polog of influences
that will make their impact felt on am new leisure
ethic,

Before. Ewing nit a selection of forces. moods.
and people: ttho will. and should. have their effect
on our thinking and acting %is-a-% is the qualit of
life. I . ant to describe bruin% an ideological detel-
opment me mw own discipline so nn will know a little
better the framework in which I make nw com-
ments. Mar'in Marts . editor of the Christian Centun.
has termed his ideology the theology of plot. It is an
effort to ele -ate the -ludic- (games -play I elements
of life to priorit in contemporary Christiania.
Imagmcdion. wonder. rejoicing. celebrating these
are the activiti,ec on w hich a premium is placed.

The roots of a theolog of'plo go back to Johan
luizinga's Homo Ludens. a classic. work that sees

games. including diplomac and tsar. as the base of
culture. This con,:ept of ;lbw can be seen in Corita
posters. new art. guitar masses. ,incl liturgical dances.
as %veil as in the popular culture. or counter-culture.
which has seen a Dionsian intrusion on rational and
purposeful Western culture.

With that explanation. I will now sketch w hat I
see to he the kinds of people w ho have made signifi-
cant noises during the past ear and who must be
heard h those concerned about a leisure ethic. Then
I'll attempt to suggest some implications that these
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surfacing sounds and sights might have for an ethic
of shalom in a time of home ludens.

The Futurists A an at this conference hat e heard of the World
Future Societt and its publication. The Futurist.
Several ears ago 4 was a shoestring operation.
Now. its sponsors. supporters. and members range
from Ilerman Kahn through Glenn Seaborg to Robert
Theobald and Daniel Moynihan. It is a sign of the
times- interdisopliner exploration of the "not et.-
They are the ones in w hose think-tanks, laboratories.
and office, the future is being anticipated. and to a
significant dogree. designed. politicall and techno-
logically. There are varieties of this new breed. I saw
them in action at a .:onference recently. On hand
were: Herman Kahn who spins out scenarios for the
coming decades (The Year 21100. Macmillan. 19671
with his colleagues at the !Wilson Research Institute:
Charles Williams. acting director of the President's
National Goals Research staff: Jose Delgado. a Yale
phsiologist working on the frontiers of electrode
and chemical manipulation of the brain (Phsical
Control of the Mind. Harper & Row. 19691: and John
NIclIale of the Center for Integrative Studies in Bing-
hamton. New York (The Future of the Future. Brazil-
ler. 19'19). The: were givir, off signals as to where
they thought we were headed. and asking how we
can make the future habitable. The futurists. be thet
theoreticians. politicians. or techniciam-. are going
to have a lot to do with shaping tomorrow's leisure
and qualit of life.

The Visionaries here were not main visionaries at the aforesaid
conference. and those who were there gat e the fu-
turists a hard time. 13y visionaries I mean the new
breed described in Roszak's The Muking of u Coun-
ter Culture (Doubleda Anchor. 19691 "These a re the
dissenting ming whose colorful rainbow rons from
the pstchedelic and celebrative. through the con-
templative and communal. to the soul-searching. non-
ideological elements of the New Left. "('het also in-
clude adult mentors and smpalhizers who range
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along the same continuum. from Allen Ginsburg and
Alan Watts. through Norman Brow n and Paul Good-
man to Herbert Nlarci se.

The visionaries j mfoundly distrust the futurists.
along with their technocracy and rational-empirical
plotting anti plannini. It is their conviction that think-
tank findings hat e something to do with think-tank
findings. The visionaries believe that the Establish-
ment and its intellectual prostitutes and (mid-blooded
technicians are sick unto death. This conviction is
being implemented less by the radical politics of the
1960s. and more by opting out of the old culture and
experimenting instead with a new life-style. a vi-
sionary community. a counter-culture Its charac-
teristics tend to he the reverse of inherited givens:
primitive. poverty-oriented. hack -to- the -land trends
versus urban-technical blight and suburban afflu-
ence: the mystical rather than the rational Eastern
religion rather than Western religion: the communal
rather than the rugged individual. You know the
story. perhaps from your own children

Although still a minority and subject to a take-
over by a Madison Avenue world which is rather
good at pulling off just that, painlessly (note the latest
clothing styles. advertising gimmicksj. these young
men who see visions and old men who dream dreams
are raising the questions. setting a stiff pace. form-
ing the future. They surely have something to teach
us about leisure and the quality of life. whatever
reservations one might have about their life sty Ie.

The Revolutionaries There is some resonance between the visionaries
and the revolutionaries. but. a! the moment. not
much. Roszak excludes the black militant from the
definition of counter-culture. Whether we are talking
about Eldridge Cleaver. or fames Forman. or even
fulian Bond. we have to do so with a more focused
force. and a liberation agenda more intensely and
narrowly defined than the visionary. When the cate-
gory of revolutionary is stretched to include the.
Third World (domestic. tooChicano. Indian. Puerto
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Rican. Appalachian! as well as the stud! nt with a

Molotov cocktail and the ideologist tandrehist.
Marxist(. we are dealing with something more than
Al ro-American militancy. The rinolutionari is grim.
not celebrath e (although. as Archie I largray es sans.
he has soul as well as (moll. 11e .ants to confront the
sick structures head on. not exorcise them with in-
cantations or build utopian models on the margins
of society . The run olutinorie:. are riot. for long.
going to let leisure talkers exchange ideas about pia\
on ranches far removed from the ferment They will
bring ferment into the corrals. as has occurred in
the churches. where no national conference escapes
revolutionary presence and pressures,

The Silent Majority Since Part I was written. the sounds of silence ha% e

grown louder. Sam. Steve. Mabel et al. (with the
possible exception of Duke) are the "forgotten Amer-
icans" discovered by Newsweek on October 6. 1969
They have found their voice in the political arena
and everywhere else for that matter. Troubled mid-
dle America does not like this updating. control ersial
invelvement with the crises of our time. and hob-
nobbing of its leadership with the three types men-
tioned above. In fact. they do not like the three types
at all. The silent majority craves the "good old day 5.-
not the uncertain future. They want to stay sober. not
take drug trips or dream dreams. They like things as
they are and are horrified by the rhetoric of resolu-
tion. although not averse to buy mg a gun to make
sure it does not happen They aim to strengthen blue
power so it can deal with the poor power. black
power. and flower power that loom threateningly on
their horizons

Certainly this silent majority is a brake. not a
motor. to future-oriented thought and action about
the quality of life. Nonetheless. if our country is nut
to blow itself apart. middle America is going to ha% e
to he brought in on the pilgrimage toward a human
future They. too. may have something to offer on
that journey .
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What Can We

Learn?

Franklt . I don't know t et. but I hat e oine hung hes
It is et olent. for example. that ant s* I loos inflow%
into the (plaid% of life must include not loth those
whose expertise is in the held of leisnre. but also the
simotu ant participation of the futurists. t isionai les.
ret olmionaries. and forgotten Americans It is clear
that we hat e to find each other I understand this
conference is an clfort in that direction

Also. ant impurt about, and action on. the ghai-
lit of life should be issue-oriented There is, indeed,
an issue which affects all sectors of societt the
ecological' crisis What strange bedfellows are con-
cerned wi h this issue! When the American Rifle
Association. a California commune. President Nixon.
Students for a Democratic Sim sett (SDS). and Eddie
Albert all heat tip on the same subject. we hat e one
for the books flow serious some of these commit-
ments are remains to be seen As can be expected.
the solutions imposed by these %arum% advocates
differ greatlt Compare the administration's propo-
sals with the manifesto Of the Ilerkelet Ecological
Kevolutionart Organization. The important point.
how-ever. is that we just might get these Carious fac-
tions to sit down around a pressing issue such as the
ecologt crisis more easilt than under the general
rubric of leisure It's worth a trt. ant %tat .

Its especiallt worth a trt because each partisan
has something to contribute to the solution Thus. on
pollution. one tarielt of futurists, the think-tank
ft lies, can tell us where we are headed Another
variett . the technicians. are the on It ones with the
technological savvy to undo the damage caused ht
earlier products. And t et another variett. the plan-
ner-politicians. can do the "lobbt ing for the future''
that makes operational the health scenarios.

The visionaries are our "critics-In-residence-
(Donald Michael) Thet perform the function that
utopians must do for a sane societt hold ur a pic-
ture of what societt should he like The rest of us
mat not he able to follow suit, in fad ought not to
try to duplicate what is nut viable over the long haul
(see the histort of utopian communities or read
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Reinhold Nielmbri 11m society needs a vision. a ref-
erence point from which to take its bearings. before
it tries to negotiate the rougher waters of a mass so-
ciety. While building models of utopia on the mar-
gins of societ%. the visional.% also ma teach us how
to be playful while also being purposefu'. The Mor-
atorium held on No% ember 15. 1969 in Washington.
1).C. in protest to America's military involvement in
Vietnam %%as a hint of thatthe counter-culture out
in force to witness for peace. but in colorful garb.
imaginative placards and banners, mime. carnival
camaraderie. celebrative humiliationpurposeful
play.

Given the stubborness of self-interest. those in
power who poison our water. air. and soil are not
going to be budged unless there is a balancing power
to move them to act. This power may be the gov-
ernment. But if the government is itself the guilty
party. or in collusion with the culprits. then the citi-
zenry must flex its political muscle. It must be ready
to petition and picket. and if need be. lay down its
bodies and lives for the future of man and the earth.
The need for such action has been the stor of the
human rights movement. whether it be the struggle
for the rights of women. AA orkingmen. the poor. the
black. or the %wing. The revolutionary has learned
the hard way that entrenched power is not moved
by moral suasion or preachment. but by countervail-
ing economic. social. and political power. We hope it
can be non-violent revolutionary power. That de-
pends on how fast we get down to the business of
bringing shalom to a torn and bleeding earth. May it
be a peaceful ecological revolution.

Steelworkers and miners die regularly in their
death dealing environment. I have buried my share
of them. They are heginning to realize that it is their
foul mill town air or city fumes that shorten not only
their lives. but those of their children and grand-
children. It is the streams from which they drink.
the wood,, in which they hunt. and the supermarkets
from which they h. % their food where pollution is
having its heyday. This voiceless blue-white-collar
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mejority will soon find its voice. It ma well turn the
tide on this issue.

Do you remember the "little man." the forgotten
fellow whc scribbled "Kilroy was here- on Ale%
walls? He wanted to be noticed. He wanted to be in
on the act. He wanted to be human. The world is full
of Kilro)s. And the arc beginning to mak., the scene
and find their voice. The are to be found ever
w herein the ghetto and in the suburb, from the
commune to the mill town. It is Ki Iro) who could
make the difference between a livable future and
an unlivable one. We need them as allies in the
struggle for shalom. I celebrate their new presence
and power 1 hope you do too. Kilro) lives!



Definitions of
Leisure

"THE NEW LEISURE: PLANNER

AND CITIZEN IN PARTNERSHIP"

Janet MacLean

Depa, tment of Recreation
and Park Administration

Indiana I niversity
Bloomington

I am pleased to be a part of this program and have
been most interested in Reverend Fackre's remarks
about the leisure ethic. One of the problems of lei-
sure for large segments of our population is the de-
mand that we "rev" our intellectual engines and
work, yes work. to capacit even though our task is
leisure.

At the risk of being accused of playing "antics
with semantics" I. too. would like some language
clarification. Both Webster and the man on the street
equitte leisure with free time. I'll accept that or Paul
Douglass' alternative of "non economic, time To
define leisure as de Grazia's "gate to freedom- or as

h.ckre's "enohlement of the discretionary" is as
hard to communicate to the populace as is Max
Lerner's concept that we must redefine work to
describe onl those activities which give us pleasure
and fulfillment. If we are to make the leisure ethic
possible. we must convince the plumper as well as
the philosopher of its worth.

The battle of qualitt s. quantity in the. leisure
concept has touched only the philosophers. recrea-
tion professionals. and sociologists. and even the
have had problems in consistent connotation. For
example. de Grazia defines leisure qualitativel anti
then complains that we don't know how to use lei-
sure. and Dr. Martin laments the compulsive use of

93
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Preparing for
Leisure

leisure Even Iluizinga !ado might not low his own
theor of the all-inclusive play base of life as both
war and love cease to be restricted lw his limitations
of specified space and time arenas and structured
orderliness. I contend that ola for some people is
the business of life. not the suspension of business.
and mo be for all of us it should he at least port of
the business of life if we are to live. not just exist.

Historically, in the Greek concept. leisure was
the treasure of the privileged minority. made pos-
sible lw the ensla% ement of the majority of the popu-
lation. who performed less respectable work duties.
Industrial s.icieties made clear-cut divisions between
labor and imsure as they moved to the Protestant
ethic with its philosoplw of the sa nctit of work as
the meaning of life and leisure as the reward for
having worked. Such a debit-credit philosoplw makes
it impossible to live comfortabl in a world of shrink-
ing work demands and expanding personal leisure.

According to pscloatrist Erich Fromm. the salvation
of any people rests with their abilit to desire those
things which environmental factors require. So it is
with acceptance and use of increased leisure. A cul-
ture which has not learned to honor what it is ac-
tually committed to produce creates an uneas pop-
ulation. Our increase in leisure has far outstripped
its former primar functions of restoration and re-
creation. David Riesman predicted that "There may
come a point where additional increments of leisure
will prove more Muir 1:ing than satisfying to it mass
of men who are incapable of absorbing an more
That timi, has come for some of our populationthe
retired aged. Sam: the school dropout. Duke, the un-
employed. Mabel: the imempltwable: and the un-
prepared recipient of industr's new 13-week sab-
batical vacation.

Robert Theobald, writing in Social Impact and
Cybernetics, warns. "The human muscle began to
he disengaged from the productive process almost
100 years ago. Now the human nervous sstem is
being disengaged.'' We succumbed first to machines
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and then to computers If two percent of our popula-
tion by %utile of new technology can produce enough
for all of us to survive, we shall become a nation of
consumers Education must then assume the task of
preparing us for intelligent consumership, not the
least of our problems wilt be intelligent consumer-
ship in the area of increased leisure, an area which
lead,4 consumer aikocates have not e%en con-
sidered et

Every indication we ha% e shows that, barring
atomic- war, internal revolution (which is ver pos-
sible), or economic collapse, the future will bring
more leisure for more people, Today's disgruntled
retirees should teach us a lessonthat it takes signi-
ficant thought and perhaps a reevaluation of basic
value systems to become a full or part-time member
of the leisure generation. I agree ,..ith Reverend
Fackre that we need to define a new philosophy of
the meaning of life in a world in which leisure
abounds and work opportunities diminish As so
often happens, there has been a cultural lag: our
societal values have not et caught up with our
environment

The combination of increased leisure and a dis-
dainful attitude toward such leisure is psychologi-
cally disruptive. We must learn to enjoy and respect
leisure so that free time brings anticipation, not
guilt. We need to form a closer link with formal edu-
cation to foster the changing of attitudes so that lei-
sure, earned or enforced, will elicit happy expec-
tancy, not fear, for the individual, and acceptance,
not scorn, from society The person whr is no longer
a member of the work force will have little peace of
mind until societ realizes that what one does in his
leisure ma% be as significant and rewarding as what
one does in his work.

So let's set about evolving a rationale for leisure
which might be acceptable even to the nob-knuckled

Leisure with dignity is the supremely
desirable object of all sane and good men.

Cicero
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Puritans peering down from alio% e 11 hat at e the fac-
tors that justift a change from a stork- oriented so-
(,iet to a leisure-oriented SOCIVi )

The Changing Work Arena

A centur ago our nation was engaged primard in
farming and handicraft manufacturing A man sowed
his seed and reaped his crop. he was his own boss
Another person took a fine piece of leather and from
it created a beautiful pair of hoots which someone
purchased and praised the workman for his art One
had a "calling- to the ministrN, to the teaching pro-
fession, to medicine He knew his vocational goal
and the process for attaining it through apprentice-
ship or education. One of our greatest satisfactions
should come from our work, work used to be the
means for fulfillment, recognition, and set.% ice.
Times have changed For mans of us. work is less
demanding I nd no longer intrinso.all rewarding.

The scientific, technological, and electronic rev-
olutions have helped to transfer routine and phsi-
call exhausting drudgery from human hands and
minds to machines In the transition, the meaningful
"whole- of work has been lost to the assemblyline
part," which has increased production but dimin-

ished man's physical and crea'ive output and ps-
chological rewards in labor, Leisure, fur some, then
must become the primary source for creative self-
realization as well as for personal well-being

Can we really continue to allow people to be-
lieve that they must work to earn leisure? What
about the unemployables? the handicapped"' If we
can accept leisure only_ as a complement to work,
again society has provided an environment which
seems incapable of meeting the criterion of a work-
leisure rhthm for a great many people.

Do we.still have the old dichotom of work and
recreation at opposite ends of the pole, or is there
evidence of more play in our work as we indulge in
coffee breaks, extended business luncheons, plant
picnics, office parties. secretaries' clubs, and even,
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dare I suggest it. AAIIPER conferences' Is there also
more midence of work in our leisure as we over-
commit Ourselves to the pressures of Little League.
weekly bowling. oil painting classes. protests. hospi-
tal set.% ice. and the PTA? It seems as if we hurtle
through our maze of recreation choices and boast
that we have no uncommitted time. Can we return to
the primitive life of a less segregated melding of
work and recreation?

Hare we gone the full cycle from Adam's life of
labor as punishment for disobedience to the idea
that men of the future will have social status in direct
proportion to the number of hours they are privi-
leged to spend in their jobs? Have we gone from
work as a penance to work as a blessing'

It's interesting to note the change of emphasis
pointed up in Dynamics of Change as we are re-
minded that although the Declaration of Indepen-
dence mentioned the pursuit of happiness and the
Constitution made no mention of work. UNESCO's
Universal Declaration of Human Rights included the
phrase. "Everyone has the right to work. What hap-
pened in that 175-year span? Will the right to work
be attainable in the future"? Is it now"' Our inner
cities indicate that it isn't. Although we profess that
the good man is the producer. the toiler. the burner
of midnight oil, we have created an environment
which makes that kind of goodness impractical. if not
impossible. Let's look at other factors.

Decreasing Physical Exercise and
Increasing External Complexities

Technological and scientific advances have freed
most people in this country from expending their
physical energies both within and outside the realm
of work. Congested highways and parking lots and
modern household conveniences are evidence that
living in an age of abundance of time and material
goods makes few mandatory contributions to muscle
tone or physical vigor. Junior no longer chops wood
for the family fire. the bus carries him to school, and
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Mom drives him six blocks to meet the Cub Scouts
for a Saturday hike. In our sedentary lives the only
motivation for healthful exercise comes from the
fears of obesity or the stimulation of an exciting rec-
reation outlet which also just happens to be good
exercise in that redefinition of the Battle of the
Bulge.

Need for Emotional Balance

Current statistics of the proportion of our popula-
tion who will need psychiatric care in their lifetime
are disconcerting at best. Our affluence has not nec-
essarily brought peace of mind or tranquility.

Psychologists tell us that we have certain basi'
needs which must be satisfied in some manner if at.
are to maintain our physical health and psychologi-
cal integrity. In a three-generation rural household.
the pioneer test -.I his mental. physical. and moral
fibers daily. Time meant little: actual accomplish-
ments meant a great deal. Pe engaged in a kind of
elemental living in which, although work took all of
his energy and most of his time. it rewarded him
with soundness of sleep and no need for tranquil-
izers. If he were dissatisfied, there was always the
frontier. now definitely restricted.

Wholesome leisure outlets should be a stablizing
and creative force, yet there is a growing incapacity
to find self-realization and emotional security in
leisure. The twentieth century may be easier physi-
cally but records attest that it is far more difficult
emotionally. In our pushbutton age. which requires
a scant 16 people to push buttons in order to make
850 million lightbulbs, we have yet to find a button
marked relax.

For some 17 million mothers who are ,., eri-
encing what medicine has termed the "empty-nest
syndrome.- for the 20 million aged whose isolation
cannot be dismissed with the excuse of the "disen-
gagement" theory. and for the dropouts without jobs.
satisfaction of psychological needs must he met
through leisure. The "service to others" program in
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recreation, is a basis for relaxation and development
We ha% e a stake in the nation's peace of mind.

Can we turn the tide of public opinion so that
we ma% engage in enjo% able and sometimes effort-
less activit% without feeling guilty for having par-
ticipate , or for not having participated with better
achievem t. more often, or to meet some other stan-
dard of to ormitv? Too often we are hurtling
through leisu with the same attendant frustrations
which character' our work to conform to some pre-
scribed social mand .

Need To Find Identity and Role

It has become increa.;ingly difficult for many people
to find their spot in the sun. Keniston. in his book
The Uncommitted. warns "that a sense of estrange-
ment pervades much of society, not just the have-
nots. Alienation characteristically takes the form of
rebellion without a rause or rejection without a pro-
gram. or refusal of what is without a vision of what
should be." The words suggest the present situation
in high schools and campuses as well as in deprived
inner city areas. Can we help Duke and other teen-
agers use their energies on just causes in service
projects of their own creation in leisure? One soci-
ologist claims "that the terrible teams are not a cul-
tural universal, that in order to have this subculture
which we call adolescence, you must have an econ-
omy that can support an unproductive, useless seg-
ment of the society." Those are harsh words. but it
must he admitted that today's choreless households
and diminishing work opportunities leave teenagers
with an uncertain role at best.

Can development and service recreation pro-
grams help make team life meaningful, help teens
find their role as supporting members as well as
critics of society? Can we also dare to let men be
men and women be women? I'm tired of unisex in
dress, hair styles. and roles.

Can we help to give the middle-aged a ^cspect-
able role in leisure so that with security ;hey can
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stop trying to hold on to adolescent values in a frank
effort to show that they are with the "now" genera-
tion?

Can we bridge the generation gap at the upper
end of the age continuum by fostering reengagement
of the elderly? So often the elder!. withdraw from
society and become ap-ithetic, not having been con-
ditioned to youth's enthusiasm for confrontation. In
St. Louis there is a club for over 65'ers called the
Keenagers. Its members are involved in politics. edu-
cation and service projects, as well as in creative
outlets.

Need To Regain a Sense of Community

In a dehumanized society in which centralization of
authority robs a community of interpersonal rela-
tionships, in which cybernation allows for individual
independence in meeting basic needs, and in which
mobility disrupts the former security of geographical
neighborhoods, wholesome recreation may bring
people together again. Those who have enjoyed each
other in pleasurable experiences may he more will-
ing to weather the storm in terms of community need.
The playing fields and the theater box have fostered
a classlessness in many instances. For the non-
worker, leisure outlets form one of the few channels
to being a contributing member of one's community.

These factors are only a few which justify the
demand for a change from a work to a leisure ethic.
I concur heartily with Reverend Fackre that the phi-
losophy of leisure must be translated into environ-
ments, physical as well as social and intellectual.
The rewards of leisure depend not only on philoso-
phical concepts but also on the availability of physi-
cal environments in which one may pursue his lei-
sure choice. Space for isolation or interaction, such
as parks, playgrounds, libraries, and lakes, must be
made accessible. We must join forces in the fight
against air, noise. and water pollution as well as
against psychic pollution and desecration of our land
resources.
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The recreation profession has a major stake in
that contest as the onl profession whose sole pur-
pose is involved with the nation's expenditure of
leisure

We. too, have played the game of futurism and
brinkmanship. I would like to comment briefly on
concerns I had when I read Gordon Tac Ihr's Biologi-
cal Time Bomb. the Wall Street Journal editors' i fere
Comes Tomorrow, and the works of Kahn and
Wier,,r.

1. Can we reverse the trend toward coast-to-coast
peopie? We discovered death control before we
could sell birth control. Population explosion and
implosion may make the leisure ethic impossible.

2. Can we convince 01:7 nation that we don't have to
continue to congregate 90 percent of the people on
10 percent of the land?

3. What happens to our democratic society when
medical technolo* increases organ transplants and
mechanical substitutes for heart, kidneys, or even
brains? How ma:n parts do you receive before you
become a humano:d rather than a human?

4. Must we create a hierarchy in leisure choices of
spectator vs. participant. physical vs, cultural. city
vs. rural. and organized vs. unoroanized?

5 Must we accedt without examination a ".-arld of
sensate culture in which a variety of age groups
freak out in verbal slumming. body exposure. and
psychedelic attacks in sound or color and you show
your generation gap if you dun't mention dialogue,
relevance. and confrontations in general conversa-
tion? Should we show as much concern for psychic
as for physical environmental pollution? The otr can
be fouled with language and noise as well as smog.

6. Is it possible that we could lapse into a situation
in which we may not have survival of the fittest but
simply a fitting of the survivors to whatever envi-
ronment is available via mind modification drugs,
happy pills. etc?
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7. Will we have y 'mon enough to sell our leisure
ethic to the homemaker yyho seems to be the present
leisure manager as she handles tar plink. engage-
ment books, choice in home architecture. eating
schedules. or as financial reports indicate also con-
trols the purse strings?

As I tap the resources Of R( erend Fackre's dip into
the (utere I . too. %%mild like a "mix'' of the futurist.
the visionary. the revolutionary. and the silent ma-
jority but let's not stereoty pe them and let's get them
communicating with each other. It's irresponsible
to accept the cop out without evaluation and com-
munication. Some of the present revolutionaries are
the best ev. ence of a population with a surfeit of
material things and inability to handle leisure Sev-
eral current causes remind me of Clifton Fadiman's
explanation that the Crusades were caused in part
by love of Cod. in part by Joy e of adventure. and in
part by boredom.

The door to the future is ajar. We must plan
now. Are we prepared to educate future populations
toward leisure literacy? We need to join forces with
educators. planners. and philosophers to plan an
environment which not only allows people space to
move but also permits them to develop mature tastes
among desirable. exciting alternatives. and a state of
mind allowing them to accept leisure as worthy.
satisfying and as honorable as work.

if we do succeed in selling the idea that leisure
is as prestigious and rewarding as work. do we have
an obligation for standards. or will "doing your
thing." regardless of Its destructive side effects. he
acceptable') Then arises the question of who pays to
give each the opportunity to "do his thing ?" Do we
condone parasitic living and who defines the para-
site? For some, he's the hippie: for others. the retired
worker Or welfare recipient How long will some
work to allow everyone a chance to play? As Mar-
garet Mead indicates, it might he helpful to remem-
ber that "paid work as one's only guarantee of be-
longing in socie, is a fairly new concept.
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Gabriel Fackre has offered this conference a number
of erg challenging ideas. three of which I wish to
respond to: the counterposmg of an ecological and
humanistic leisure ethic against the traditional
American work ethic, the idea of Shalom. and the
professional principle of advocacy

Into the confusion and violence of present -da
human struggle Fackre has introduced the idea of
man at one with himself, in tune with his environ-
ment. living in peace and tranquility. This concept
maintains that man is part of a complexly and sen-
sitively halm .d web of life. that he cannot live sep-
aratel -; a, exploiter. blighter. and predator. but
that he is ecologicall dependent upon the whale
fabric of life and must act as a gentle steward of the
earth's community of inhabitants.

This conference is undertaking to respond to
this ecological crisis. We have seen that man as a
species seems to be exploding like a cancerous
growth. desperately overpopulating the earth. Al-
reach probably uncounted millions of humans are
doomed to death from plague and famine in the next
few years. and we are struggling to rethink radically
our child-bearing and nurturing ethic. We are ex-
ploiting and wasting our soils. minerals. and nuclear
and fossil fuels, and are overloading the air and wa-
ter with poisonous chemicals to a point dangerously
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near destruction Our population is threatened with
nuclear war and the collapse of agriculture and fish-
eries from soil and water misuse and from chemical
overload and pollution. Conversion of vast forests
into industrial products attacks the balance between
(1) the use of carbon dioxide and hydrogen and re-
lease of oxygen by the chlorophyll of plants of the
earth and microscopic phytoplancton of the seas,
and (2) the use of oxygen and release of carbon
dioxide and other carbons by the teeming animal
life in and on the soil and water. Disruption of this
crucial balance by diminishing its agents on land or
in the oceans threatens the end of life, at ;east for
air-breathing creatures.

Man is working to stop this irresponsible race
toward catastrophe and to find a way to sun we on
earth. How can wP leisure-philosophers contribute to
this effort.' Fackre answers this question by urging
us t accept responsibility for asking "What is life
for?" and he answers that life is for the pursuit of
leisure. We must be the advocates of shalom, main-
taining that man's struggle for survival is for the
purpose of enjoying life fully and harmoniously, ap-
preciating the beauty of meditating on nothing, of
doing something, or nothing, for its own precious
sake, of living serenely, playfully, joyfully, and
celebratively

This challenge urges us to mobilize our deepest
powers, to change ourselves to new humans, apprec-
iative of the potentially deep beauty and spirituality
of our environment and experiences, and free to
celebrate our state. It challenges us to build a leisure
culture based upon freedom and love, and to enjoy
a gentle asceticism far removed from the vulgar ma-
terialism that dehumanizes us. This would mean that
we would stop wars, poverty, racism, and the de-
struction of rampant urbanization. We would seek
out the humanizing values of peace, community,
equanimity, and human loving relationships. We
would honor and respect the significance of life's
beginning: the beauty of life's experien.cing, in which
leisure is a central value, and the dignity and mean-
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mg of life's ending We would pursue justice. the
equitable sharing of leisure values among men

This is a humanistic leisure ethic for man, and
it must be counterposed against the traditional work
ethic which distorts much of man's meaning for him-
self. This work ethic, upon which much of our insti-
tutional and cultural life is based, is dysfunctional
for the post-industrial, leisure-oriented society we
are ertering In this new society. technology, prop-
erly limited and used, will do most of the work. all
of us rIl.share modestly in necessary non-machine
work. We will be active in building a new culture in
which creative learning, enhanced interpersonal and
communal life, and play ful, beautiful, and joyful
pursuits will engagb us all.

In this new society, the renunciation of afflu-
ence, along with acceptance of simple, economical
living based upon recycling used materials, support
of handicrafts, and freedom from unnecessary pos-
sessions will bring a hopefully more sparse human
population into balance with nature. It will also free
man from pursuing material things and false, de-
structive work values and similar psychological dis-
tortions so he may pursue life's basic values.

Fackre has challenged the leisure professional
to assume responsibility for helping society make
the transformation from a work-oriented society to
a leisure-oriented society. The professional should
emerge as an advocate for the new leisure ethic and
for the basic human right to leisure values. Fackre
also points out, however, that there are risks in ad-
vocacy, for to be an ethicist one has to be an agitator,
a prophet, and occasionally. a martyr. And while
undertaking to develop and advocate a leisure ethic,
he must also be a partisan of change and participate
with other persons who are shaping the future, par-
ticularly the futurists, the visionaries, the revolu-
tionaries. and the forgotten Americansthe blacks.
Latin-Americans, the poor, the youth, and the op-
pressed

However. Fackre has given only the mildest crit-
icisms to the professional leisure philosophers for
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their passive and often spiritless effc, is to pros ole
leadership Perhaps the actions of oor em iron-
mentall -conscious brothers in the Park min ement
are the exceptions, and gi% e us our best acti% rst dues
The profession must be ardent. not diffident, in ad-
vancing leisure values The integrit of the profes-
sion depends precisely upon fulfilling this !unction

As partisans of change of a hopefull benign
revolution, the leisure experts require a profession
which functions not as a closed sstP171. characterized

immobility and stagnation, but as an open s stem,
the cbernetic model of self-renewal. vigor. and
creativity

For the recreation professional. there is also the
requirement to take a position of advocacy, while
there is time, on the alleviation of human distress
and dsfunction. such as vvar, poverty, and racial
and class strife Then we can begin to seek a world
of tomorrow in which man has an opportunity to
live in the spirit of shalom
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The shortened workweek. increased longevit. in-
creased population. and increased numbers and
variet of machines and tools lead to vast amounts
of leisure m er a longer lifetime for more and more
individuals

The availabOit of discretionar time is not the
issue: rather. the concern is how leisure can be used
to enhance the qualit of life since it will be co.,-
sidered a central focus of life. not a "trill." The
field of education has become increasingl% con-
cerned with its responsibild for equipping man to
11%e in the "Leisure Age." In ordei to hi 1;, promote
the wholesome use of discretionar time, the Ameri-
can schools, as early as 1918, voiced a concern about
leisure education. Dr. Richard Kraus. in Recreation
and the Schools; gives a thorough background of
education's concern for leisure.

Although the task for leisure education is shared b
family and community. the folliming discussion
focuses predominantly on the role and responsibili-
ties of schools Leisure education ma be defined
as educating for the wholesome use of discretionar
time in order to enhance the qualit of ane's life.
Clearly it is not eas to determine what is whole-

'Richard Kraus, Recreation and the Schools (titq 1 ark The
Macmillan Campan% 19641
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some or t ()Milt in Me tonnAt of leisure Ilntt-
eter. if approached from the standpoint of human
outcomes txhich are enriching and enhancing. tat.
!hell hat t! a ttorkablc Irame of refei ence

Kraus set forth a statement of goals for leisure
education tx inch stipulates.

hief purpose of leisure education. as in ant form of
rain talon. is to print; uhout certain desirable t htingt.s in
the students it h ; are es posed to it flanges met',
he stated in terms of 111 (Minutes, 121 knots ledge. l.ti skills
and 141 'what nor

Al TIT( "DES It is essential flail students det plop an
awareness of the importance of leisure In sot Ott and
recognition of the significant t alurs that is :tut contribute
to their lit I'S Cf/Uldf'd tt ith this Shf/IIIII br fat orable atti-
hules leading to direct personal int pinent in a taro.'t
of enrit hung. swish ing at lit dies Celli:mit. the I'M!r
nature of these actit ales IS (I natter of unlit 'dual r him fb,

a mat ht. that an some roses thet a ill be u-ithin a faith
narrou find intense range of interest Essential too is the
Inrulation of a keen sense of NISI(' WO discromnalum.
and the ainlitt to make sound it:figments and rattonal
choices It ith respet t to all kinds of If'ssurt potion

KNOIVI.1:1)GE Sound attitudes must In. SO11111V-
Inf.nteti lit knowledge about the "how.- "wht anti
-where- of recreational participation Through (It re(
explrience and exposure. the student learns about ret.rea-
firmal opportunities on mum let els and comes 10 realise
holt hr trim become int (dyed in them, and to hat kinds of
outcomes mat he droned III' gains information about
recreation resources in the rommunitt . and learns to
make full use of them In all forms of activity, is
nun h spiCifir information lin.% rind mere ph% sold
that underlies successful participation

SKILLS The purpose of leaching skills is not to hat I.
a student master a number of specific, (Wig MI'S With !hi'
:hough) that he will neessarilt participate in then) as
the core of his recreational lift. in later touch and adult-
hood It is. rather, In provide him with CrrifIln hastt skills
direolt related to rereational opportunities presently
at (//101/1e. so that ht. mat 11(11111:11Hlif in these act:titles
ttith a tiegreq. of rorlIpl'iln1:1', suci.ss, anti pleasure It is
difficult to predict it healer he will particiiniff in the same
111111 stirs t ears biter (;Train a flit dies mat not appeal
in hint us an adult. or mut not he tit tillable in his f'0111Mti.
nit% It is also true that fads come anti go in terms of rec-
reational p.titicipation
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Holt et yr, it there is otter tiff instrtu lion in a ghoupnt
idelt mailable in tit ities and pastimes that hat e been

onsisti 9tIt popular among people of all ages, it is likelt
that there it ill he a cam -at or at parill /pOt10/1
sh/WP we tend to en tot mast that wha h to' do cell, it is
essential that the school eyerience lint ((h es a real learn-
ing esperie»ce, rather _him a «isual "free-plat kind of
approach The school eyerien( 0 is not ,vallt plat, ant
more than t or itional instruc hon is a 'oh In ear h case,
ht is preparation

BEI1.11/1011 Each of the preceding goals 'attitudes,
knowledge, and slollst leads to this ultimate purpose
The outcome of leisure education must he helm ior tt hich
is marked ht good pidgment in the selection at recrea-
tional pursuits, a diverytt of leisure interests that meet
phtsirud, emotional, and social needs, and solid com-
petence in partici;.ation Thi- means that the school has
a responsihilih to provide a laboratory experience, either
ht (110,0th sponsoring, or IA cooperating with other
communitt agencies that do sponsor, recrectional pro-
grams that implement its program of leisure education
The teaching effort of the school is meaningless if it
does not lead to real participation. (Mk then can be-
havior he confirmed, and habits of effectit a participation
he solidly implanted

During the 1970's, tw,chers will learn to prepare stu-
dents for wholesome use of discretionary time. I
predict the launching of a national effort to incor-
porate into the rriculum techniques and materials
to stimulate anc, maintain long-term leisure interest,
attitudes, and activities Such a Leisure Education
and Development Program (LEAD' would provide
for the teaching of primary social skills; wide ex-
posure to the leisure art potential of all subject
areas shaping of attitudes toward leisure, and de-
velopment of increased perception and apprecia-
tion of onvirounientia quality. Such a program
would reach preschoolers and senior citizens and
would involve, as formal/informal resources, the
family, mass media, the schools, and the environ-
ment, among others.

By using a developmental approach to leisure
education, the attitudes and skills acquired by
youngsters can be reinforced, reorganized, and ex-
panded. The society of the future, it it be creative,
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Channels for
Leisure Education

Today

mist be be based upon the knowledge, values, atti-
tudes, appreciations, and skills which enable people
to make rational decisions about leisure choices

It is not being advocated that the schools add a
new subject such as leisure education to an already
crowded schedule. However, with our ethos in trans-
tion from work to leisure orientation, our educa-
tional :ystem must prepare youth to have d sense of
leisure literacy. To accomplish this, the school can
promote leisure values, interests, and outcomes
through existing school programs from kindergarten
through the twelfth grade.

Kraus outlines five channels for leisure education
in the schools within the already existing educa-
tional framework.

THE TOTAL. CURRICULUM If the total curriculum,
on whatever level, represents a disciplined, sequential,
scholarly approach to liberal education, covering the
broad spectrum of social sciences, mathematics. pht sical
sciences, language arts, music. art, physical education,
home and famih living, and health education. the assump-
tion is that it will produce educated individuals The
in turn should be capable of using their leisure time
wisely and, hecause of the breadth and quaint of their
education, should have a wide variety of leisure inter-
ests, Such a curriculum must, of course, have a major
degree of concern with the cultural heritage of man's past
But especially from the leisure- point of view, It Should
provide a thoroughly contemporary exploration of the
cultural scene. the social sciences, the arts, and literature
in particular It should be a "doing" curriculum. rather
than merely "appreciative In particular, it should focus
on developing judgment. taste, and pervasive system of
moral value's that are applied to all forms of IVISUre ex-
perience

2. BRIDGES TO LEISURE Wherever it is possible to do
so without weakening the original intent of the curricular
area, use should be made of topics, examples. subject
units, or skills that provide bridges to leisurein the sense
of developing favorable attitude's, knowledge, skills, and
behavior 7'his is most obvious in terms of those educa-
tional subjects which are common to recreational partici-
pation music, physical education, English (as it relates to
recreational reading and creative writing), outdoor relu-
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cation, and fine and industrial arts Less obvious, but
equal in potential for recreational implications, are a
number of other academic areas In these. when the
motivation and interest of students are hightened through
linkages to leisure activity, the educational experience
itself will be improved Obvious it, if certain curricular
experiences cannot he legitimately treated in this manner
and have no real carry-over values for leisure, this must
be recognized But, if the opportunitt exists (as in the case
of an art class in which there is a choice between two
media otherwise comparable), the teacher would be wise
to select the acln, IR with the greater potential for leisure
education

3 CO-Ct TRRICULAR ACTIVITIES This includes two
basic categories The first is the type of activit% which
is closely related to a sublect area, such us the student
council as it relates to the studs of government, or the
student newspaper as it relates to the studs of English or
communication arts The second is the kind of social ac-
tivity, club, or event (class picnic, outing, or prom) which
Is not intended lo be linked to the curriculum as such, but
which serves the ends of the school in building desirable
patterns of social behavior and keeping school niorale
high

4 DIRECT FOCUS ON LEISI'RE Recognizing that leisure
and recreation represent an important aspect of modern
life, the should be studied in their at 'n right While it is
unlikely that in most schools there will actually be a
.course titled "Leisure." it ma% logically be studied in
several other wars

a As part of a social studies ,:ourse, in examining the
neighborhood or community, it is entirely appropriate to
consider problems of leisure and recreation In courses
in home and familt living, the function of leisure and
recreation in terms of building desirable familt relation-
ships may cerlamIt be explored In health education and
physical education, the place of recreation in healthful
living may readily be examined
b In a few second ary schools, there have been classes in
recreation leadership which have dealt with basic under-
standings of leisure and direct recreational leadership
skills Presented es electives for juniors or seniors, these
courses have heen given for academic credit, and have
served as preparation for ;ohs in programs of summer
recreation conducts d ht school systems While such
courses might be viewed es excessivelt prevocational,
the are certainly no mon so than courses in it ping or
industrial ar
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Counseling
Program

5 SPONSORS/ OF' RECRE.VFION PROGR. \ 1 The
final area of relationship int 01% es the school's being
fulls or partially responsible for a ommunitt recreation
program Clearlt , this has implications for leare educa-
tion, in that many of the actit ities pi esented mut he
specificallt designed to coordinate with. or to supplement
more formal curricular experiences

Each of these approaches is rich in its potential for
leisure education Certain questions, hotter er, must be
asked With respect to the second channel described. it
must be made quite clear that. in teaching a subje( t that
has cam -ot er values it is not taught (IS recreation No
school class can be fulls recremional. in spite of the
strong linkage between recreation and education .\ class
is compulsort , does not int olt t a real degree of choice,
and has a goal outside of itself (receit ing a grade or credit
for graduation; The effort must be on such creative. stim-
ulating instructional methods. and such resourceful use of
trips, tours. special projects, assignments. films. and stu-
dent presentations. that the student sees the experience
not lust as a dry, classroom activist. that will end when
the course ends. but as something that will continue
throughout his life as a field of knowledge and actit itt

Each subject must be taught for its own sake. but with
full awareness of its extrinsic values

related point is that a number of essentially recrea-
tional experiences may be extremely useful in teaching
certain academic subjects One example is in the area of
language instruction A language specialist, Virginia Spoor.
has developed an ingenious and effective approach
making use of songs and music in teaching secondary
school French. Frequently. school curriculum gild 5
recommend such procedures: too often they are not :rf-
atively implemented Spaar's appre..,ch was to use spe-
cifically selected songs to study the geography of France,
as well as French customs and national holidas. history,
and literature

She found that music provided a ready-made link be-
tween language and culture, both in rhythmic content and
melodic form Songs were chosen for their educational
content and their appeal

A fundamental component of leisure education
would be an avocational counseling program to
identify, diagnose, and treat "leisure behavior"
problems and needs. Such a program would function
in a variety of ways from an information services
clearinghouse to a full-scale treatment center with
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individual and group therapy. The therapeutic rec-
reation program would include family therapy.
rehabilitation for misusers of leisure (addicts, al-
coholics). and behavior modification through re-
wards.

Two recent developments in this field reflect a
new trend in determining individual leisure orien-
tations (1) Avocational Guidance. Inc.. in New York
City, has developed a new psychological test for
industrial counseling purposes to identify leisure
interests and attitudes. This information is pro-
grammed to give specific avocational guidance and
activity information: (2) The Curative Workshop.
Milwaukee. Wisconsin. has developed a classifica-
tion and referral system for avocational activities.

Since World War II, recreation has gained in-
creased acceptance as a therapeutic tool. but in 1 le
main. this acceptance has been within the institu-
tional setting In the 1970s. recreation will serve as
a means of therapeutic rehabilitation and educa-
tional motivation within the community.

In reviewing educational textbook and curriculum
guides in the elementary and secondary school, two
things are apparent. One, there is a paucity of direct
concern and focus on leisure education as a specific.
separate. educational objective. Second, there is an
extensive amount of material. particularly at the ele-
mentary level which is so closely related to leisure
and recreation as to have the the potential of foster-
ing leisure attitudes. knowledges, skills, and values.
However, in these instances the focus is generally on
some other aspect of education and not viewed from
the perspective of direct leisure outcomes. There-
fore, our task is to focus on leisure education as a
specific, separate educational objective and lo give
guidance in the systematic planning and implemen-
tation of programs in leisure education.

Let's turn to specifics and look at the subject
matter area. K-12, and see how this area can help
foster a sense of leisure literacy. A direct focus on
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leisure education as one of the specilic and separate
educational objectly es is what we are seeking The
material developed will he utilized fol guidelines
for leisure education programs that a teacher. school
or school .5 stem can follow. am, therelore, should
be w. ritten from that frame of reference.

Guidelines for The following should he considered.

Leisure Education I Suggest guidelines for fostering a sense of !cisme
literacv in all youth by determining leisure-related
knowledges, skills. values, appreciations, and atti-
tudes that can he developed through your subject
matter area. Where possible, relate these directly to
selected subject matter content, K-I2, for example.

2 Interweave learning interventions (activities and
experiences) which are particularly appropriate for
your area and Would help foster leisure-related Out-
comes for students

3. Include programs. approaches. or curriculum ma-
terials in your area which are specifically or closely
related to leisure education goals. objectives, and
outcomes

4. Suggest how a focus on leisure related outcomes
through your area could aid in making student learn-
ing more enjoyable and meaningful.

5. Since a primary focus should he on career educa-

tion in recreation. hospitality, and tourism. include
ways and means by which your area could he uti-
lized to give some career awareness, orientation,
and exploration in these occupations. Again, where
possible relate this to your subject matter content
and suggest appropriate learning interventions for
purposes of providing examples

We want to he sure to combine leisure and environ-
mental goals in our views. The following (from an

Leisure is the mother of philosophy.
Hobbes
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!Pled SOCIVi \ , b\ I I,m kills). u tole not pi esented ds
models to he lolloved, ,ire examples of the stork that
has been done in the disciplinar approaches in lei-
sure education-

Humanities

.litisto interpretation of habitats for vicarious experience
Et en habitat is, in part, presentational It performs The
learning to be gamed from a habitat is not milt scientific
and social. but also oestheto Biosphere% perform rht thin,-
«illt and muse alit The creatures and tones it /thin a
habitat decorate it anew

Social Studies

tnisen ation of the relationships among mai% IdUOIS. pOptl-
lutIons. communities, eco-st stems, and Inospheres as a
group dvnamic The obsen (Mon of ai tit itt wthin an
cm ironment t ields u re( motional-ft iw knowledge of
/what :or The creatit e use of leisure time in adult life mat
become increasinglt oriented to natural obsert ation as
en% ironmentol affairs mote to the fore of human con-
sciousness The trends in set end re( reational aunt ales
suggest that this is &read% one of the minor areas of re( -
reutional market growth

Sciences

1:xperience in ent ironments for scientific design criteria
(lipothesizing about Wel Much contemplatit e leisure is
devoted to tot ing with the meanings of existence This
natural activitt is relet ant to the scientific aspects of de-
sign tasks Observation of the composition of nature and
holy it works is critical to the success or failure of design
and to design affiliation

We are simply going to have to adopt the credo that
the wise use of leisure is more wholesome, creative
and elevating than is work. But as W. H. Ferry of
the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions
has pointed out, 'This means we will have to charige
all our basic cultural standards and that isn't
easy.'

James Charles-worth, President, American
Academy of Political and Social Science
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Disciplines

Humanities

Social
Studies

Sciences

EXAMPLE OF MATRIX APPROACH

Combining Leisure and Environmental Education Goals

Consumers of Leisure

Aesthetic acceptabilities

Life as total eco-theatre

Senses of profound fun

Experience in environ-
ments to establish the
aesthetics of natural
design

The seven-plus lively arts
through the five-plus
lively senses

Artistic interpretation of
habitats for vicarious
experience

Observation of the rela-
tionships among indi-
viduals, populations,
communities, eco-
systems and biospheres
as a group dynamic

Experience in environ-
ments to establish social
design criteria

Artistic interpretation
of habitats for social
discovery

Experience in environ-
ments for scientific de-
sign criteria (hypothe-
sizing about life)

Artistic interpretation of
habitats for organic his-
tory

Provisions for collecting
(ownership of environment)

Citizens

Art as purpose

Existential concepts
of liberty

Dramatization of
eco-situations

Vicarious social be-
havior as a function
of beauty

The ethics of beauty

Ecologic management
as government

Ecofaiths & environ-
mental ethics

Rational social be-
havior as a function
of demand

Dramatization of
choice situations

Natural social behav-
ior as a function of
species need

Dramatization of
analytic findings

How to listen to ex-
perts abstract about
nature

Managers of the
Environment

Determination of the
role of aesthetic cri-
teria in environmental
planning

Aesthetic supportive
functions (symbolic
expression)

Social cost-benefit analy-
ses and trade-offs as a func-
tion of eco-systemic thought

Wedding methodologies
and data for social de-
cision-making

Selling decisions to
one's own species

Relationships of natural
to man-made boundaries
and boundary effects

Ability to wed scientific
data to specific species
goals

Ability to analyze for
critical biospheric data
Managing nature's
rights-of-way
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Leisure for everybody is the most revolutionary
thing that ever happened.

Joseph Lee
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exercises as finding the price of a quart of milk
determining hott club dues are useil, and finding the iost
of keeping a dog

Games are frequentit used to pro( to e arithmetical
skills (dread% learned, or to implant new concepts In
Bruner's The Pro( ,s of Education, Inheider is quoted

The teaching of probabilistic reasoning, so very
common and important a feature of modern science,
is hardit developed in our educielonal system before
college Our research indicates that the understand-
ing of random phenomena requires thr use of cer-
tain concise logical operations cell it ithin the grasp
of the t oung jam ided these operations are free
of atvlittard mathematical expressions Games in
which lots are dratt n. games of roulette, and games
'molt ing a Gaussian distribution of out«»nes are all
ule.al for giving the child a basic grasp of the logical
operation needed for thinking about probabilat

For older children, there are possibilities for the recrea-
tional use of arithmetic (1) using such activities as paper
folding or map-making to extend mathematical under-
standing; and abilitt in grometrt and Pi using mathemati-
cal puizles and riddles which hate the initial purpose of
stimulating and enriching learning but which mat ulti-
motel% lead to encouraging leisure-time participation in
mathematical hobbies

One recently published text, Extending Mathematical
Ideas, describes many such projects In the final chapter,
dealing with "mathematical recreation,'' the authors write
that

for centuries, numbers hat e amaied, tricked. de-
light and baffled man old riddles are soled.
nett ones arise to tantalize and to challenge Chil-
dren should hat e the opportumt; to plat as it ell
as to work with numbers and their representations
Mont recreational materials may sharpen not rink
interest in mathematics but insight into basic mathe-
matical concepts, techniques of problem solving, and
construction and use of models In this chapter, we
shall take a brief view of mathematical recreations.
sampling a few materials from t (mous areas It it ell
be noted that the line between "work" and "plat
mater is often faint or even indistinguishable

The authors make !ear that, as in ant instructional pro-
cess. the teacher must, in selecting recreational materials,
git e thoughtful consideration to the needs and abilities
'if his students Some he mat wish to present to the entire
class, and others to indit :duals or groups who are reads
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for them Among the ft pes of wee reatumal games pre-
sented are magic figures. prime numbers, missing num-
erals, number halves, number puzzles, and problems in
arrangement and construction

Clearly, the student tvho has been taught in this
manner rs likely to hat e not milt a deeper interest in the
subject, but also a personal t IVIS of mathematic s as some-
thing fascinating and a potentially permanent leisure
interest In this sense, the subject mat hat e a logical rela-
tionship to leisure education

SCIENCE AND LEISURE EDUCATION

Another subject that. on the fare of it, ttould appear to
hate little application to leisure or recreation is science
elementary school science tells contain few refereru es to
the teaching of sc;ence for the specific purpose of em our-
aging leisure-time interests /towel er, a number of the
most recentlt published hooks in this field emphasiie
stronglt the relating of science instruction to the tarred
experiences and interests of children Thus, while the pur-
pose mat' he to det clop hobbies for 'wait (mono! or illus-
trabt e purposes, inenabb a reciprocal purpose is
achievedthat of developing out-of-school recreational
pursuits, based on scientific interests

Tannenbaum and Stillman point out in Science Edu-
cation for Elementart School Tear hers that children's
interests vary as widelt as children themselt es lion et er,
thet do follott a pattern with respect to scientific subject
matter First- graders are likely to he mtersted rn trains,
planes. nr animals Bt fourth or fifth grade there is often
an interest in the stars and the unit erse Bt the sixth
grade, there is almost certain to be an interest in the hu-
man bodt and how it functions The authors point out that.
eventually

children begin to (IN elop the lasting interests
which will become the basis of their tocations and
at °canons Assuming that the school provides them
with opportunities to explore their interest. thet will
be more likely to choose among their varied experi-
ences and from their broad backgrounds of informa-
tion those things which thet wish to pursue as long
range actit ities

With the wide scope of children's interests, the
natural question follows I low can these interests he
used in building the science curriculum' One of the
essential criteria for including material can be stat,q1
as bilious the needs and interests of children are a
necessart basis for curriculum construction
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Tannenbaum and Stillman suggest mum kinds of held
trips, spec sal protects and demonstrations. exhibits. si
em e fairs, and similar nit oil ements rt ho h sel t e both
to enrich the tie fence curriculum one) stimulate leisure -
time participation for childre.i (Pm musk a subtect as
fascinating as science in the Space Age is hound to be
annual% e to morn toungsters Here too. it is di} ficult tf
not impossible to draw o distim.tion twin een "It orb
"play

SOCIAL STUDIES AND LEIS( 'RE EDUCATION'
I 'oldie the areas of elementart science and mathematics
the social studies curriculum in elementart schools is fre-
quentlt related to spemfo olnecin es has mg to do it ith
leisure education Thus. 11erritt (11 scribes the tollon mg
oblectives of social studies curricuvan for elementart
grades, under the heading of "self realuation" (11 Rec-
reationthe educated person is participant and slb( tutor
in mum sports and oth-er pastimes, (2) Intellectual Inter-
estthe educated person has mental resources for the use
of leisure, and (3) Esthetic Interests the educated person
appreciates heautt

I Tmler this heading and also under the heading of
human relationships" (working and p t rig it ith others.

social 'what mr, t ant d social life, and so on), one finds the
basis for a number of social studies units in the plenum-
tort grades '1 hose mat deal tt tth "prof ohm; for and por-
ter epatuig m recreation," or "studying how people In e
Inv% itablt , p-oblems of leisure and patterns of red rya-
Imol participation are examined it Oh important out-
comes for leisure education

In addition, lust as in science, a wide varlet% of spe-
cial experiences ore mode part of the social studies cur-
riculum These mat include trips, demonstrations, and
dramaniations as it ell as the use of televe ion recordings
and films

Thus in his book, Social Studies in Elemental, Edu-
cdtion, farolimek lists mans possible plows to he visited in
the communitt, including historical sites, railmit stations,
post offices, art galleries, bakeries, canneries, docks,
police stations, the too and aquarium parks, hohbt shows.
courthouses obsert atone:. legislatit e bodies in sessions,
broadcasting or telecasting stations. and mans others

thet have specific purposes in terms of adding to
the child's awareness of commumtt life, such trips also
broaden his recreational hormons and interest

Similarly some of the special protects suggested lit
forolimek include

Collecting and exhibiting old photographs which shim,
the histort of the communitt
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2 Collecting and to pioneer ref Ives. lot:tiling folk
dunces, ins rstigating local t ultural «mtributions at
t armus nationalit% groups

3 Collecting songs of t arious periods of lustful and pre-
senting a recital of them

4 Painting a mural of some aspect of the fusion of the
local communds or state

5 Ntaking imnlek or sketches of ((Sr arts. prairie st.honners
canoes, spinning ct heels or other pioneer equipment

3, n riling and presenting a pcgeant tolling the strut of
some aspect of histon

In the program of instruction for international under-
standing in the middle anti upper elememart grades. it is
helpful to "ins olve i hildren in (win sties it filch ins Oil o
action ht thorn rather than depending entirel% on a t crluil
approach "StuSuch projects might lake the form of partici-
pating in the funior Heil Cross. exchanging letters tt ith
children abroad, collecting stamps and coins from variou,
countries. learning rudiments of a foreign language. t ol-
leLting flume\ for I 'NIGH:. or learning and doing games
and dances of other countries Agcm. those actit sites are
hardl) distinguishable from cleans recreational pursuits
Thus, then definah contributc to leisure skills anti
interests

LANGUAGE ARTS AND LEISURE Elll'CATIHN

The language arts. particularly the study of reading, have
a direct relationship to leisure ethic atom For millions of
children and flanks. reading for pleasure is an unportant
form of recreation The hosts for determining the success
of school reading programs must he not (nit hots' tt ell
children have learned the mei harm s of reading Ina also
how well thex hove ginned the love of rending

In Teaching Redding. A Guide to !Lem, Print miles and
Modern Practices. I lildreth points out that too frequenti%
when a sharp distinction is made bent ern "stud)" reading
and "recreational- reading, when scion! reading is so
prescribed that little time remains for the free exploration
of hooks and other n-,,,terials and when literart classics
are overemphasued in reading programs, the result is
likeit to he that children turn to oth''r (Millill.% they on-
pm more. Then stop reading for fun

It is necessurt I lildreth (iniments, to encourage chil-
dren to find hooks that "they mat ulentift more closelt
with themselves in than own time and setting. (het
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demand hooks tt ah rust readobilat (et mil nt pnit
5% nobles. tomplet semen( es and unusual meraphoi s
Leisure reading for i /libber) must retie( I flit. tones in
it huh the% ht f and must deal it all sin h sublet Is us es-
ploronon. high ink entui e. sports, st tem e he tour interest-
ing eople, great deeds. humor. and et en dm lite She
It rift's

II hen 0 i hold's interest i enters on airplanes sub-
nuirmes. it ild animals und ramping out this is the
ps% chological moment to supplt literuture on the sub-

t.( Get a (list ussum going on hobbieS. then hat I' the
books on hand reudt to distribute The Om tee -n-% i or-
oh! it ho is cran shout 051ronolm should be supplied
it ith all the material he ion handle

These [midi% pursuits ore' not something quite
apart from all else that goes on in the se hood. but are
more often on integrul part of a child's nark on a unit.
for example tt riling part of 0 plus. practicing ill (isle.
pointing a mural, or Neu mg o i (Islam(' Heading up on
hobbies riot establish life-long .ntere is or %orain:1W
pursuits

Thus wiselt directed wilding mat serve not oak as o
s itol and continuing leisure interest in itself, bin mot also
sone to enrich other recreutional outlets (,h ir's. this is
an importont aspect of leisure education m the elemen-
tary school Sirmlur4 , writing /at first approached us an
end in itself or us on essential tool in the educational
scheme) also lends itself to a t (unfit of leisure interests
These mat include writing letters la friends. keeping a
(hart. putting together o neighborhood club, or class nett %-
paper. and writing poetry or short stones Awful. this is
the kind of % midi( ul recreohoreil pastime tt hull not infre-
quently becomes u lifetime interest or even the basis for
a career

I'llYSICAL EDI TGATION AND LEISURE EDU( ;ATI( A
Without question. since sports. games, flaming. end
aquatic aclit ilies comprise such ft molar portion of rye-
reabonul port I ciliation for children and adults. the phi si-
cal education program in elementort sr hauls is of ke%
importonce in education for leisure There are hill I: rul
specific ltIl S in which it contributes to the recreutimull
cornin.tence of children 11) developing (Intl improving
organic fitness: 121 teuching basic neuromuscular skills
which underlie all physical recreation (mil trues. ;31 teach-
ing specific skills in games or sports which his e the poten-
tial for recreational corm -ove-. either in the pri 'Sell I or
the future, and (4f developing favorable attitudes toward
plat and the needed quidnis of good sportsmanship.
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group «niperation responsibilitt and so( rut at. merles,
1% her I) promote satists mg ,,artii motion

.1 number of these points are outlined in the pots al
pilaf atom manual riblished lit the California State De-
partment of Hu( (Pion It stresses, among others, these
goals

1)1.5 elopment of sufficient skill in motor milt Ines to
pros oh' pleasure and salisfai non

2 De\ elopment of the inapt ulual's interest in maintaining
his uttn optimum ph \smut, mental. social, and Pron-
tional well-being

3 Development of the indit alual's desire to appreciat,
and master worthit hde pht sical recreational shills

4 Development of the social integration of each individual
within the group through (alit hies that git e oppo,,,outt
for satisft ing espern.nce

These biectit es are achieved thro igh a divers: tied pro-
gram at physical tient INV., which includes, for younger
children, mans forms of free plat and num ement ex-
ploration, self-testing stunts and tumbling, rht thmic funda-
mentals, singing games Jmi simple folk dances, tag games
and relat s, and lead-up ball games which introduce essen-
tial ball-handling skills On the middle and upper grade
let els, shills are improved and games and sports are taught
which require a higher level of team orgamiation, knowl-
edge of rule:, and Axial adjustment. in addition, more
advanced forms of coeducational, recreational dance are
taught

Throughout, the California manual makes clear this
program is most meaningful if it IS cIoselt integrated with
nonclass actit nies, supervised playgrounds /used before
or after school, or during the lunch hour or recess), play-
dos s, ink rmural, or intramural sports programs, fun
nights, hobby and club periods, school parties, and dances
Children are directly encouraged to make recreational use
of the skills they have learned (luring physical education
class periods

he emphasis, therefore, in physical education classes
mu he on present carry-over values, rather than upon the
remote objective of implantinr specific skills for future
adult participation It is a qisonable expectation that
satisfsing play experiences daring one's forma!ive veers
trill do much to insure continued participation in actit e
tt holesome physical recreation in Mier years

Within this context, it is necessary to recogmie the
present day concern about pit sical fitness discussed in
an f arher chapter In a number of school systems, there
has been a recent tendency to concentrate on formal pro-
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grams of exercises, calisthenics, or other fin ms of condi-
tioning, to the partial exclusion of activities which hat e
carry -over values for leisure While such drill-like activi-
ties can help children improve their performance on
specific fitness tests (particularlv those involving the
strength of muscle groups .;ardiorespiratory efficienct
and flexibility), effe 's are not long-lived, and they
are not likelt to be continue recreationally bt the child
Therefore, it is necessary to make sure that thet are
applied within seasonable limits, and do not overbalance
other elements of the elementary school physical educa-
tion program

Similarly, although many schools have countenanced
interscholastic athletic competition in th,, upper elemen-
tary grades or in junior high school, this is considered un-
desirable for immature boys and girls From a recreational
point of view, mass participation in intramural or club ur-
ti'ities bt all children (no matter what their level of
ability) is more desirable than undue emphasis being giv en
to the efforts of e few highly skilled t oungsters

cerkin activities may he taught in the physi-
cal education program, and then directly used in special
'ifter- school programs of recreation Chalmer Ilixson de-
scribes an instructional bowling unit for fifth- and sixth-
graders in Pontiac, Michigan This was presented in the
gy mnasium, with clutch( n setting pins, howling, and keep-
ing scores themselv es. and with rotating team competition
So successful was this unit that an after- school program
in a commercial bowling center was set up under the spon-
sorship of the American Junior Bowling Congress A large
number of children participated on all let els of abilitt,
and were thus introduced to a highly popular participation
sport Interestingly. Ilixson makes the point that a number
of youngsters became closely involved in family recrea-
tion through this medium

Similar examples of direct carry -over practices of
recreational skills learned in pht sisal education classes
may be cited

MUSIC EDUCATION AND LEISURE EDI TUATIHN
Probably second only to physical education in terms of its
potential for leisure education is the elementary school
music program So popular is music in its man% forms for
both children and adults (either within one's private rec-
reational life or as part of organized corn mumty recreation
programs( that the connection is obvious In Chapter One,
reference was made to the rapidly increasing number of
Americans who are plat mg instruments or studying them

pically, community recreation programs may include
formal instruction classes, small ensembles, bands, and
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orchestras, choruses, musical shorts. communist singing.
and barbershop quartets In addition to active participa-
tion. of course, there is a Wide tariett of opportunities to
listen to and appreciate music, ranging from popular dance
music and folk selections to semiclassical or serious tit m-
phonic works The phonograph and long-plat ing record
industrt hot e bp-night music, on et ert level or it firth into
the American home as a listening opportunity

'to what extent is leisure education t sewed as a major
focus of elementart school music programs'

Mursell in Music in American Schools, comments
that it is significant that such a large proportion of music
participation in the schools is yoluntart Ile refers to the
special music classes, instrumental instruction. ensemble
work, and band and chorus activities in tthich so mant
upper elementart and junior high school children are in-
t olved The fact that they choose to plat is in itself an
indication of recreotional interest and undoubtedlt has
direct carry-over to other leisure In urs

;Ourself therefore stresses that it is one of the major
purposes of school music education to "prot vie young
people with a means of recreation which can lust through-
out their Ines "Describing the kinds of musical recreation
curried on in the past. he writes, "I:t en the most detached
observer of life in the United States tt ould sat that :!
gat e them a sense of relaxation reneu al. and togetherness
which is perfectlt summed up in the literal meaning of
the word 'recreation "Thus, it would he a great mistake not
to gne t ery serious and realistic heed to the leisure time
uses of the art

It'h,le Swanson, in Music in the Echo anon of Children
accepts this point, she stresses that the greater values of
music , an nt er be realised if it is e sperienced °nit on
a childhood ''fun'' let el She writes

In more recent tears. us a reaction to the formalis-
tic approach, music has been brought into the el'eT '
dot ht es of children and brightened with the slogan
"Music is fun This approach erroneously tont et s
the idea that fun is the chief end of music It is true
that in the Park tears musicnmking should be of a
type requiring little skill so that children tan partici-
pate in simple, satist,. ing ways However, in present-
ing music as an immediate source of eniot men!, mant
teachers find themselt es unable to det elop a long-
range program that assures growth in skills and in-
sights Pleasure and satisfaction in the use of music
in a creative capacitt ti'roughout life is dependent
upon the development of musical skills to a functional
let el If the simple approach remains the only let el
of contar t. hot s and girls are deprived of the opportu-
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nitt to grow into a more mature relationship it eh
muse:

The paint Is IA ell taken Ilowet er. if the at it itt is not per-
tened a strong sense of pleasure and self-rett
/eliminating the word "fun." n Inch cant et s the to rong
impression within the schools setting/. children are Iikelt
to be successful neither in the learning of musical skills
not in their recreational applicatior, An additional point
is that for main adults. it mat not be feasible to be in-
volt ed in actual music-making, great pleasure, howet er.
mat he dent ed from listening to music, going to concerts
or other musical merits, or hat mg a "hi-fi" hohht These
mil.t !duals. o bile passive in the literal sense of not
making the move themselt es, are certainly not passe e
the sense of actit e dunce and int olvement. listening, and
comprehending ant more than the person who gets a
hook from the hbrar anti ,.earls it with deep interest is
having a passive experience Thus, the teaching of per-
forming skills must be ai comieied In what Swanson calls
the need of the school to "build in each child the capacity
for response to art forms so that his life will hat e more
richness and depth

To accomplish the latter, a wide vanett of special
experiences should he provided by the school, including
concert-going fin a number of large cities. symphom or-
chestras of opera companies schedule special sessions for
school children) and professional musical programs in
school assemblies The growing number of school systems
that have instituted summer music schools is also making
a maior contribution to the recreational uses of leisure
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C. Douglas Hole. Jr.
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The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation MORI is 41 small
agenc, h government stadar(1%, but it has some
%er clialiengini:. and interesting responsibilities II

e, the federal local point in ()ultim recreation plan-
ning and coordination It monitors the transfer of all
federal lands in% ith ing recreation resources and
coordinates environmental interests in prole( Is in-

highwo s. airports. the Bureau of 1?c,..141ina-
lion, and the Arms Collis of Engineeis. The 13(M has
responsibilities in the area of planning and coordina-
tion and also deals with a Land and ll'aler Conseia-
lion Fund to he spent on ecre4ition land. 1Vth lull
appropi 'atoms. this fond reaches 2011 million dollars

a 1 ear

Since leisure is an inseparahle element of hie. the

qualk of leisure is an inseparable part of the total
(plant% Of life. The leisure en% ironment cannot be

treated separatel, .from our total en% tronini rd.

neither can social institutions. economics. or service
sstems which support our leisure activities he sep-
arated from those which are related to the rest of too
dad% lies

do not mean that Americans only began to dis-
co% er leisure in the earls %%hen the reports
of the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Com-
mission were published But I do suggest that per-
haps. for the first lime in our luslon. we are attempt-

I2q
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Alternatives and
Priorities in

Environmental
Management Policy

ink to widen and diversif the opportunities for lei-
sure on a rational scale to make its benefits available
to all the people instead of a fortunate few We
should be warned that both our resources for outdoor
recreation and the elements of our cultural heritage
are finite and often fragile

The phrase. "The Recreation Imperative,- is
concerned with how to make opportunities for mean-
ingful and satisfying recreation experiences avail-
able to all of the people, under circumstances where
the people can take advantage of them This is the
premise upon which President Nixon called for the
nation to join in the effort to reconcile the needs of
technology with the needs of nature

In his February 10. 1970 message on environmen-
tal problems and solutions, President Nixon said.

At the turn of the centurt our chief ent ironmental concern
was to consert e what we hadand out of this concern
grew the often embattled but always determined 'conser-
t anon' movement Todut . 'conservation' is as important
as everbut no longer is it enough to conserve what we
have. we must also restore what we hate lost It e must go
bet ond conservation and embrace restoration

Resource management is the center of the present
national concern over the future of our environment.
If we are facing a crisis, it is because our technology
gives us the power to make phsical changes which
may be irreversible, or at least not naturally regen-
erative, in some of the basic elements of the environ-
ment. The issue, then, is whether we use this power
prudently. When basic environmental values are
threatened, basic human values are placed in jeop-
ardy. and the only alternatives we have relate to the
priorities which we assign to our remedial measures.

I propose to look at some of the problems of re-
ordering our priorities in four major areas of federal
activity: management of federal recreation lands:
financial assistance in shaping a better environment
for leisure: coordination of the many-faceted role
which the public sector must perform in serving "the
recreation imperative." and the planning process
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upon w hich sound decisions for the allocation of re-
sources to recreation can be based

Priorities For Land Management
The President proposed 37 specific steps. embracing
23 major legislati%e proposals and 14 new adminis-
trative actions. Most deal with natural resource man-
agement and the reduction of environmental pollu-
tion. Althoug'i all will he important in a general
upgrading of the environment, those relating to the
utilization of federal lands for leisure activities are
particularly pertinent to the mission of this
conference

In this respect, the measures w hich call for com-
patibility of recreation and existing federal activities.
the transfer of surplus federal land to state and local
governments for park and recreation purposes. and
the easing of procedures for interagenc transfer
of land have special significance for increasing the
resource supply. Proposals to pay private landowners
for making idle lands available to the public for rec-
reation tap another potential source of park land

These measures also can increase the avail-
abilit of certain forms of recreation to areas of
dense population, as in the case of Fort Lawton in
Seattle, Washington and Camp Pendleton between
San Diego and Los Angeles, California Some parts
of these areas may soon he avanahle for public rec-
reation use

This new environment-conscious approach to
federal land management will he a massive under-
taking. inventorying resources, determining their
availability and potential uses, and monitoring the
various shifts in land use may go on for ears These
tasks are. however, familiar to the Bureau of Out-
door Recreation which is now responsible for the
disposal of surplus federal real property suitable for
recreation use I have directed the staff of the Bureau
to expand its activities in this area so that a truk
comprehensive and continuing inventory of all fed-
eral lands and waters with recreation potential will
be available
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Equall impt,rIdnt, HOR plans to keep track of
the nation's recreation activity trends. We knoA ac-
%it patterns are changing. we need to know more

about these changes and what they signify .
We are now rediscovering mans small spaces

that exist in our cities, and their potentiall valuable
contributions to a city's total recreation land base
We also have found in our daily lives mum small
periods of time which can be filled with leisure ac-
tivities. For tens of millions of Americans. leisure is
no longer sy mbolized by packing the fishing gear into
the car and taking off for a two-week vacation It is
identified with what we can do after school and after
work. in the evenings, and on short outings involving
little more than a 90-minute round trip from home

Priorities For Federal Financial Assistance
With respect to federal grants-in-aid. President Nixon
has called for full funding of the Land and Water
Conservation Fund in fiscal year 1971 and beyond,
with increased emphasis on park and recreation
facilities for resi(l'nts of the urban areas. The Bud-

get Message also includes a request for use of the
Land and Water Conservation Fund backlog which
totals 357 million dollars as of fiscal year 1971.'

With this new funding. we are turning our atten-
tion to the cities, where there is a critical need for
recreation. We have to look for every small piece of
land we can find. We can use the rooftops: we can
use a house lot for a park. This is priority of the
highest o-der. We can no longer live with a system in
which on- major national recreation lands are in one
part of the continent and our major population cen-
ters are in another.

A fully supported Land and Watet Conservation
Fund program can help the National Park Service.

1 'se of the Land and Watet Conservation Fund backlog has been
approved It is being paid in installments, the first of %.hieh %vas
included in the 1971 appropriations
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the Forest Service, and the Bureau of Spot Fisheries
and Wildlife pro oh. urban-oriented open spare for
recreation and environmental improvement

New concepts in federal- state relations, regional
planning, and impro\ ed go\ ernmental coordination
will help us catch up to our Urban IelS1111' needs A
recently -released study report prepared li% BOR
and the National Park Service recommends a 20.000-

acre Gateway National Recreation Area in New
York !Labor. This would be located within the met-
ropolitan area of New York, party within city limits,
and including Sandy Hook in my home state of N,,w
Jersey, Breezy Point on Long Island, the Jamaica Bay
Wildlife Refuge, and small islands in New York
harbor Most of these areas are on the ends of sub-
way lines (incidentally, Jamaica Ilan Wildlife Refuge
is probably the only wildlife refuge in the world that
has a subway slop in it). But we plan to institute, if
we can, service to ferry people from mid-Nlanhattan
to Sandy nook in 30 to 30 mhules. Not only would
they get there rather rapidly in a pleasing environ-
ment. but their experience would have already be-
gun. What could be greater than traveling down New
York Harbor on a ship on a beautiful sunny day'
This is what we're looking for now in other urban
areas throughout the country to see where the fed-
eral government can take a direct hand in operating
something %hich could not be operated by others.
Part of the land for this park will be donated by New
York City. other parts will be donated by New
Jersey it will he a cooperative effort. not to impose
the federal bureaucracy on a city. but to use the fa-
cilities of the federal government to operate a rec-
reation complex which could not he run by the ;At%
alone. or even the Iwo states together. The stud'. pro-
vides a federal presence within the heart of an urban
megalopolis. but it also allows strong state and local
initiative.

The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation is now devel-
oping a program for a series of similar projects in
several major urban areas of the United Slates. This
urban package will not only help relieve specific
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u,Qent resource shortages in these cities. but also
will show what can be done elsew het e on an increas-
ing scale

In line with the current emphasis on putting
parks where the people are. state grants will use
population densut as one measure of need Empha-
sis has also been placed on streamlining our grant
procedures and decentralwing the tederal role in
grant administration lit increasing stall! responsibili-
ties. We stress action to translate monet into tangi-
ble recreation opportunities

It has been pointed out frequentlt that state and
local got ernments urgentlt need monet for main-
taining their facilities and operating programs, and
for manpower training At present, the Land and
Water Consert anon Fund Act excludes such actiti-
ties from the scope of its grants This gap should he
filled. The financial burdens of maintenance, opera-
tion, and training programs are formidable The
burdens will get substantiallt header as progress is
made in creating recreation facilities in our cities If
it is not deemed appropriate to amend the Land and
Water Consert Mum Fund to extend it to these areas,
alternative sources must be found.

I have served as commissioner on the Essex
County (N.1.) Park Commission. It is the oldest park
commission in the country and is located in an urban
area of New Ierset including the City of Newark. I
think too would be interested to know that about two
tears ago we were faced with a problem which we
had to think about seriouslt for the first time The
Commission had recently celebrated its 75th anni-
versart . But until two )ears ago, we had operated
what you might call passive recreation facilities
bridle trails, hike trails. reservations, a Zoo. an ice-
skating arena, we had never become directly int ol-
ved in active recreation programs, and we had not
done so for a vert good reason Were we to engage
in a recreation program in the town of \Nes! Orange,
then the citt of Bloomfield would ask us for the
same and also the city of Newark, and so forth and
so on.
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But there came a time. alb!' the racial !lots in
Newat k. when the city turned to the county and said,
"We do not ha% e 1 he facilities. basicall% mime% . to
engage in a program \\'M you do it?' And for the
first time in its history. the Essex County Park Com-
mission said. "Yes. we will So the !Re astuic com-
missioners sat around one morningand the first
que. ion that came to us was. "Well. what kind of
rec bon are we going to pros life,' Not one of us
had concept of what to do I find now that this is
a problem throughout the country. HOR has con-
traded with Morgan State College in Baltimore to
make a study to find the most effective t y pes of
urban recreation programs. Is it tennis courts, more
baseball diamonds, swimming pools, or something
we haven't thought or,'

Essex Counts has, I think. 14 boccie courts. I

didn't know what boccie was until I got on the Com-
mission; I still don't know how it works But it's
Italian in origin and we had some senior citizens
who enjoy our parks and insisted upon boccie courts
But there are things needed in the city. and we sit on
commissions and boardseven in Washington and
we don't really know how to meet the need of the

In the 1970s, the nation's cities will be the battle-
ground for the breakthrough that lets man and nature
link their complementary resources to produce
better life. It is here that population pressures are
greatest, socioeconomic variables are widest, and
space for leisure facilities comes in the smallest and
most fragmented pieces. It is here (hat determination
must be enlivened with imagination in the designing
of facilities and programs to give human relativity to
the open spaces of a city. The Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, through its statutory guidelines, has the
lead in finding ways to make our urban recreation
environmentsso essential to the enjoyment of lei-
sure timestimulating and satisfying.

The problem of financing is explicit in our pro-
posals to increase the supply and availability of
recreation spaces. They will cost money But if the
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temper of the counts is assessed correctly. the
American people will respond. A 1969 sun e made
for the National Wildlife Federmion b the Gallup
organiza:ion reports that four out of five Americans
are deeply concerned about %%hat is happening to
our environment. Three out of four expressed a will-
ingness to pa something more. in addition to their
current taxes. for action programs.

Priorities For Coordination

There is a critical need for increased funding of
recreation resource programs. But no amount of
funding is going to achieve our goals unless the
agencies dealing with the environment are coordi-
nated with consistent purposes and plans

Coordination is a priority that %%ill require an
interdepartmental and intergovernmental effort. For
example. the open space and urban renm al pro-
grams of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development: the environmen'al health and school
assistance programs of the Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare: the far-reaching activities
of the Department of Agriculture's resource agen-
cies. the cork of the Army Corps of Engineers. the
Tennessee Valley Authorih. and others all deal %%ith
environmental l aides. Yet in the past 'he have
largely %%inked without common or corurlementary
purposes.

There has been considerable talk of combining
and restructuring federal agencies. There should
be a new managerial approach. since our present
sstem is inefficient. outmoded. and without a s s-
tem of environmental checks and balances. We often
find one sm.% ice draining wildlife habitants to pro-
side additional agricultural lands while another
service is fighting to preserve species which depend
upon wetlands.

One important tool for improving coordination
is the Bureau's COMPARE sy:.tem This provides an
improved analytical framework for designating pri-
orities in the allocation of recreation resources to
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recreation ,seeds These and other means will he
used to emphasize coordination, not oni in the area
of grants, but also in the important field of planning

Priorities For Planning and Research

If we look carefully at America's progress in plan-
ning for leisure we ma} conclude that we have a
surplus of resources but a shortage of goals and pro-
grams In 1963 Congress called for the formulation of
a nationwide outdoor recreation pl in to provide
guidance and establish priorities for meeting the
recreation needs of the nation

Another major ! ndmark for resource planning
in the 1970s is the National Environmental Policx Act
signed by President Nixon on januar 1. 19711 This
Act declares that it shout .e the "continuing pglic"
of the federal government to use all practicable
means to restore and maintain the qualit of the en-
vironment in a manner that promotes the general
welfare and fosters "conditions under which man
and nature can exist in productive harmony, and ful-
fill the social, economic, and other requirements of
present and future generations of Americans."

In addition to stating national goals, this law
takes a significant step in requiring that the Presi-
dent shall make an annual Environmental Quald
Report to the Congress, and that a Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality shall be created in the Office of
the President to monitor environmental problems
and recommend appropriate means to deal with
them. These are vital to the planning function, for
planning can be successful onl w nen it is responsive
and relevant to the real issue of the times and to the
facts of the real world. Too often our planning per-
srective has lacked this vital link hetween long-hinge
goals and practical i.-tion priorities

I have instructed the planning staff of the Un-
real' of Outdoor Recreation to emphasize these %Oat
underpinnings of sound planning perspective when
working with state planning agencies. Each state
now has a comprehensive, statewide, outdoor recrea-
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non plan. All states periodicall update action pro-
grams to maintain eligibilit for Land and Water
Conservation Fund grants. As this task continues. we
must reach out for more and better sources of plan-
ning information. In meeting the responsibilities
presented by the President, Congress, and the nation-
wide plan, we must view the environment ss-
tematically as a complex, multidimensional system
in which man's phsical and cultural needs are
weighed in relation to the total balance of natural
p!Jcesses and resources. We must recognize that
resources are finite and that these limits are trans-
gressed only at the peril of all.

We need a systems approach to environmental
planning. The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration ensures the success of its space missions
by analyzing and predicting every facet of each
flight in advance of committing its men and ma-
chines. If we can successfully fashion an artificial
life support system for men on the moon, we should
soon start to analyze and predict what needs to be
done to maintain life on earth. Systems analysis and
the techmlogy of simulation offer bright prospects
for a breakthrough in planning for the quality of life,
if we will only utilize them.

A pplyiag systems research concepts and tech-
r.ic,Jes to planning for leisure living was given high
priority in a report on outdoor recreation research
issued by the National Academy of Sciences in June
1969. A systems research group, consisting of a core
team of professionals, and augmented by others as
needed for multidisciplinary studies, could conduct
broad analyses and reviews of the institutions and
resources involved in leisure and the quality of life,
examine the suitability of current programs and
priorities, and suggest orientations for plans or poli-
cies. The Academy's proposal seems a logical and
timely complement to the work proposed for the
Council on Environmental Quality.

The systems approach to planning must also ad-
dress another neglected area. We need more knowl-
edge on the kind of social institutions necessary to
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bring man into greater harmon with his enx iron-
ment Recent Congressional hearings on en iron-
mental action programs in the 1970s disclosed that
we need to find a wa to build social institutions that
will pros ale collective resource management Exper-
imentation with social institutions max haze seemed
beond the boundaries of conservationists and envi-
ronmentalists of the past. and certainl, it is an area
where few planners have dared to venture; but it
xvill he vital to an plan for effectivel relating man
to his natural and cultural surroundings.

In this respect, the National Academ of Sci-
ences' report specifically recommends experimen-
tation with the social institutions and service sstems
which have been, or should be, developed for achiex
ing the goals of leisure living and environmental bal-
ance. The report cited successful use of this approach
in the Model Cities program, in regional medical ser-
vices, and in developing communit facilities.

Ve must encourage pilot projects to deal with
new in, titutions; we must better identify communit
enxironmental problems and then mobilize total local
efforts to solve them. There is great promise in the
emergence of local conservation commissions in the
Northeast during the past decade. Ve found some
600 conservation groups now operating in the seven
coastal states from Maine to New Jersey, providing
an example of a trend that can be of great value to
coordination and planning. Moreover, this is a form
of institutional development which max well be en-
couraged under existing programs.

There is a tremendously increased capacity to
mechanize data gathering. We now can simulate ab-
stract situations involving behavioral, social, and
natural factors. However, we should not preempt the
vital role of human value judgment. We sent men to
the moon, and they brought back more kinds of infor-
mation and impressions than machines ever could
We must, of course, use our machines; but we should
not ask them to judge for us the relative worth of a
sunset or a child's first bicycle ride. Past research
on eAvironmental problems has been resource-on-
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tinted to an e\tent that has left a de111.111(.% in 1)111
knowledge of human needs The capandit for le-
search that establishes coherent frames of teleience
for addressing environmental problems must he de-
%eloped b the research communit only as guides
and pathfinders; the final decisions must be lett to
the judgment of the elected and appointed officials
re sponsible for Indic%

Support fo. research On environmental problems
is urgent needed. This is clearl shown in the re-
cent outpourings of rhetoric on the environmental
crisis In the long run, the people of the I 'tilted States
will have to pa the cost of thorough tesearch on the
workings of the ecos stem The total cost will he far
less if the needed research is done before the crisis
point is reached.

Programs in all areas will reyme a better shar-
ing of information and technical know-how about
recreation and leisure. There is an urgent need lot
greater informed citizen participation in public deci-
sions that have the potential to change the en iron-
ment. This grass-roots approach is consistent with
the new concept of cot,servation. At the turn of the
centur, when Gifford Pinchot gave voice to the first
true American conservation movement, the goal was
national thrifta spirit of "waste not. want not.-
Tod.R, conservation is more than a battle against
quantitative waste of recourses.

If we are to make our institutions of popular gov-
ernment work, the people must ha e all of the facts.
The environmental monitoring and testing stations

hich President Nixon has proposed are essential
elements of a data-gathering sstem. But equall
essential is an agenc which can correlate and dis-
tribute this information.

Two le els of decisionspublic and private
affect the qualit cf our em ironment and our leisure.
Timely and accurate information is required to link
recreation services and facilities to their potential
users. Such simple matters as whether a recreation
site is overused or underused. or what special activi-
ties are to he offered at these sites, ma make the
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E:1110rVII«' between a salisl mg in a disappointing
recreation experience Fora nation wind.' has de\ el-
oped a communications technolog that can probe
Nlars and Venus, is it asking too much to de% clop
better means of finding alternati es lot leisure time
in one's own commumt

In de% eloping and operating recreation facilities
and programs it seems obvious that we can do a bet-
ter job of shariag experience information. Research
conducted in Minnesota should not be allowed to
gather dust on a librar shell it it would help a
project in Arkansas. Here again, the national interest
calls for a better means of sharing technical intor-
mation While HOR periodicall publishes reference
books on research and outdoor literature, there is a
great need for more efficient information gathering
and wider dissemination of the data

I believe this can be accomplished in line with
the declaration of the National Environmental Poln.
Act that "each person has a responsibilit to con-
tribute to the preservation and enhancement of the
en% ironment Young Americans are responding
with their support for qualit of life in our nation
Wh not, therefore, link this spirit of concern with
the know-how of environmental improvement?

The mechanism for such a project rria well exist
in the Federal Government's Management Intern
Program. It this were expanded to include a National
Intern Corps for the Enwonment (NICE) it would
make it possible for young persons to work in govern-
ment, commund organizations. and private indus-
tr The youth of America is not part of the environ-
mental problem. They can, and will. be part of its
solution Their birthright has been fouled and they
hive not been allowed to join in the decision-making
process of the "establishment.-

It has been said that no nation in history ever was so
wedded to the concept of resource development as is
the United Slates. Nor is it likely that any nation in
history proceeded so rapidly to acquire the tech-
nological power and expertise to transform its nal-
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ural environment for human comfort and conven-
ience In the nineteenth, and much of the twentieth
century, any suggestion that serious attention be
given to the consequences of this drive for develop-
ment would too often have been viewed as fri%olous
when compared with the more urgent business of
feeding America, providing or for its industr.
and accumulating the capital for continued grow th
to the status of a world power.

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s. national growth
was still the major consideration of economists. The
Gross National Product, growing at record-setting
levels, continued to be the litany of our society Our
path to greatness as an economic giant left an envi-
ronment damaged as far as we dare allow

Today it is evident that millions of Americans
draw questionable comfort from relentless increases
of the GNP at the expense of clean air and water

In our time, therefore, we will see America
come full circle in its environmental priorities, and
declare that our purpose is no longer how to manage
the environment for our economic convenience, but
how we manage our economic and cultural s stems
to achieve harmony with our environment.

AMAe*;.41/1
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In an economic heaven, the problem of time will be par-
ticularly pressing We a ill find there an infinite volume
of consumption goods, which pleasure hungry angels will
let erishly try to exploit during the limited time ut their
disposal per dm

In this ominous vision, Staffan Burenstam Linder, a
young and brilliant Swedish economist, glimpses the
essential paradox of an "abundant" leisure for soci-
ety. The more society's economy grows, the higher
its productivit rises: the more goods it produces.
the less time the people will have to enjoy "unpro-
ductive" idieness. "Absolute" abundance, he points
out, is a will-o'-the-wisp.

Thus. we strive first to be saved by technology.
and then to he saved from it. Today's Americans
know best the satisfactions and frustrations of ad-
vanced technology for we are history's first men to
have experienced them. We recognize that techno-
logical change has provided a growing abundance of
goods and a continuous flow of improved and new
products: that it has led to better working conditions
by eliminating mans dirty and servile jobs: that it
has made possible the shortening of working hours,
at least for some segments of society: and that it has
provided new interests and experiences for people,
adding zest to life.

'tilaff.in Harensiam Linder The Harried Leisure Class I Nea
N ork Columbia 1 Ini% ersth Press, 1970), p 13
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The Possibilities
Available

But we also know that technologu.al "progress'
has produced the means of mass destruthon that it
has led to the pollution. congestion. ugliness and
depletion of our environment: that it has created
rootlessness, anonymity. insecurity. monotony. and
mental disorders for Lountless null% 'duals. and that
it has made vulgar and frantic the us,ls of man's free
time. which to many is progress' most insidious by-
product

Most of N o u at this conference seem to share
three common assumptions about the future of lei-
sure. I want to pick a fight with you over at least two
of them. You're assuming, I think first of all that the
capacity of our economy to grow is going t«;ontinue,
if not accelerate. for as far ahead as we can see
Second, you'r,_ assuming that because of this. abun-
dance and leisure in some absolute sense are immi-
nent. Third, you're assuming. because of these first
two assumptions, that our real problem of leisure is
too much time or, to put it another way, we're going
to have so much nonworking time at our disposal that
we're not going to be able to use it intelligently to
grow as individuals, to stretch our minds, and to
serve society.

Although I, too, supported these assumptions in
the booklet The Challenge of Leisure, I have subse-
quently had a change of heart about the prospects of
a fulfilling leisure life.

My purpose in this paper is to examine, primarily in
economic terms, the schizophrenic notion about our
futurethat abundance achieved through technologi-
cal advance is both an ideal and a threat. The schizo-
phrenia dominating most discussion about society's
future is based upon the assumption that today's
technological trends will continue indefinitely . On
first glance, this assumption seems safe enough.
There is little doubt that the pace of technological
change is high. The combination of increased ex-
penditure on research and development. extended
and deepened education, continued urbanization,
and improved communications has led to spectacular
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accomplishments in science and engneming \toie-
0' the computer. nuclear power. and molecular
limb)* give promise in the latter part of the tw on-
neth century of boosting man s productwe powers
lull as M1.101 as the telephone, electric power, and
bactermlog did in the earlier part Then. too, the
desire for more goods and ser%ices appears insati-
able. aided b the popular culture and abetted b
Xladison enue

The most useful indirect measure of technologi-
cal change is probabl an index of output per man-
hour, sometimes called "productRity It shows that
in the thirty-five sears before the end of World kVar
11. productivit rose at a trend rate of 2I) percent a

sear. Since 1947, it has risen at an average rate of
3.2 percent. That is to sa, each ear that passes
we've been able to produce. on the a erage. that
man more real roods for the same amount of input
as we (id in the previous year, or we'%e been able
to husband resources by that percentage to produce
a given amount of goods For the next decade, both
the prestigious feint Economic Committee of the
Cr .'gress and the National Planning Association
foresee average annual increases in output per man-
hour of about 3 3 percent. Al such a rate, produc-
tivit doubles ever 21) sears.

Suppose for Just a moment that these predictions
are roughl correct. and that we care indeed expect
continuous rapid increases in productivit for Ihe
indefinite future So the first assumption, at least at
first glance, seems safe One might ask then, in ad-
dressing the second assumption. how imminent the
age of leisure really is. What possible uses could we
make of productivit's rising powers. What choices
would confront us? The menu is startling it societ%
took all of productivit's gains during the next 13
sears in the form of added real purchasing power.

or an arth,111,lie expression of tei.hrthlog% s hope see 7X,itional
Commission on Technolog%. Automation. and 1:canomit. Progress.
Technologx and the American Eronorm 111'oshington, 1) C Got-
ernment pinning Office. 01fifi1
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incom \\0111(1 iise tit) pptu.n1 Am\
toda%'s II CI I)% 1985

soviet' (.11()%1' instead Its 1,1'11' 1/10(11111,il%

gains to tut hat k on %%((ik and add to a%ailabl non-
working time, 1)% 19H5 it could choose among a% erage
work weeks of 22 hours. annual 01 23

eeks. or retirement at he a% erage age 0 31) 1 et
again, societ% could choose to keep almost one-hall
of a labor forte tontinuousl% in training programs.
of extend e% er% one's lot mal education 17 more %eats

Still another possibilik ould he to channel all
newly released resources into programs to improve
the working and 'lying environment either at home
or abroad. This %%( aid reduce the private consump-
tion gains that art possible and perhaps the amount
of leisure an 111(11idUtil could "purchase'' 3 All this
implies that the economy will continue to grow and
that a goodl share of the growth will he taken in
the form of additional !cisme

I'd like to take up these fiist two assumptions
and quarrel with them a bit, The real prohlem of lei-
sure is not too much time-1 think Its too little time.
The assumption that productivit% will continue to
rise indefinitel appears to he potentiall unsafe on
an% of three grounds (I) the wish to save ma )et
draw ahead of the propensit to imest, thereb re-
ducing technical progress b cutting down on the
returns of new investment. (21 the wish to consume
ma et catch up with unfulfilled needs, arresting
demands rise and slowing production. or (3) the
capacit to consume may he limited b a growing
scarcity of lime, thus dulling interest eventuall in
higher and higher incomes. Most economists lack
interest in the first two arguments. Since I.Vorld kVar
II. neither secular stagnation nor consumer satura-
tion has seemed imminent or Illreatening to the first
assumption. The third assumption howe% er, is a

'Ior a lengthier thscusston of the poss.iolthes a% atlable. see
author s The Challenge of 1,elsun. (Claremont. Calif Southern
Caltforma Kesear( h Courual tith8). espy( tall Chapter I
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direct challenge to the Iirst assumption accoi ding to
a growing number of economists'

According to the scarab of time argument. con-
tinuing productniti, athances ma; be self-defeating
The longer and higher productis-its rises, the gi eater
is the potential for consumption I 1 1! CM1S11111p-

turn requires time. just as does production Such
pleasures as a cup of col lee. a good stage plat. boat-
ing. and traveling, take time as well as mono; Thus.
as the availability of goods rises, the time requited to
enpn them also needs to rise But it cannot Time,
unlike purchasing power, cannot lie added to or
accumulated. It is fixed at 168 hours per week per
person. It ran he reallocated among uses. as I have
tried to suggest, but only within relatively narrow
limits. The ineutable conclusion is that the supply
()I consumer goods will rise faster than the amount of
(reallocated) lime to enjoy them.

Time, in this sense, still become more and more
scarce compared to goods, boosting its "price- rela-
tive to the prices of goods. Whenever possible. ra-
tional consumers v1,111 try to substitute cheaper for
dearer items. They will search, as eAamples. for
things to buy with rising incomes which require less
time to enjoy and maintain.

Consider this pungent message from The De-
cline of Pleasure:

We has e had Music to Rigid lit, Nlusie to Alulte Love Hy,
MUSIC to Sleep f3 . and. as one humorist has had it,
to Listen to Music lit What is interesting about these
titles is that the sn candullt describe the position of the
popular arts in our lime Thet admit lit the outset that no
one is evected to sit down. for heat en's suite, and attend
to the music it is understood that, while the music is plat-
ing, evert one within earshot is going to he bust doing
something else.

'Ras F !farm(' ssas the first to ails ,inc' the argument See his
essay in Committee fir Economic Development, "Problems of
(Inflect Slates Economic Des elopment I (fan 19581, pp _07-
213 mimeographed Staff,in fiuronsbim Linder's is the most re-
cent contribution, The Harried Leisure Class, chapter 10

'VValler Kerr, The Decline of Pleasure (New, York Simon and
SChliSier. 1963). p 136
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The Likeliest
Choice

Or consider the current talk about the 'throwawin"
societ, where napkins, dresses, even houses, can be
,.added up for deposit in the ash can when soiled
rather than being cleaned

The substitution of goods for time can go on for a
while. The attempt. in economic jargor. to equalize
returns at the margin among competing uses for time
can manifest itself in a 'ariet of was One should
not be surprised, for example. at further develop-
ment of the "popular culture" which, for the most
part, is goods-intensive, even at the expense of more
cultural pursuits like reading books or making art,
which are time-intensive "Do-it-yourself" isn't all
voluntary now. Often people can't afford to hire
others to do their work Even as people's income
grows it becomes increasingly difficult for them to
find people to maintain their goods. Nor should one
be puzzled with the desire to moonlight or to com-
bine business with pleasure: after all, as long as
goods can be substituted for time in consumption,
people have reason to want more income Indeed.
this fact may go a long way toward explaining the
mania for growth in this country at both the public
policy and individual levels

But the substitution cannot go on forever. Sooner
or later, it will become virtually impossible to raise
the level of human well-being by raising the level of
consumption. Through lack of time to enjoy fully the
expanding mass of goods, the satisfaction of earning
extra income will drop towards zero. undermining
incentive and forcing us to find new content in the
idea of progress.

This idea about an economically imposed consump-
tion maximum is at this point tentative and explora-
tory. To the extent its logic survives scrutin, it will
present society with a new rationale for the mixture
of hope and fear we now harbor about the future. At
this stage in its development. however. no such
claim can be made on its behalf. We should press on
with an analysis of the assumptions underlying the
more conventional account of our schizophrenia.
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If we assume again that current technological
trends will continue indefinitely, the second critical
assumption deserving attention is that material abun-
dance will be achieved in the foreseeable future
One choice the allocation of all the fru.ts of pro-
ductivity's advance to consumers in the form of addi-
tional real incomewould move the economy at
maximum speed toward such a goal. Its selection
could boos! average real income by 60 percent in the
next 15 yearseven more if the labor force were
willing not only to sacrifice an prospect of fewer
working hours. but to agree to work longer hours
than now in return for still higher consumption
standards.

To the extent that one finds the notion of relative
time scarcity persuasive, this choice may seem half-
way reasonable. Because of a given percentage addi-
tion to material standards. people might be expected
to work even harder to achieve a constant advance
in material well-being. Indeed, there is some statisti-
cal evidence to suggest that we may be following
such a path already. The steady decline in average
number of hours worked per week between 1870 and
1040 was not renewed following World War II. More-
over, were that earlier period's figures adjusted for
changes in home-to-work-to-home-again commuting
time, the incidence of part-time and female workers.
and the pattern of unpaid productive activities, even
its seeming expansion of non-working time, would be
largely adjusted away.6 One study by the U.S.
Census Bureau even shows that the number of peo-
ple working more than 48 hours a week. as a propor-
tion of the total work force, has almost doubled in
the last 20 years: some estimates indicate also that
multiple job-holding has doubled over the period.'

'Douglass. The Challenge of Leisure, p. 19
'The Census data is summarised in Peter Henle. "Leisure and the
I.ong Workweek.- Monthly Labor Review (July 1966). and
Forrest A. Hogan dnd Thomas A Swansirom. "Multiple Job-
holders in May. 1965," Monthly Lobar Review (Feb 1966) See
current population reports for up-to-date data
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On the other hand. some reduction is taking
place in working time through other means. Juanita
Kreps has pointed out. for example, that significant
reductions have taken place in the form of shortened

ork ears and worklives.3 Paul vacations hate
grown in coverage and length (luring the postwar
period, and there is some evidence that vacation
time will grow further (luring the 1970s A few em-
ph*ers Kaiser Steel, for examplealso are experi-
menting vvith much longer "sabbatical** plans for

orkers.9 During the last 20 ears. the labor force
activit of both llung and older people has fallen
markedly in the I Jnited States. compressing the aver-
age worklife. Delaed entr% into the labor force.
especiall because of extended education. is com-
monplace for both men and women. At the other end
of worklife. earlier retirement is growing. moving
actual retirement ages closer and closer to perm's-
sable (pensionable) ones. In her stud, Miss Kreps
also found that the fraction of life spent in the labor
force generally decreases with increased industriali-
zation

One cannot be sore from the facts. therefore.
how much nonworking time, if ant, is being pur-
chased b Americans as productivity rises. The
"Automation"' Commission estimated that the alloca-
tion was roughl two-thirds towards increas,,d
real income and one-third towards reduced working
time. Stadion Burenstam Under thinks virmally all is
going towards income rather than time off. I think I
was wrong when I wrote The Challenges of Leisure
Whate.er the truth, ahsolute ahundance seems very

*Juanita Al Kreps. IA reiline Allocation of Work and Leisure (Re-
search Report no 22 of the Securth Administratitml
(Washington. I) C Gmernment Printing Office. 11681 See also
her "The Economics of I ntergenerational Relationships in Ethal
Shanas and Gordon F Sired) fells I Social Structure and the
ramil! (Englewood Cliffs. NI Prentice Ilan. 1965)

'For a fascinating assessment of the impact of sabbaticak nn
workers. see William 1 Klausner. "Extended Leisure and the
1 amil in Ro Dull led I. "Educating for the New Leisure'
Illniversity of California Extension. 19691 Mimeographed
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far off indeed, particularly for certain groups which
are unlikely to share fully in the econorn! ',. amazing
grow th.

I ha%e in mind especially the aged, the handi-
capped. and the poor Lengthened life and earlier
retirements in an increasingly affluent society create
problems of a special kind. On the one hard, a rising
proportion of total nonworking time is likely to he
at.quired by the elderly On the other. advancing age
usually requires a considerable increase in physical
care of the body. The care that is required need not
he the _spectacular type in which modern medicine
excels so much as increased personal attention to
the details of daily needs and relatively frequent
consultation with a trusted medical advisor. Since
this type of care is time-intensive rather than goods-
intensive, it violates the general rule of helm\ ior in
a "time famine culture The likely result will he
increased pressure. -to reduce the amount of rare for
the elderly, as few er and fewer people can he found
to care intensively for the old and infirm. We are
experiencing a crisis in the care of old people, even

it he advent of Medicare. Growing old in a
wealthy country will increasingly liecome a mixed
pleasure.

So, too, will being poor Intergenerational differ-
ences in the allocation of time are one thing. Inta-
generational, interpersonal differences in the alloca-
tion of both time and goods are quite another. Today,
22 million Americans are poor in the official sense of
the word. Nearly half of these people are in house-
holds that cannot he expected to hecome economical-
ly self-sufficient, simply hc'uise all members are
either too young, too old, disabled. or too burdened
with family responsihilities in the home to work.
These are the poor to whom most public assistance
programs are directed, yet little more than one-half
of them actually receives iblic assistance. The re-
maining poor. also constituting about half of the poor
population, belong to households which have at least
one member who is actually or potentially employ-
able. With sufficient education, training. and employ-
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ment opportunity, these members i.an lift household
income Mime poi erty levels through participation in
pi,..ate or public job markets.'u

Like the elderly. these persons need special
kinds of careremedial education. health treatment.
skill training, job counseling, and a host of other ser-
vices essential to the treatment of poverty Yet here.
too. most of these services are time-intensne. and
evidence mounts monthly of a growing reluctance by
individuals to perform them Consider the difficulties
of 3ocial workers, for example, at least 'lacier today's
legislative and administrative designs. Because exist-
ing systems of income maintenance are inequitable
and virtually unmanageable, most reform proposals
contain simplified methods of determining eligibility
for benefits. These deserve our applause. But some
proposals also slice the availability of many personal
services complementary to income maintenance.
This is another signal from our tiff .t-scarce economy
that the future holds little promise for those in spe-
cial need of tailor-made services.

In both of these examples, note especially that it
is society's time famine, and not that of the aged or
the poor. which is dictating the deterioration in ser-
vice quality. The balance between consumption
goods and available time to enjoy them is of a dif-
ferent order for most elderly and poor persons. In
many ways, theirs is a healthier balance. The pace of
life is less hectic, and the risk of being inefficient in
the uses of time is lower. The clock is nu.: such a
ty rant This is not to excuse the goods famine of the
poor; America owes them more, if for no other rea-
son than the fact that their poverty is the result less
of their own doing than of institutional arrange-
ments, over which they have no control, which quite
literally produce poverty. Rather, this is to praise
idleness. to wish somehow that the rest of society

',for a quick m um of the poverty problem and its literature.
see tie author's Poverty in Southern California How Shall the
Wrongs Be Righted'? tClaremont, Calif Southern California
Research Council. 1970)
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could learn to enlo tune tun its own sake. with or
without the goods winch incleasingl substitute for
it in American lite

Naive Visions The reader ma thinkif he has gotten this farthat
the first two assumptions are tar too optimistic. The
author thinks so himself 1::% en so. the schizophrenia
plaguing us is based upon them, and upon a third
important assumption: when abundance comes, life
without work rill be a life without %aim! of direc-
tion. Before restating or discarding these bases for
societ's anxious visions of the future, let us examine
criticall the third assumption.

At its root is the so-called "work ethic," the claim
that work is good for the soul and stands intrinsically
higher on society's scale of values than pla or time
off. We are afflicted, sometimes unconsciousl, with
feelings of unease or guilt when leisure is thrust
upon us. Dennis Gabor says that "up tight- men are
happier than men with leisure. Life, he observes, is
becoming too easy and the social equilibrium which
has existed in the past is being fatally upset lie con-
cludes that for a long time to come, work will have
to stay with usto a diminishing extent as an eco-
nomic necessity, to a growing extent as occupational
therapy. In short, we shall have to invent work ,o
make people feel socially useful and creative.

The Reformation Fathers had a similar view of
Idleness but the defined work differently Martin
Luther preached that work included not only what
men did to make a living but also what they did to
serve neighbors in need. John Calvin, too, focused
less on the importance of men's stations in life than
on their contributions, whether freel offered or
fully paid for, to the alleviation of societ's ills. By
the time Protestant theology had been made suitable
to the American frontier, however, the Puritan ethic,
which attributed material snc:ess to God's divine
favor, had blurred the Reformation's focus and ele-
vated work for pay to a higher place on society's
scale of values. As a result, through a process of cul-
tural con Ationing, many Americans now gain a sense
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of psychological well-being and true personal satis-
faction only from hard work will done at the office
or factory.

But this fact does not mean that a substitute
principle for the sanctity of work (narrowly defined)
cannot he found in time. Michael Harrington in dis-
cussing The Other America. refers, for example, to
intellectuals living in self-chosen poverty.

They accept the pore t because it provides them a certain
freedom As one wri er brilliantly described them. the}
reject the working tairtrilircause it doe not Rite them
time perhaps it is more significant to remember that
our affluent society contains those of talent and insight
who are driven to prefer poverty. to cho ise it. rather than
to submit to the desolation of an empty abundance "

The scholarly as well as popular press today is full
of similar accounts. especially about the attitudes of
youth towards the acquisitive society.

Staffan Burenstam Linder draws a useful paral-
lel between "a revolution of rising expectations- in
the countries of the developing world and one for
contemporary America. In the former, the drive is
for higher real incomes to eliminate a poverty of
goods. In the latter, it should he the drive for some-
thing elsemore time to play, to enjoy. and to think.
How the second revolution of rising expectations
might be brought about is sheer conjecture. Staffan
Burenstam Linder thinks it will have to come about
through changes in the hearts of individuals. "A soci-
ety escaping from the decadence of growth can be
formed only by a sum of individuals individually
trai stormed..."

It could, on the other hand, be changed by politi-
cal action, either in existing or alternative systems.
However organized, were society to decide that the
burdens of material advance outweigh its benefits.
methods could be found to suppress investments in

"Michael Harrington, The Other .Amenco !invert) in the t Tniteil
States (Baltimore Penguin Books, 1962), pp 8788

'21.inder. The flurried Leisure Class, p 145
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research and development, vocational education.
and industrial communications.

What are the chances of this second revolution
coming soon? How long must we endure a value sys-
tem which elevates economic and technological prog-
ress to the status of a goal rather than to the means
of another end? I do not know the answer to these
questions. but I suspect that a Utopian existence
where material welfare and time to enjoy it are
combined in optimal batches is very far off indeed.
Leisure is not just around the corner In the mean-
time. we shall be faced with an expanding mass of
goods which require time to maintain and enjoy : an
increasingly hectic tempo of life made worse by a
rising scarcity of time: a gradual withering of inter-
est in the cultivation of mind and spirit, accompanied
by a rising interest in less time consuming leisure
pursuits: deteriorating personal services. especially
for people who depend heavily upon others for their
health and maintenance. and, unless we are careful,
accelerating destruction of our physical environ-
ment. as thirst for continued "progress" fouls even
more air, water, natural beauty, and city -scapcs

La dolce vita?

Education falls short if it equips us only for work.

Luther H. Gulick
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Development Consultant. AIP
Visiting Fellow at the Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions
Washington. D. C

Those people who are running things have the idea
that we have to get bigger and better in the future.
This idea mikes it impossible for most professionals
to see what the alternatives are. This regional con-
ference is examining leisurethe primary focus of
the future society.

What Leisure? Free-time, time-off the yob, and recreation are not
true leisure. Leisure is time of creation as opposed
to just "free time." We think we can now foresee
technological efficienc producing abundant free
time for evert one. We cannot foresee the date when
this will come about, but we can recognize that
50 million people over the age of 55 in retirement b
the year 2000 will be a new phenomenon. Perhaps
retirees will pioneer the greatest transaion we have
vet to take as humansfrom life centered on work to
living centered on leisure.

Robert Theobold has predicted mass unemploy-
ment, the dole, or make-work jobs for many millions
of people within the next 10 ears. Herman Kahn
sas it will take hundreds of years to reach that
stage. Carl Oglesby says that if the New Left revolu-
tion is won, we wil! recognize so much to do for hu-
mans all over the world that we will be working 12
to 16 hours a day, seven days a week. Resources for

157
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Prospects for
Leisure and Free

Time

the Future. Inc (a non-piolit (-gam/atom %%faking
on imprmement of consei% atom and use of natural
resources) in Resources of American Future (John
I lopkins. 1963) expects working time per worker. in-
cluding moonlighting, to decrease as follows:

1933 1971) 1983 2000

I lours per ear 2070 1930 18611 1791)

Weeks per ear 49 6 49.2 48 9 48 6

I lours per week 41 8 39 6 38 0 36 8

Kahn and lViner. in The Year 2000 (XIacmillan.
1967) estimate that b% the ear 20011 Ae will work
1.601) hours a ear. an at erage of 31 hours a week
The National Planning Association, in ifs 1967 Na-
tional Economic Projection Series (Report 67-N-1).
also estimates an average of 31 weekk work-hours
for the sear 2000, It's not clear whether moonlighting
is accounted for in these last Iwo projections.

Meanwhile. back in the market research rooms
of major corporations. in the fertile minds (It ad
men. and in the worried heads of go% ernment bu-
reaus, visions of the great new free time dance like
sugarplums We are alread gearing up for the great
new "leisure world" and. indeed, a few have al-
read been built and inhabited lit retiree, That
ma be the point to make. 4

The new free time. whenever it comes. will be de-
rived from leisure. retirement. or idleness. Forced
idleness. underemploment. unemploment. and
sickness do not consi,tute a free choice Is the time
really then. free time? Mat be forced idleness is not
free time until somehow we free it from the domi-
nance of the word "forced Ma) lie the same prin-
ciple applies to retirement. particularly forced re-
tirement. Until we ourselves perceive that retirement
is desiredis it really free tirne?

So we come to leisure. Leisure is defined b
Webster as time free from emploment." or "time
free from engagement.'' Robert I lutchins pointed OW
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at the .1merican Institute of Planners Fiftieth 1 Cal
COnkft`M,t! that

The origin for our it ord for leisure is the Greek it ord fur
sr hoot Leisure for the Greeks llUS not tree tam, It it as not
t (main tine It was not spent riding around the r moon in
set mil-hund lords to to get glimpses of the (comic\
side befit Pill the billboards It It as not spent in moderate
or f teSSIl a oh °holism. though that it as not anknonn
Leisure was distinguished from t mant time lit the r\er-
(Ise of one's intent.' foal potters anti moral t harm ter for
the benefit of one's t ommunat and one s sett And the
question IS Whether all the free time that tie are going to
hott. eon he turned into leisure I think that it ton. it one of
the first steps toward it IS taken through unit ersal. and
mean lite:1,14 unit ersol. bberal eduiation

Although Sebastian de Grazia, at the same confer-
ence, ridiculed the future forecasters' -precise-
% isions of the %ear 2000. he seemed willing to accept
that more free time and leisure, as well as a -dis-
banding of the Libor force,- were inevitable

A different prospect for leisure wi:s presented
b Gilbert Burck in Fortune (Nlarch 1970) in 1.he
Myth of a Leisure Societ.- His argument is that pro-
jecting past "productivit-per-man-increases- into
the future ignores the shift of emploment growth
from manufacturing industries (and their suscepti-
bility to rational, efficient process) to the vagaries
and inefficiencies of the ser% ice industries Accord-
ing to Burck:

Contras to all predictions that autonaition tvill throw
t.. limns out of work, the sea flA'Si of all ff'SMIref's he
mamma or Bt 1980 the econom% will be able to draw on
some 200 million man-hours a year, tip from 1ti.i million
today Hut 200 million man-hours will soffit:1.unit if !het
are employed with increasing fficienct Afearitime the
prospect of greialt reducing the hours on life's treadmill
remains main4 a pros;wct For a long time Well probablt
hat e to work US hard as ever

To approach the subject of planning for the new free
time, suppose we arbitrarily say that all of the above
views have a bit of truth in them. In an case, we are
still left with more leisureat least we have the
20 to 30 million retireesand we need to plan Hut
how?
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What are Leisure
and Free Time?

Maybe we need to look more closely into what free
time and leisure really are. The statement by de
Grazia at the AIP conference is worth quoting. (See
also his chapter in Environment and Policy, the Next
Fifty Years (Indiana Press, 1968).)
Free time 'eads to recreation It is leisure which bears
directly on creation Most Americans, when they use the
word leisure. have free time in mind. True leisure. how-
ever. is different It's a state of doing, of doing free from
everyday necessity Distinct from free time. it requires
freedom from time and work Not hourly or &lily or
monthly freedom. but freedom from the necessity to stork.
preferably over a lifetime By c intrubt. the present Ameri-
can free time is one-half of a pendulum lob time. free,
time First sou work, then you rest and recreate yourself

Leisure has no particular activities. Men in a leisuri
condition may do anything Much of what they do an out-
sider mat consider suspiciously like work And creative
work ought not to be called work Not having an thing to
dn. these men .lo something. Often they may turn to reli-
gious ritual, music, wining and dining, friends, poetrt . but
most notably to the play of ideas and theory. in a phrase,
to the theoretical life.

With the lack in America of a strong tradition of lei-
sure, it is not surprising that we must ask, "What can lei-
sure do for us?" The benefits of lefsure, simply put, are the
benefits of cultivating the free mind If persons have been
brought up with a liberal education and have no need to
work at anything except what they choose. they enjoy a
freedom that lays the condition for the greatest objectivity.
for example in science. the greatest beauty, for example
in politics The founding fathers of this country had
leisure

"Leisure," said Hobbes, "is the mother of philosophy
If such are its benefits. and we need them sorely. can Iv('
increase leisure? Now, this is difficult. R is nct contained
as is free time., by time off work, and space for recreation
To increase free time it is usually enough to send a man.
any man. home early from work For his recreation it is
usually enough to give him some space to play in But how
to provide, leisure All steps that can he taken lit the gov-
ernment through legislation and institutions, ti business
organizations. schools, and churches . have a limited
value even for free time. but much less value for leisure

There are some traces of the, leisure ideal in the re-
cent attempts by government and universities to provide,
in centers and institutes a creative setting. especial% for
scientists These efforts and others can help onit inas
mach us they, through leaching an example. diffuse an
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appreciative climate Much more than this cannot be
directly done Far, you know, there are two important
limits to face First, not et ert one has the temperament
for leisure For most people. leisure lacks sufficient guid-
ance and sense of purpose The leisure life is too hard
Those who have the toughness. or psychological security
for it are not many Second. since leisure will have noth-
ing to do with work, except that freely chosen, which by
definition should not he called work, it involves having
means of support Inmodern terms this means that who-
ever is to lead a life of leisure should have some form
of economic independence

The objectives in creating more leisure should he
these First, to allow the greatest number of those who
have the temperament for it to develop to their fullest ex-
tent, second, to allow them to secure the means of exis-
tence without work, and then to create an atmosphere
more kindly than hostile in which they ma) lead their
kind of life. A number of the developments we have al-
ready discussed affect these objectives For example, a

liberal education is almost a sine qua non for the growth
of the leisure temperament Irversal education today
may see to it that almost all will have a college education
On the negative side. however, that education is not being
freely chosen. Military service is the alternative Educa-
tion, moreover, has and will continue to decline in quality
because of the great numbers of students in compulsory
attendance and because of the nursery climate of the
college as a place to put grown up children while the
adults go to work

Also, forced free time will not have to expand much
to reach a net separation of income and work Recent pro-
posals for a guaranteed annual wage or salary intimate
the separation already Should this happen, the where-
withal for a life of leisure will he there for all who think
they have the temperament Many will try, mans will
drop out. Among the survivors, the right few will be found

The last thing I mentioned, the last prerequisite, an
atmosphere friendly to leisure. may be brought about lit
the increase in free time whether forced or not If the
worker-consumer model which we have today breoks
down, if more free time is not only forced upon men, but.
in time, also sought and taken, the accompanying change
in attitude may well he receptive to true leisure. A more
relaxed pace to life: may bring about a more favorable
view of the whole idea, as well as more reflection, more
refinement. and less ambitious political, military, and
economic protects Play, in man's free time. is a taste of
leisure In turn, the ideal end practice of leisure creates
standards for the enjoyment of free time Indeed, without
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Retired People As

Pioneers

leisure. the outlook for the resolution of the problems of
hidden unemplm, ment and forced free time seems des-
perate hedonism, disintegration of social and polite al
ties, crises of law and order, a Ls meal and callous foreign
polies There is both promise and threat. then. in the
future Leisure for the few. free time fo, the mans that
is what appears to he coming ,1 not unpleasant prospect
Spoiled ooh IA the introduction in free time of the (Owe-
live -forced

It becomes clear that we must provide an adequate
income before there is free. time (the form of this.
certainit not the amount, mat be in the Nixon-
Moynihan-Finch guaranteed annual incoe,: pro-
posal) It becomes clear also that forced free time
has lo be understood, accepted, and want,,,I before
it is free time Only then will we have the essential
ingredients for leisu:e and then only for those who
are adequately prepared. There is no reason to set
free time above leisure time or vice versa. The dis-
tinction is that one is creative and one is not Both
must be planned for and tested by pioneers, both can
add to self, communit:', national, and world develop-
ment The distinctions made by de Gram are worth
pondering

Part of the problem of planning for leisure and free
time might be solved by asking who will have the
most free time. We might quickly sat the young peo-
ple in school. That answer may be too quick because
the disgust for our system of education is growing
among students If we now understand that both lei-
sure and free time are crippled bt being forced, we
must admit we need to make some serious changes in
our educational system and its approach to leisure.

Working people of all ages will most likelt have
more free time. But we probably need to accept, with
de Grazia, that time off the job is mostlt recreation,
not leisure. There are many diverse tt pes of people
to plan for or with. This leaves us with retirees as

Not what I have but what I do is my kingdom.
Thomas Carlyle
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experimenters At present, people retire between
the ages of 62 and 65, but the retiremerit age is ex-
pected to drop to 55.

Let us digress briefly to think about w hat enyi-
ronment is in human termsthe total environment,
inside us as %yell as round us. Eighty -seven percent
of federally sponsored research and development is
concerned with defense and exterior threats rather
than studies of an optimum environment for man
NASA, with a complex decision-making group and
a high order of technology. might he able to plan
effectively fcr the betterment of man's situation

Consider for a moment that those over the age
of 55 may he our pioneers into the society of the
futurethe leisure society Here may he the most
discernible group of people to work and plan with
Already a third of them have a guaranteed annual
income. There is full time leisure and free time for
20 million people nowand maybe for 50 million by
the year 2000. All incomes, lifestyles, experience,
and intellects are represented. Just as the black man
can contribute soul, style, compassion, and faith to
American society (as Whitney Young said at the AIP
Minneapolis Regional Conference in November
10681, perhaps retired people will contribute a living
example of how lo he free and thrive This is an in-
spiration we badly need Perhaps, in our over-
zealous concentration on children, we have over-
looked the greatest experiment that we ( an conduct
for the future: to discover how to shift from a Mork
economy to a pleasure economy. We hat e to prepare
the individual to use free time and free choice The
people are ready. but the leaders are not.

William James, in Moral Equivalent of Ww'
09101, m.iy have summarized our problem. ''the
transition( to a pleasure economy may be fatal. If we
speak 01 fear of emancipation from- the few regime
we put the whole situation in a single phrasefear
regarding ourselves now taking the place of the an-
cient fear oi the enemt Nlaybe this transcendental
prospect can be pondered and dealt with first by
older minds.
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Ours is an epoch time. but our short-term
point is leading us into one crisis after another
Societ is a consmuum, not a machine of unrelated
parts that can be separated for inalsis We must
study the totality, every part within the context of
the whole We are witnessing the American phe-
nomenon of try ink to reduce every problem to an
"Eisenhower paragraph" for a quick solution. And
then our solutions are irrelevant. out of context
There isn't any simple answer

So here we are, still trying to discover how io
plan for leisure. and so far. we have said that maybe
the retired people are critical to this %enture. They
can be identified: they have the time, the need. and
maybe the inclination to aomit that human life is not
a totall rational matter that it should not. and must
not be. Since many of them are no longer considered
efficient enough to be employed. maybe they can
see more readil than the rest of us that efficiency
is not the goal. They may best understand how pa-
tience rewards, what practicality means. and per-
haps that the phrase "God is Dead." although a great
purge for religion. has nothing to do with the reality
of Spirit

The Context For If our present older population is to pioneer this
Leisure great living adventure, we must take the following

into account:

Our present decision-making institutions, public
and private. are failing us with their short-range
view. We must challenge these institutions.

2. Our radical youth and middle-aged populations.
preoccupied with the present, are failing us.

3 Our singular faith in specialization and efficiency
is failing us.

The hours that make us happy, make us wise.
John Masefield
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4 Technology and population (its growth and con-
centration) are the dining forces of our epoch
time. changing the meiim(2 of space and time. as
well as our expectations.

5. Nidit is both rational and irrational, but we seem
disappointed that he is not totall, rabonql.

To plan for leisure and free time we need to recog-
nize that.

1 The great amount of leisure, except fc retirees.
is in the distant future, but that doesn't mean we
shouldn't experiment with it or plan for it now:
the opposite is true. How,, sensiblt, can there be
''crisis planning- for leisure'?

2. We have alternatives in addition to reforming
ourselves. joining the party of our choice, or cre-
ating ways for ()mate enterprise to bring its ex-
pertise to bear. Instead of merely decrAng the
shwa term criteria used b., public and pr''ate
inF,.itions in making decisions, perhaps we
should recognize them a- the, are improvable
at a slow paceand get on with inventing what-
ever new institutions and programs we may need
for whatever it is we want of the future leisure
and free time.

3. Our decisions must simultaneously a,:commodate
an understanding of the following:

a. technological change

h. population change

c. various functions at different geographic scales
(room, house, neighborhood, the nation, or
world)

d. increments of tin (the minute, day, week.
month, year, and up to 5.10. 50,100 years)

e. how understanding or misunOerstanding of all
'his can an will change people's expectations.

What a challenge for pioneers age 50 plus: What
they have failed to do during their working years,
they have a chance to do in their leisure life.
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Planning for the
New Free Time

Before free time, as defined in this paper. .an be
truly free, it must he:

I. individually sought

2 financially self sustaining

3 without social stigma

4. enjoyed in good health.

If these are the primary requirements, it follows that
planning for the new free time is, first of all. a socio-
economic matter bncorperating political and cultural
aspects into this term). There is obviously some
seriolis work to be done to "free" free time for all
ages. For most, it will be time uff from work for rec-
reation. For those not working there is ethical on. re-
training, useful community jobs of List resort of we
are really to implement the Full Employ ment Act of
1946), recreation, and to a certain extent, leisure For
the retired, the problems and opportunities are much
greater. Their new free time is forever. As such, it
may be the best sample of the future leisure society
It will he the college-educated retire,- with pro-
longed good health and those y wing people ca pat le
of long-range thinking who will come together to de-
fine and plan a leisure society.

Planning for physical facilities is what most
people understand as planning for free time. 1\ hat
they may mean is that at some point the philosophies
and priorities of society move from the metaphysical
world and become physical entities. The values of
societies and individuals are expressed visibly in the
development cf beaches, parks and playgrounds, ski
lodges, care centers, gulf courses, swimming pools,
Libraries, craft centers, learning centers, etc. The
design, number, and location of these lam ties de-
termine their accessibility, utility, and are, in them-
selves, expressions of how the society interprets its
philosophies and priorities,

Determining the number of facilities needed to
serve the community 's the business of the planning,
recreation, health, and education departments of
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government and certain private enterprises Phsical
planning for free time is at nit as far as the planners
of retirement communities gone But recog-
nizing the skill and funds required for planning and
building is not enough. The attitudes, orgamiati9ns,
.,nd resources of the commund are of primal-%
moinent. and must all be considered w 'thin the con-
text of free time as described in this chapter.

But let us get to planning for leisurethe crea-
tive essence of free time. Whereas leisure can be
part-time for a few and full-time for even fewer, it is
potentially most liked to be bound among those who
have retired. Their opportunity to experiment with a
leisure societti must first of all satisf our primar
requirements for free time (indixidual acceptance,
financial support, social acceptance, and good
health) Second, to transform free time into leisure,
the ver spe' :ial frame of mind that frees people to
innovate and create must he rex ived and nourished.

In planning for leisure on our own behalf, we
must challenge the retirees and provide the basis for
experiments with the future leisure and free time
societ Seen this way, the model must encompass
more than efficient housing projects for the elderl
On the contrary, we must discover the process for
achieving a form of unit with diversit and take full
account of existing and pending technolog (espe-
ciallx in communication, transportation, education,
and health). This multidisciplinary effort is probabh
beyond the present scope of government and private
enterprise. It has moral, snergistic, technological,
humanistic, motivational, and ecological overtones
The first need ma he to invent the process and or-
ganization for such an experiment, with the explicit
understanding that it is not to he used for baby-sitting
grandma, but to discover the kinds of attitudes and
styles of leisure life we might all like to mox e into.
Because lye all may somedax. We must prefessional-
ize the planning if the future. This will he done
through nonprofit centers staffed by people who can
see heNond the "here and no that restricts gov-
ernment and private enterprise
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I suspect the largest problem in planning for a
leisure society will be to avoid building a totally
efficient "perfect" community. We must learn no%%
to make things work while planning for serendipit
in order for leisure to be truly free.



Responsibility for
Human Destiny

1161,1 MICIEW
Edward Stainbrook
Professor and Cho moon
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University of Southern Califoinia School of Nly(lit ine
Los Angeles

Gertrude Stein somewhere observes that an artist is
not in advance of his generation, he is simply the
first one 'o know what is happening to it I suspect
that's a fairl good, definition of eyerybod in this
room That is to sa that the intellectual shuld try
to he the first one in his generation to i:now what's
happeniog to his societ

Like Dr Ewald, ! too heliee that this is an epoch
time, and for a very simple reason. There has been
a quiet revolution going on with Western man be-
neath the surface of the turmoil of events That rev-
olution is a revolution in the increasing acceptance
and recognition that our destin is completel under
our direction. I did not sa our control. There is an
increasing recognition that the Kaman situatuw has
to be maintained, innovated, and renewed solel b.
us. This centur ma. Ner well be the epoch turning
point in man's Iwitor where for the first time he x ill
assume direction of his destio. Some ma. regard
this as an atheistic position: I prefer to view it as a
position of human secularism.

I could give ou a xery short histor of the wa
in which we have refused t,, accept responsibilit
At first, we relegated the responsibilit for our des-
tiny into the heavens where 1t was rather inaccessible

169
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except I special mediation Hien, at the end of the
nineteenth centur%. 11r (110,1(11'd 111,1 perhaps the
source (II mir (lesion !t. in our uncetr,i one, w hew.
I must confess. it %%iis just about as mai I

think onk recentk halo we realized that both our
unconscious and our conscious. our rationahk 01111
our irrationalth are walk the was nt w Inch we
inlet mirsek es I %1 0 111(1 speculate that the ek inol-
og, 01 the %%odd -inform- means to 1011 form inside
the sell.

The most reductionist statement I can I, 111

about ourseh es is that we are nothing 11111 d %VI%
complicated system 01 'indium:al energ transfora-
tions under the direction of information Senn of
the information us geneticalk pi% en and us in the
nucleus of each of our cells. programming how the
(Al should go. and at \\hal time it shall function
and he The other great source of information is
the memor stileill. the experience that we'.%e regis-
tered and stored in out cells plus the infoi
that comes out of the here and no and the inform
Lion that comes from a scan of our future Ne tin,-
less. all (r1 It is informition we use in order to direct
ourselves Therefore. II 1111 V1ant crisis concept for
ourselves, and that seems to be the appropriate des-
ignation for its these days. then perhaps we are
math. with reference to humiin behavior. a 1:nsis of
conceptualization. We now have to ask cursel es
how 11 are going to conceptualize oursek es and
with the most validated information about (easel% es.
This means., paradoxically, that we shall use increas-
ingk 'he discipfined scientific imagination to stunk,
conceptualize. and experimentally validate our self-
concepts. And the creation of ourselves as mechanis-
tic objects of scientific sank will be the source of
ii,lormation which will increasingh humanize us.
So there is no real paradox between the scientific
study of man and the increasing humanization cinder
authentic information of the human situation.

The basic task of pers ms who are interested in
leisure, recreation. creation. work. and even Ka\ el
Of you can accept W. II. Auden's 71 .finition of prayer
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as merely listening. not begging!. is that we must tit
to use 111:_ 110% in which people talk about the-
sell es and conceptuallie themsel% es \le must use
social support and reinforcement for changunf
passRit into acti% it 11 hen one talks tom example.
of a progression Iron; a work ethic to a pleasure
ethic. I suggest that that is a progression largelt from
paw% it% to aim% it in taking responsibilit% for hu-
man destinx

Commitment Ethic I %%mild pre( er lo talk about a commitment ethic
rather than a pleasure ethic. From the general I let%
of oursel% es we ma% make the error of regarding
pleasure as a reward that one achiex es or (uns. or
mistakenly contrast it %%nil %%ork and feel 11 is so be-
cause it ma be possible for some persons to depart
from the rdinar concepts of work Onl in a transi-
tion stage such 0s the present can we talk about our-
sehes as parsumg a pleasure ethic that is nothing
but a reassuring attempt 10 repossess. We've had to
disposses foi so long that we are having to gel com-
fortable about the repossession. Once having
achieved the repossession. for example of sensuality.
of sexuality. of joy in the 'milt of..etWa 3t. as a psy-
chological experience. there will be no resting there.
That will simply be the redundant repetition of io-
logical satieh After we have repossesmol ourselves
and regained our wholeness. we must commit our-
whys to the creative use of this wholeness for man-
kind. I should think that would 1w pleasure enough
for any body.

Mind-Body Problem I'm disturbed, however. by the interpretation of
pleasure as a kind of symbolic ma..turhation. We
have a mind-bod% problem. The brute fact is that ob-
%iously weary all bodies. Although it is not a startling
statement. don't forget that Western European and
American society denied the body the lo rever-
berate keel% the public domain for a long time.
The Greeks seemed to have had a healthy narcissism
about the bud., but Christianity. which came soon
therearter. said that in certain respects the body
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was bad, evil, dirty. Then before we recovered from
that insult, modern technology came along and said
that the body is inefficient. The result is that it has
only been quite recentl that we have begun to
repossess this body. to recognize that we are nothing
Put bodies William James obviousl made the proper
statement in his "principles- in 1896 lie said. "And
our bodies themselves. are they ours or are the
us?" We don't have a body. we are a ody and so
much of the self emerges in its experiencing.

So much of the self is reall talked out. sym-
bolized out that language. like the body. is also a vi-
tally important ii. trument for the emergence of be-
ing. It would be well for everyone examining any con-
cept to be quite sophisticated about the was in which
language already determines a tremendous amount
of human thinking. We learn the syntax of our
mother tongue by the time we're five or six. We learn
a great deal of logic. therefore. without even know
ing we've learned it. Then, unless we go on and
learn more specific logic and undo the bad logic we
learned ver early. we continue to operate with this
early learned logic all the rest of our lives. Never-
theless, the English language. as a nineteenth cen-
tury physicist suggested, is a very good language for
solids. I suppose in the contemporar world it's a
useful language for "squares." too. The English lan-
guage arrests process. It is not a good lanautny:i in
which to catch happening. And. therefore, the con-
temporary. let us sa hippie. ethic stresses a good
deal of the dnamic which the English language
simply doesn't provide. Fm alwas fond of catchiag
my resident doctors talking ahout this person who
has schizophrenia. Now I've never seen anyone who
had schizophrenia I've seen a lot of p,,oplc schizo-
phrene from time to time, and some people st.hizo-
phrene throughout their wf-ole lives. But its the
schizophrening :vial's these. It isn't something called
schizophrenia.

In essence. I've solved the mind-bod problem
in one felt. swoop b stating. "The bod is us. Now
then we have to have some concept of self. When I
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begin to talk about myself. I'm really talking about
my humanized. socialized. experience-orgamzed.
and experience-gained body. Then. because of civili-
zation and a capacity to summon up imagery and
hold it fast. despite the flux of events outside (I can
hold the symbol of reality while reality has disap-
peared). I can talk about my body as myself. We see
the great difficulty people have, the hang-ups. when
they begin to disembody themselves. They talk about
the self as if it didn't have a hods or parts. Perhaps
they simply don't know what the body has, and
therefore don't know what kind of self they're in.

I'm pursuing two things here which have to do
with the ways in which we repossess so much of the
body feeling. the possibility of being bodies, that has
been dispossessed in this culture I also want to
talk about the implications of the change in the bio-
logical utility of very many programmed. biologically
evolved behaviors whose early meanings have been
changed tremendously. If we do not now undertake
some cultural directives for the use of this biological-
ly evoked program. we may get into considerable
difficulty. Genetic evolution occurs much too slowly
10 have anything to do with the present. In spite of
all the science fiction you hear about genetic surgery
and the way m which miraculously we are going to
rechange and put together. to he duplicated and so
on. we are sort of pejorative in our evaluation of
Eastern society and primitive societieN. We say that
if you give them scientific information. it must be
under the guise of magic. But don't forget that in this
society we take a lot of magic under the guise of sci-
ence. In this sense I don't think we're going to achieve
from inside out all of this very exciting possibility for
duplication of human beings.

Cultural Evolution We have to look at cultural evolution %%Ilia is cur-
rently the important evolution. We have now di-
vorced sexuality from procreation. What then is the
cultural responsibility to inform the sexual behavior
so that it doesn't become simply sexuality without
even procreation as a goal. in other words sexuality
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in a vacuum or a kind of masturbatory sexualth ? We
can use sexual excitement and pleasure if cul-
turalize and symbolize them adequatel This seems
10 me to be one of the ver basic programs for the
use of leisure and recreational time these days. The
real task. therefore. is h0A to put sexuality in the
service of creativity. involvement. and responsibility
for the human situation rather than just simply free
It from something This is an experimental period
where we see many attempts to he free sexually but
without sophisticated ways of informing our sexu-
ality. It proceeds largely with the old information
but without the old goal. I-low do we culturally in-
form the use of evolved sexuality now that it has
biological inutility for many persons in its original
sense?

Similarly . how do we inform angry arousal which
ako has been divo:-..d often from its Inologicall%
necessary goals? It is no longer useful for people to
get so angry that they decide to throw away alterna-
tive plans of action and do nothing but the known.
safe. primitive. destructive thing. In most circum-
stances thai isn't relevant as it once was when one
had to atim:k the predator or in some other way
defend onw.elf.

There are other biological givens which have to
be similarly culturally Inhumed such as tne total use
of sensuality. touch. and contact. All of these can
now he liberated from what they originally meant.
The task is not simply to enjoy them. but to provide
cultural directives. Moms of expression. value
judgments. adaptations. and cognitive patterns. We
must also provide social Wm:luring and reinforce-
ment so that the body's biological aspects will evoke
continuously under the diiection of a cultural evolu-
tion rather than under the aegis of simply biological
utility and selectiveness.

Fairly relevant here is the importance of le-
possessing oneself. feeling good about one's bod I

think one of the great values of intellectuals is that
they personalize a time in being in a culture in which
some idea emerges. :fly esteem for Marcuse is nil
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based on ins economic. armchair philosophizing.
which seems unsound, bin on the fact that he was
one of the first persons to point we to the twentieth
centur the implications of the repossession of 11w
boil> Norman Brown further emphasized this idea
I think these trends are base:. not List terupor.r
parameters which ma% molve into a (mite different
trend. although that possilmiLi4 should also be con-
sidered.

So mans people ire called upon now to prowl. ,-
Iicale the Ileum. What we do is extrapolate from a
er km sears of sequential behamr and

arrive al a trend This process results in instant
trending and instant histor 1 ou observe something
for Iwo years and you have a trend. This ma not be
the proper way to drognoslicale and we know it has
produced some notorious errors. One innsl be ver%
careful of projecting ahead when standing at a nar-
row moment of experience.

Current Cultures 131ii now let me just aove on lo Iwo or three other
things that I think ar, orth of emphasis Were in
about three overiappi concomitant cultures. First
of ali. we're in the pre-industrial culture in man
was and for many of our people-if not in this
courer, then ceriainl for the rest of the world
Then we're in the standard industrial society, the

anon-one:- societ. Last. were in a metu-indus-
trial Ric/fey. which is beond the industrial society
11 is this last culture tech will likel pose prob-
lems for leisure and recreation in the ears ahead
n, meta-mdestrial societ has been vareeisk called
the cultural revolnlion. the :onnter-rmoIntion. and
the counter-cidlnre. II has lo deal with what men are

If on ask the crucial question of what men ,ire.
on are dealing with the whole question Of value
judgments What is it that on intend to offer as sig-
nificant beckoning values ahead? What sort of social
structure and process do on need 10 innovate and
create in order to sustain lhe iv:M..11MM? What do
ou think is of %able for men in a meta-industrial
societ% 7
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Values

Here I differ from men like Cad Rogeis and
low e When the talk about self-actualvation or sell-

elopment. it seems that thet 're still talking about
psychological homunculi inside each el us. that
somehow there s d thrust in us to keep on din elop-
ing and that if nothing outsale sermuslt resists. we
will continue to develop I don't think that is the wat
it is I'm not even sure 11 there is a constant thrust in
individuals for self-development I think this is a

due judgment and that what w, inform ourselves
with is dependent upon our cultural cilCUMSiallCeS
Moreover, even Il we have a directit e In ourselves
that we should be self-actualizam; and self-develop-
ing. unless societt also suiports these values. thet
wdl simplt not he implemented.

The recognition that we hate different access to
cultural resources depending upon our social class
also affects our value st stem. 1 hat we consoler our
needs and our participation in leisure and recrea-
tion. These things have been said 'mint times None-
theless. mans recreational planners ,:ontinue to plan
recreation for the lower class from their middle
class viewpoint, If the lower class simplt wants
excitement, wht not ghTe thorn excitement" Why give
them self-development" Perhaps affluence allows
people to go from subsistence concerns to existential
concerns. As people move through various value
changes and different social spheres. obviouslt thet
will have different ideas about what thet consider
their needs to be.

But let's return to the idea of the persons who
are in the vanguard of societt . lust as one can cate-
gorize drugs into head drugs and hod), drugs, one can
also talk about head leiswe and body leisure. al-
though thet need not be separated.

If we come again to the things that ought to be
informing us, I suggest we go back to the concept that
we are now in the vanguard of our destiny. as we've
always been. People can't avoid having experience.
and they can't avoid having images that surround
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the experience which they encode in the brain The
sell grows as one experiences and symbolises the
expei ience and as the experien .e informs the net-
t ous system The nervous system. therefore, is the
repository of the sy mbolic self

The Self

The self emerges in its experiencing The experi-
encing does not need to be symbolized by words
can be. and usually is, imaged. The images create the
ontent of the experience. As one has experience.

one also ought to have ipportunities to have the ex-
:lerience as broad as possible and with at much
imagery and participation by all those involved as
possible. Cne most arrange experiences wherever
one isin work and cc -tainly in the leisure-recrea-
tion areaand this experiencing must be symbolized
authentically. Out of this comes the developing self.

If you push this a little bit further, what it means
is an assumption by man that he has nothing but him-
self. In other words, if man is going to have the ca-
pacity to civilize himself, then the icognition comes
that he is going to emerge constantly in his experi-
encing He must have confidence in himself that this
is the only wa.; he will emerge. He must also have
the kind of societal support that will allow him to
emerge, even in very bizarre ways. There has to be.
both in oneself and in the supporting social organi-
zation, the willingness to let bizarre things happen,
to 1,M unusual human transactions occur, to allow
unusual symbolizations and thoughts to be ex-
pressed, to allow man to happen unrestraintedly,
if you will.

If one thinks about these ideas and applies them
to the recreation area, you have to have another
aspect which means security in oneself and support.
You most recognize that persons will emerge, cre-
ating their own experience as they emerge. There
has to be, therefore, minimal organization in many of
the leisure-recreational situations. The emerging self
must he allowed to define its experience in the very
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act of creating, and not be coerced by the structure.
the value system. or by the preconceptions of those
in recreation and leisure planning who expect only
certain kinds of self-fulfilling behavior to happen

Lack of Org, nization

What we've seen is a move from en enslavement to
our natural, subsistent needs. into areas where one
is free to be essentially human. However, the counter
to that is that we haven't moved into that freedom at
all. but into the restrictions and coercions of technol-
ogy. Most importantly, we've moved into the ..oer-
cions, restraints, and tyranny of other men, particu-
larly in the fields of politics and empioyment. There
ought to be an area in meta industrial society where
people can have associations with minimal organiza-
tion, that is, associations sans organization. If that
sounds like anarchy, that's approximately what I'm
proposing. One should come into an association of
possible, potential experiencing and be free to ar-
range the experiencing as it develops without the
coercion of organizational structuring and restriction

We must recognize that if we are not activel!, in
charge of our destiny, and if therefore one's indoc-
trination and learning in how to be active means that
one has to be where the action is, that we are going
to see changes in the educational system toward the
open school and open education. Inevitably, then,
just as someone suggested that the early Latin and
Greek words for leisure were school, those kinds of
freedom-giving experiences in the emergence of new
unique selves will have to occur more formall, in
the educational process. While it may he nece.,sary
to structure games to protect people from the diffi-
culties that enter into human transactions, we will
also have to provide for the shift from learning by
instruction to learning by experiencing in the school
and recreational systems. Hence the way in which
society, of m cessity, must go in terms of educational
process will plate an increasingly greater burden
ti ion recreation and leisure sources to do the same

...,....
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This human situation thrusting itself ahead ,yith
all of the turmoil. pain. and considerations ()I the
foreshortened future, and with the feeling that per-
haps we haven't any history anymore and therefore
are caught in the moment of experience, comes large-
ly because we still are behaving as if the answer is
out there somewhere 1Ve behay e as if there is a kind
of homeostasis in our society which means that all
we have to do is just hope that it works. and that if
we shift too far in one direction, then of course the
shift will automatically he hack.

Dependence on Self

I think that a great deal of the uncertainty and low
morale in our society is because of the passive stance
we take toward our circumstanceas ii it's going to
he done by the momentum of history or by the struc-
ture of the circumstance I don't think it is. I think
that if anything is clear at the present time. it is that
we cannot depend upon Godot: we must depend upon
ourselves. This is probably the most significant.
threatening message that man ever really encounters.

W. II. Auden s review of Loren Eisele 's Thy
Unexpected Universe (19691 brought out two things
First is a quotation from Eiseley in which he says.
"No longer as with the animal can the world be ac-
cepted as given. it has to h': perceived and conscious-
ly thought bout, abstractNI and considered." The
moment one does so. one is outside ,lo: natural, but
perhaps paradoxically in it, too. We know that there
are two kinds of challenging, creative leisurely pur-
suits whether you define them as work or play They
are the seeking of freedom through reason and the
seekirg of freedom beyond the limits of reason. The
important thing is the recognition that we have to
conceptualize and ahszract nature and that we our-
selves are in nature. Objects are surrounded by an
aura radiating meaning to man alone.

The second point is what Auden says apropos
prayer. The serious part of pray er begins when we
end our begging and begin listening for the voice of
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m hat I call the Hol Spirit Others might prefer to
sa the voice of Oz or the Dreamer or Conscience I

mon't quarrel as long as the don't call it the voice
of the super-ego. for that entit can onl tell us m hat
ae knom alreack The %oice I'm talking about Amos
sas something nem and unpredictable. an unex-
pected demand. obedience to mhich invoh es a
change of self, homever painful. And so me come
back to a ver basic proposition. me are man hap-
pening. Our task is. hom do me help and not hamper?

411%,ilit

I



Following the presentations of -Alternative Futures
for Leisure.- consultation groups met to discuss
polic implications and national goals for leisure
The major speakers served as consultants to their
respective groups.* Brief summaries of these discus-
sions are presented on the following pages.

Topic. Environmental Concerns

Consultant: G. Douglas [loft

Reporter: Charles Stapleton. Lampman and Asso-
ciates. and past president. California
chapter. American Institute of Planners

Ve had d consensus. I believe. that the interdisci-
plinary approach to solving our problem and arriving
at gods and objectives is reall what we are going
to be concerned with. as opposed to d singular de-
partmental or jurisdictional approach. Examples to
the federal government are the Department of lions-
ing and I Jrban Development. the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare. and the Depar men!
of the interior. Each of these has separate respon-
sibilities, but actually each should be tring for com-
mon goals and objectives.

Note Sim e Dr Stainhrook etas unable to be present for a I on-
sultation group. then es no summon of the dim ossom ore
i.erning h,s topn,

Ittl
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The ulea of %liming educatum from a total cull-
cept as opposed to a narnm one i arme through our
group on a number of Occasions. The use of funds
to replenish the environment was also considered
important. As an example. the monet from off-shore
oil drilling could he used bit the retention of open
space.

All of us will be lea mg here this afternoon
Some of us will he down where the lubber does not
meet the road. in tiling to carr out these goals and
objecti% es. I don't reall believe we ha% e a 1.011Sell-
slis. or reall know what our goals and ol,jectn es
are. but et we know we are going to have to ha% e
them.

Topic: Economic Concerns

Consultant: Cordon Douglass

Reporter: Ro Dull, assistant director. I'm% ersth
Extension Division. l'ni%ersit of Cali-
fornia at Riverside

We talked about subjects ranging from income to
econom 's role in goal setting. We talked about
nursing homes and medical care, religion and time
utilization. labor and job satisfaction, social welfare
and desegregation and federal view of youth needs
and wants.

After we had completed all of that. I had a guilt
complex because we hadn't completed our task.
Therefore. I brought in some materials so we could
discuss them and get a consensus First, let's remake
our cities into temples and civilizations. Semitic". let's
melt ima the ancient harriers of race, class prej-
udice. and economic injustice Third. we should con-
serve our limited endowment of resources and pre-
vent or stop pollution of our natural scener.

We would like to raise the qualit of education
from earl childhood through educational outlets
among adults. Ve would like to promote as much
excellence for intellectual and cultural endeavors
as for athletic prowess. We would like to continue
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the war on pin ert along with the defense of free-
dom, with the understanding that peace and pms-
perit are going to be dangerous unless we under-
stand how to use our leisure time. Find II% . how about
se:ting aside about one percent of the c.ist of con-
stroction for public buildings?

Topic. Planning Concerns

Consultant 11illam Ewald. Jr.
Reporter: Arthur Nlittelstaedt. board chairman.

Planning Associates. West I fempstead.
New York

Vt.: "oad a er stimulating discussion focused on
planning. We look upon planning as the process that
will bring us to the ultimate quality of life. which we
hope to reach the year 2M10. This quail!. of life
will contain a host of values. The base has to have. in
essence. an equit . an income. and health and well
being as the basic starting point. Before we get to the
ultimate. %%c ha% e to achieve these goals through
programs that are now in the works and also man)
net. programs.

We are going to have, in essence. a qualit of life
that will be centered around leisure; however. 1111

might want to define leisure. We staed'awa from
definitions and left it up to evert one to envision or
imagine leisure as he wants. We felt that there are
several new processes that are needed. These proc-
esses include new institutions that will transcend
existing ones. and will have the abilit not only to
conduct research. but to go out and do

We also felt that the organizations in life. the
voluntary organizations and the other organizations.
are necessar part of the institutional framework
that we need. Also the foundation. as we know it. is
another necessary part to transcend political com-
plexes and other types of social complexes as they
now exist.

We felt that we should, in essence. do away with
professions and occupations as we now know them.

I
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We felt that people in the future. in this ultimate
qualit of life. will he known more b their contribu-
tions to the type.of leisure that the provide than In
their primary occupations. We also felt that the ulti-
mate qualit of life will perhaps have some alterna-
tives. There will not he one tpe of city or commu-
nit. there will he several different alternatives. We
felt that a human resources hank. and a natural re-
sources or environmental hank are necessary to the
future. We have to eliminate economics as much as
possible and perhaps }five time a ver new %Ale in
our future.
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Herman D. Ruth

City mid itegiontil Thinning Con%iiihint. AM
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Introduction I followed closelt other panelists' efforts to come io
grips with a definition of leisure. and their anempts
In disiinginsh ii from recreation and wort.

1Vhile filling in the questionnaire. I noted the
mention of "freedom- as nmst important It was
gratift mg to hear Dr. Sianthrook relate leisure to
freedom and comment on the opportunitt leisure
provides in examine one's self and one's relation-
ships with others.

I found the siruggle ii, define "leisure- interest-
ing because ii has a parallel within the planning pro-
fession. The profe.;sional orgamianon. American
Institute of Planners, celebrated its fiftieth anniver-
sart in 1967. but the quest for a definition of "plan-
ning- continues. It MO he that the emerging leisure
profession can learn something from the planning
profession's effort to identift its role, frame the con-
tent of its speciallt . and provide itself with a work-
ing del. ninon The absence of a precise delinnion
mat cause some anxiett and raise such questions as.
"Who am 17- or "Vaal do I do?" However. it also
permits considerable flexibilitt . particularlt impor-
tant in a field %there knowledge is imprecise and
contingent on human behavior.

from the !mini of view of government, particu-
lark the federal got ernmenl. leisure is almost al-
wat s st nont mons with recreation. and outdoor rm.-
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History of Federal
Involvement

ration' at that Iletr is a heel lush!! % of the I edighal
role lo Indicate inn% rei.ent Is the federal !mid% I
ntent in outdoor rinsealton

life notion s need for rt reationol tat flaws ontinues to
mount rut h % ear. and the demands at ttiodttorsnien plat tg
uu reusinglt heal t defilaMIS our rit ers. torests and
tit ens' Wino lions Vast areas ot our hind her e- s

been nn tied lit the federal got eminent and hate ottt Jell
potential sites for recreational opportunities I Mil rin
se( unit half of the Prins hoot et el. file int oil viritnl tit the
federal got eminent in outdoor rig-regatta, essent lath_ It as
limited to the programs tit the \ l'S \ titioritil Part. Senn el
(mil. us u t olun furl lira' t of the I S Unrest tier%a e; and
the %later a OnStrul Finn (igen( ls The !troy iptil !assign; at
the \I'S. under the terms of Park Sent it e PIM. oils
original% ',reser% atom of unuitp st pm' treasures ruttier
than Brno 'ding rat reational tin dales for tampers. tourists.
find sportsmen Yet. to the extent flint a shirttail fram-
%%ark esisted for outdoor re( reattal. if nook et! flog \ I'S
\ational Her retition PI/inning %las %tended to the s I'S in
1,1:Ite Congress estililished t irtutillt no %haulier% guid line%
rgtirtling the ft pi of (let elopment to he supplied lit the
federal agencies or for securing protection of natural re-
sources For the and /Bureau of Load \loriuge-
mewl there 11115 no %Minton mention of outdoor rerreo
tom until the Multiple I "se and Sustained Yield At t o1 Pam
and the Chissification and Multiple f "se At f re-
sreto 1dt flint et er. Congress designated no pro ;lit
uniting the uses authoring! In these ,lets. !eating to the
agencies broad dist return for allocating land use

ollairing llorld War II. ref rention in demand h'o'ed
as the rountrt 's population became larger. no her. and
more mobile Intensit e use of national parks and
nommen ts began to result in severe ilornag to their
fragile resouri es and wildlife

!hilt rerentlt has thene been a self -roost finis and
integrated concern lit the federal got ernmnt it oh the
recreation nerds of the nation in the formation of
the ()indoor Het:ralm; ReSinirreS Het u n COMMISSUM
(()I(Iinn lo Congress st mliolutgil a change in federal
oni-ern front the prise' Winn of outsfeintling st unit me-

SOU rces fn at live piton qualm] in the prot Sinus of outdoor
recreation As it result of its Iteport In Congress titul the
I'testtlent in 1(162. and of professitmol r oncern. Congress
and the exettitie but l (Hied Ina number of not s
Crente strtidure for mail/nil' re, retit ton

.-111 federal lands-mlminstring agencies hat t been
barged ht Congress and ht administroto t regulations In
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pint outdoor re, retool,' tin filvIr 11///11% It/ lilt'

Ili'' I'S IS to ,1111P/10' se fIlvfl. MI11,111111 Mid lootort-
ea ol,it a Is and 1111(1111) WO Ifni% itit for floor t opt+ totott

itrtont tool uturt Qe neroftotn. I h I S I5 In ilifin4;2c
Iona% for multiple (IS.S. 110 Itolum outdoor rot rutitto Iht-
ifI Al is ofithortied toqoporttrut It tnorutee the hinds utnIr
its lin-V.11U NM, II/SS:hill for rottnt ton tit t ordito:. In multi-
ple- 1151- print-toles. n hit It nu holt. ttottlottr rt( reotton ontl
n fhb-roes% presert usual fouler the Clow tictition 411111
Iitilfildt I "se. 1, f of VIID4 line reutton tt as wallowed to tt

extent in the \-ottonol Consert Wool Arein. I I 14)

Inl mnuntlne tlettiontl% for re, rotom on hind otIonnIS-
tertl in the Ilureau of Sport I ishenes utuf It date lo
191)8. the Depot-town! of Dlem o us outhortietl toe urrt
out u protzrain of !within outdoor rot nation on manor%
re;ertation% 'I hr .11-:(: 1.1tionit Vot.os Control...dont in-
+wt.-ws the outhorttt to mini}) ifs hinds for 'with( outdoor
ore ro.otion. olthtfugh not in oxpress IttrmS

"rhy Vvilnt1 lett er Conont%stont 15 rtolutrotd
statute to con Stilt' r nor notion; to the. Itren%tog of resent tors
The \rmt Corps of Engineers find the flureuti n( !WITH -
!MI] 1/ro direr foil hr It full «opoderution to rot rtttufn
(mil fish and ts flab te munageliten1 is purposes of the

tt aier resources profit f s In the I eilertil It user Prole(
lir, rout ton Art

Alternative Policies The monumental task of coordinating these agenties.
and National Goals .1(.1i%ities is the function of the Burimil of Outdoor

Recreation MORI. Himmel-, an examination of some
Inroad polic implications and national goals for lei-
sure relating to outdoor recreation land ma) indi-
cate that coordination is not enough. A presidential
task force or special commission mat be required to
clarif the problems and propose legislation At pres-
ent. the range of alternath es is seen as follows:

1 Clarif the role of the federal. state. and local
governmentr and of private landowners in provid-
ing outdoor recreation opportunities

'111:rntan I) Roth and : \ssu, tate% Outdoor lire mot Iiin t se Of
the Public Lands illerkeltn. Calif liermtti I) Ruth and .\5511-
i bites. 19691 pp 1-7
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a. Create by act of Congress a Department of
Recreation for the federal management of out-
door recreation.

b. Create by act of Congress a Department of
Natural Resources to simplif the federal man-
agement of outdoor recreation.

c. Distribute aspects of the federal outdoor rec-
reation management role among federal age-1-
cies b functional responsibilit.

d. Create a new Office of Outdoor Recreation in
the Executive Office to coordinate federal
policies for oltdoor recreation.

e. Enact legislation which incorporates Congres-
sional polic for outdoor recreation for each
federal agency.

f. Create executive public outdoor recreation
policies through the president's advisory Com-
mittee (RAC). Executive policies applicable to
agencies or departments not represented in
RAC would he promulgated b executive order.

g. Enact legislation through Congress to rational-
ize i ht. federal organization for dealing with
oudoor recreation.

h. Define outdoor recreation to insure that Con -
gressionally determined recreation values will
be applicable.

i. Reduce federal outdoor recreation hind man-
agement responsibilities ht act of Congress to
include onl :esignated national values.

2. Develop standards for allocating public land to
outdoor ret reation use.

a. AI locan. only land meeting the following con-
dition; to exclusive recreation use:

(I) A large el fective demand has been dem-
0 nst rated.

(2) The land has unique or unusuall good
recreation possibilities.
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(3) There are no feasible alternatives for
recreation.

b. No tract of land should be designated for a
single use unless it does not lend itself to other
uses. If, after an area has been allocated to
exclusive recreation use, other valuahle uses of
:he land show up. the future use of the land
should be reconsidered in light of the then
current competing uses and the alternative
opportunities for each of these uses.

c. Allow for land with unique or unusually good
recreation potential that would be lost or
diminished by other uses to be given a tentative
designation. This designation would insure the
preservation of the land's condition if demand
for the kind of recreation for which it is suited
is anticipated to be great enough by the year
2000 to warrant allocation to recreation.

d. Require that Section 10 lands (public domain)
can be allocated to exclusive or preferred rec-
reation use where the purpose of the manage-
ment unit is recreation only by act of Congress

e. Establish final goals before more Section 10
land is allocated to the wilderness system.

f. Enlarge the scope of the Wilderness Act
studies to include all federally owned land
qualifying for wilderness by size and absence
of man's work.

Adopt a formal buffer zone policy for all wild-
erness areas: buffer zones would be established
outside and/or inside wilderness areas.

g.

Our stage of civilization is not going to depend upon
what we do when we work so much as what we do
in oui time off. The moral and spiritual forces of
our country do not lose ground in the hours we are
busy on our jobs their battle time is the time of
leisure. We are org.sizing the production of leisure.
We need better organization of its consumption.

Herbert Hoover
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h Reorganize national outdoor recreation agen-
cies on a regional basis.

Define standards for the use and protection of
the en ironment in a national outdoor recrea-
tion plan applicable to all public recreation
land.

Establish standards for the development of fa-
cilities on federal lands and for grants to states
for development of facilities on state and lo-
cally ow nevi land.

k. Prevent the overuse of wild lands li limiting
or channeling recreation to other outdoor
facilities.

I. Include outdoor recreation as a benefit in the
cost-benefit analses of the Bureau of Reclama-
tion and the Army Corps of Engineers.

m Require federal agencies administering out-
door recreation to make a more detailed inven-
tory of their lands to determine the best rec-
reation uses. These agencies should use simi-
lar, if not identical, inventory systems.

n. Base the outdoor recreation plan for the nation
on a primary evaluation of recreation re-
sources and needs.

o. Include more criteria than simple acreage re-
quirements in outdoor recreation space stan-
dard requirements.

'i. Develop standards to minimize conflicts among
outdoor recreation, other resource outputs, and
other uses.

I

a Develop a universally applicable guide that
spells out, in order of importance, the elements
to he considered in conflict of use problems.

b. Subject uses that entail an irreversible change
in the land to more rigorous requirements than
other competing uses.

c. Provide statutory authority to ration recreation
and nonrecreation use of wilderness areas,
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national parks. national monuments. and na-
tional recreation areas.

d Gke priority to outdoor iecreation land use
designations.

e Require that land use allocations receke pub-
lic review. at least at the regional level, to
assure adheren' :e to national for regional(
goals.

4. Develop financing methods for the acquisition,
development. and maintenance of outdoor recrea-
tion fat:11111w,, and develop pricing policks for
entry upon and use of outdoor recreation fa-
cilities

a. Eliminate all entry tees and establish a user
fee system for all public lands.

b Require by law both entrance and user fees
in all cases because the user receives a direo
benefit.

c Prohibit by law all entrance and user fees

d Consider entrance and/or user fees primarily
as revenue measures.

e Consider entrance and user charges primarily
as control measures.

f. Reinstate the Golden Eagle program %%.ith on
annual national, area, and daily pass option.
Place financial control over outdoor recreation
in the 1308.

h. Finance outdoor recreation by creating a na-
tional outdoor recreation budget

5 Prepare uniform policies, procedures, and prac-
tices for concessionaries for outdoor recreation
facilities.

g,

a. Develop all recreation facilities on public
lands, beyond those providing for the basic
needs of users, on a concession basis under the
supervision of the federal agency whose land
is involved.
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b. Alloy federal agencies to tonstrutt and Or op-
erate recreation facilities onl atter !mud! ie
advertising has faded to attract pm ate
interests.

i Give federal land management agencies an-
thont to make construction and operating
loans to concessionaries furnishing public ser-
vices to recreation users of public lands

d Require b statute that all capital investments
for facilities be financed b the federal gov-
ernment.

e. Establish uniform concession policies and pro-
cedures for all federal land management
agencies.

6 Develop policies for the retention and disposition
of public lands for recreation uses.

a Create by act of Congress a legislative polic
favoring maxinoim retention of public knil for
outdoor recreation.

b. Grant land selection rights to state and local
government entities in lieu of Land and Water
Conservation Fund distributions.

c. Modify the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act to make it applicable to all types of Sec-
tion 10 lands, instead of onl those classified
for disposal, and remove the requirement that
only 640 acres per year can be sold to any
political subdivision or nonprofit organization
in a state. The act permits, however, sales of
up to 6,400 acres per sear in up to three sep-
arate sites to a state or state agency.

d Sell public lands for outdoor recreation pur-
poses at fair market value onl., .

e 'Transfer Section 10 lands to state, county, or
local governments for recreation use only if the
present use is mostly for day or weekend use.

f Transfer some recreation lands suited to non-
federal recreation needs, temporard or per-
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rnanentl% to stale. t egional. or local go% ern-
tnents

Enact b act of Congress an omnibus statute
covering the disposal of federal lands for out-
door recreation

7 De% elop federal acquisition policies for land hu
outdoor recreation.

a. Enlarge the Land and Water Conser%ation
Fund specificall for land acquisition in states
with less than 15 percent federal land.

I) Amend the Land and Water Conservation Fund
Act to require greater proof of need. Need
should he determined b proposals in recrea-
tion plans developed with reference to the
area's needs. special historic or scenic consid-
erations. and established priorities. Recom-
mendations are based on goals and objectives.
population. resources. and standards.

c. Require by statute and administration direction
the purchase of in holdings in designated rec-
reation areas as rapull as possible.

d. Require by statute and administrative direction
the division of federal agency inholdings into
manageable units.

e. Declare through Congress a national poln: of
securing adequate physical access through
private land to public recreation lands.

f. Establish through Congress a national program
to provide highwa access to major areas of
public land

Alum and light-hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me leading wherever I
choose.

Walt Whitman
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8. Develon a national policy for open space. outdoor
recreation, conservation, and preservation.

a. Establish by act of Congress a national policy
for open space. outdoor recreation, conserva-
tion, and preservation which will provide a
basis for the review of federal, state. and local
projects and a basis for the allocation of
money.

b. Establish by act of Congress a national policy
for open space. outdoor recreation, conserva-
tion, and preservation which will be integrated
with a national policy of urban land develop-
ment.
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I hope to cover M 0 fields of vital importance to an
deliberation on the future of Leisure and the Qualu
of Life. commercial recreation and industrial rec-
reation.

It would have been most helpful if some commercial
recreation personnel and manufacturers had at-
tended this conference.

The fastest griming business in A merit.'
is the leisure market Affluent Ameru.ans. %%Rh more
time and mone). to spend than ever before. boomed
leisure into an 83-billion dollar business in 1969 '('his
figure lops the current national ouda for national
defense Manufacturers of ever thing from croquet
sets to cabin cruisers are finding business profits in
the leisure market.

Mans hell-krmn companies are diversifying
into the recreation equipment business through at-
quisition and expansion. Examples include:

thimm %Nod(' Orhindo. Florida Model (:16
1: S Steel Commin% Air Irdt,e1
Hruriii%ick Corporation Nlotel%

!bifida% Inn% Camp Cronmlii Ureetiurn

Abbott 1.,dmrdlerimi 1 aulllrti. Rubber tommin%
thimble (lit and --Creilit Card Iiiismess

Refining Com pan

Mill Land Dm elopmem Irks 1.<10e.ta
Project,:
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The following is the U S News and World Report
Economic Unit Estimates on leisure spending. as of
September 15.1969

11011 AMERICANS SPEND I HEIR LEISURE MONEY*

P 65 1969
lest 1

rlhons of dollar'

1 Airplanes. athletic gear. bu..cles
boats, campers. motor scooters.
snon.mobiles, and other recrea-
tion equipment 6 8 1' _

2 Radios, TVs, records, musical
instruments 60 90

3 Books. magazines. newspapers 4 9 6 3

4 Admission to movies games.
other events 1 8 2.1

3. Camping. fishing, golf. partici-
pant amusements 1 3 1 8

6 Garden marials 1 0 1 3

7 Radio-TV repairs 1 0 I 3

8 Clubs and fraternal organi-
zations 0 9 1 1

9 Race-track receipts 0 7 0 9

In Other "personal consumption"
activities 2 0

Total 38 2

II

S26 8 S

Note. Categories do not add to totals because of rounding

*Source 1965 11 S Department of Commer«.. 1969 Lsti males to
tISN&WR Eronomo tiro!

The following are my personal thoughts regarding
the commercial side of recreation:
1. If the recreation market is so profitable to the

equipment manufacturer and sporting goods
dealer, why shouldn't the industrial recreation
profesqion share in the profits through research
grants nd other types of promotions?
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2. In some cities, the managers and proprietors of
commercial recreation facilities serve more peo-
ple than school. private. or public recreation
personnel. Where do they fit into our professional
picture? Should the school and/or city build their
own facilities in competition?

Yesterday,' Dr. Douglass and Bill Ewald. Jr.. led us to
believe the leisure time problem would he a long
time coming, but I do not agree The problem is real
enough when we consider the fact that 130 million
Americans will be under 35 by 1976. each with 2.500
hours of leisure time per year

Billions must be spent for new schools which
could be built on the combination park-school-rec-
reation center plan. School boards and city councils
must plan together for the best interests of their
community. Richmond, California is an example of d
community planned so that each neighborhood has
an integrated 12-acre site 3 acres for scho)I, 3 acres
for park space, and 6 acres for playground. Why not
plan a 12-month school year with credit given for
camping and family vacations/

Personally. I feel we need more. not less, teach-
ing of recreational skills in our schools. A recreation
counselor in each high school is a must. To alleviate
the shortage of recreation areas, housing develop-
ments should be required by law to leave proportion-
ate acreage for recreation use. Actually, this would
increase the value of the subdivisions and make
them more saleable.

All present public and private recreation facili-
ties will, of necessity, have to he doubled to accom-
modate the increasing public demand. Now is the
time to acquire the land. This will take aggressive
leadership.

Those of us in industry know we will he dealing
with a work force of 100 million, of which over 30
million will be women. There will be as many blue-
as white-collar employees. In all likelihood, we will
work a 36-hour week, with a month vacation and
eight paid holidays, Individual incomes will he up
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50 percent. and unemploNment will hold around 0
million There will he much mot ing of compant per-
sonnel from plant to plant. and min h shifting of
plans and fluctuati,ins of growth lines 1Ve can ex-
pect more part-time workers. espei hilIN tt omen and
children. and better educated workers-- mans of
them college graduates tt ith good recreation skills

Tomorrow's plant will he built like a college
campus, outside ON limits and will include excel-
lent recreation facilitiesespecially for on-the-job
rehabilitation. Mani will hat e their own fitness labs
and golf courses. On-the-job training and adult edu-
cation departments with heat y cmjniasis on cultural
subjects will be prominent

Gigantic helicopters will fly commuters to roof-
top parking lots. jets will span the Atlantic in three
hours, and a weekend safari to Africa will be as com-
mon as a fishing trip to northern Wisconsin. Indoor-
out(loor pools with special artificial ice features will
add to Near-round sports participation. All types of
musical units will !)e prominent features in business
establishments.

Complete cities will be built for retirees with
every consideration for their special needs. includ-
ing both indoor and outdoor recreation areas.

Bowling, golf, swimming. hunting, and fishing
will top the list of family sports. Golf balls will be
equipped with tiny radio transmitters whose "beep
beep" will make them easy to find.

Domestic and foreign travel to our national parks
will be so heavy that permits will be issued a Near
in advance. To alleviate the shortage of city park
areas, a new system of parks will be created in the
sky. These parks, built on air rights over (AIN blight
areas, will have plastic domes. as will our school
playgrounds, with year-round controlled climate.
Artificial turfs will simplify maintenance of golf
courses-parkways. Weeds will he obsolete.

Full course meals will be condensed in one
little capsule (no dish washing) and our clothing will
he disposable. doing away with Washing and ironing,
Maybe we should adhere to the formula for stay-
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ing ming used b the great Satchel Paige. who
now in his fios. and still pitching

1 Avoid tried meats which angr up the blood

2 If 'sour stomach disputes 'ou, he down and pacif
it with cool thoughts.

Keep the juices flowing b jangling around gentl
as ou move.

4 Co ver lightl on the %ices. such as carrNing on
in societ. The social ramble ain't restful

5 Avoid running at all times.

6 Don't look hack Something might he gaining on
you

Bases for Recreation Planning

In September 1957, the Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science devoted the
entire issue to "Recieation in the Age of Automa-
tion As anchorman of that fine issue, Annal Presi-
dent James C. Charlesworth, set forth a bold eight-
point program in the form of an agenda for recrea-
tion in the 1960s. A quick review of this eight-point
program sets the stage for any attempt to prognosti-
cate the recreation policies and goals for industry in
the next decade:

1. The enjoment of leisure should be an end in
itself.

2. Recreation skills should he compulsorib. taught all
through the period of school attendance.

3. Recreationists should not participate in ancillary
correctional and curative programs.

4. The administrative basis for public recreation
should be broadened.

5. Public recreation should he financed out of the
public education budget.

6. Emphasis should he placed on programs for late
teenagers and for elderly persons.
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7. Land for future recreation facilities should be ac-
quired as quickly as possible.

8. The professional preparation of recreation per-
sonnel should be broadened.

George Eastman, former president of the Eastman
Kodak Company, best sums up our situation with the
equation, "What we do in our working hours deter-
mines what we have in the world. What we do in our
leisure hours determines what we are.-

This brings to mind a 100-word award-winning
essay submitted by an American Indian describing a
picture in a farm publication of a deserted farm-
house in a Bullied field:

Picture show white man crazy Cut down trees Make big
Tim Plow hill, water wash Wind blow soil Grass gone
Door gone Window gone Whole piece gone Buck gone
Squaw gone Papoose too No chuck away No pigs. No
corn No plow No hay No pony

Indian no plow land Great spirit make grass Keep
grass. Buffalo eat grass Indian eat buffalo Ifide make
Tip', make moccasin Indian no make terrace All time eat
No hunt lob No hitch hike No ask relief No shoot pig No
build dam No give dam Indian waste nothing Indian no
work White man crazy

In 1964 Mayer and Brightbill foresaw the following
factors influencing recreation in the seventies:

1. There will be more people.
2. Earning a living will he only a part-time job.

There will be a shorter workweek, more and
longer vacations, earlier retirements, and more
unemployment.

3. People will be healthier, live longer, and enjoy
greater physical and emotional fitness.

4. People will be more mobile.

5. People will he better informed.

6. Urbanization will continue to project into metro-
politan areas.

7. Personal values, interests, skills, and competence
will become more significant.
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8 People will have more money to spend. Purchas-
ing power for Ir 'sure will increase.

Recreation tomorrow will be as strong as its leaders.
It needs to be used for self-fulfillment and for crea-
tive and cultural development. Professional needs
for recreation development include:

1. Policy CenterNational Recreation Policies
Commission

2. Federal recreation service on a permanent basis
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

3. Committee Coordination Council public and
voluntar recreation agencies

4. Research

Erasure of inequalities in recreation opportunities

6. Government acceptance of responsibility at all
levels

7. Accent on leadership.

Here, then, are a few _projections for the 1970s b
the Research Institute of America that may happen
and will certainly influence leisure:

1. The youth movement will decline in favor of ma-
turity. The effects of youth cults may be the fol-
lowing:

a. Drugs will he like candy.

b. Smut will lose its profitability.

c. Cleanliness will return as a business mark.

d. Advocates of communalism will develop new
art forms.

2. Women will be equal or superior to men.

3. Law and order will return, beginning at the com-
munity level.

4. Business and industry will have to absorb built-in
social costs.

a. Social goals will get top priorit.
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b. Credit will be available only under the strictest
regulations

3 College will be available to everyone. Skill train-
ing schools and small private school:: for the
gifted will be built

6. Many of the major diseases will be eliminated
Life spans will he increased by 10 years. as aging
will he delayed. Drugs will keep mind and body
.-.00n(1.

7. Life will be easierno smog. reduced pollution.
controlled weather.

I would like to close with my favorite quote from
Milton:

To each is given a hag of tools.
A shapeless muss . a book of rules
And each must make ere life is flown
A stumbling block or a stepping stone
Isn't it funn that P-inces and Ki. 45
And clowns who caper in sawdust rings
And little people like you and me
Can be Giants .. of Etern it) .'

It's your choicewhich shall it he A decade of rec-
reation growth or a decade of decay?
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The Pleasure Explosion And Its Dollar Power

1965

1969
lest

(billions of $) Inc rease

Spending for recreation sports
equipment. reading matter, sport-
ing events, other personal con-
sumption products and at-6%01es 26 8 38 2 43'

Vacations and recreation trips
in U S 2511 35 It 40'

Travel abroad 38 52 37',
Second homes 09 1S 67'

Swimming pools 1 1 1 4 27' ,

Vacation land lots 07 13 86'

Total 58 3 82.6 42'

Pleasure industries have been grossing at an a'. erage rate of neor-
is, 6 billion dollars a sear since 1965, with no limit in sight

Sources American Automobile Assn US Dept if Commerce Recrei-
tumid Vehicle Institute. International Scum mobile Incluse-1. Assn Na-
tional tits] MMinit Pool Institute, US Dept of Housing and Urban Dm. el-
opment 1469 estimates - USN & AYR Et momo Unit

The Travel - For -Fun Industry

At Home

How Americans w ,lend 35
billion dollars on ation and
pleasure travel this :ear

of dollars)

Food

I.odiunq

Trao .portation

Entertainment. Other
Expenses

Total

95

95

80

80

35 0

Source American Automobile
.ciation

Source, 11 S Dept of Com-
merce

Abroad

Where 3 9 million Americans
spent 4 7 billion dollars
ahroad last s, ear

Europe,
Mediterranean

Canada

Mexico

West Indies,
Central America

Snuth America

(millions
of dollars)

993

820

630

325

87

Asia, Other Places 167

Plus. 1 7 hillion dollars for the
Lost of getting there
And This year, 4 2 millinn
Americans are expected to go
abroad, spend 5 2 billion dnl-
lars on their junkets
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Versia Metcalf

Re( ieutioral aml Conservation Chairman
United Auto IVoikers
Los Angeles, California

Role of Unions in Sinc,, the inception of the United Auto korkers
Leisure Planning (UAW), we've been aware that we must not onl

serve our members in the area of collective bargain-
ing, but also must interest ourselves 'n the welfare
of citizens as a :hole. Since all our membeis are
citizens and are affected by the environment around
them, the UAW International Executive Board in 1967
established two departments, the Depaibaent of
Conservation and Resource Development and the
Department of Recreation and Leisure-Time
Activities

Technology is changing the character and pos-
sibilities of life outside the plant and office and is
opening up a new frontier of living

Our union has hardl begun to take on this chal-
lenge of coping with the new possibilities that lie in
the use of nonwork time. Leisure as a part of this
nonwork time is not just rest, not just recreation, not
just having time to kill. Leisure is an attitude which
permits us to get the most out of our free time, not
only by doing the things we've always wanted to (.10,
but by discovering a lot of things tLat we've never
had or thought of before.

In a society where spiritual Lfe is at the core of
man's existence, leisure activities can contribute new
understantling.., and satisfactions in our search for
the good Ilk The brotherhood of man and man's
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service to mankind can often find expression and ful-
fillment in recreation and leisure activities

We have developed a strategy to get the most out
of our nonwork time in terms of self-developm,,iii
and self-fulfillment, and in the 0,.:,rdli improvement
of the quality of lifc. This is both an immediate and
l3rig-term challenge. It is not separate from, but
rather is a vital part of any comprehensive effort to
enhance the overall qu:dity of life.

The young people of ow countr have compul-
sory school time which parallels the work time of
adults. They too, however, have free time which can
and must he used to develop recreation skills which
will lead toward self-satisfaction and self-fulfillment
The must have an opportunity to find self-expres-
sion in writing, painting, and other creative arts. Our
youth must also have the opportunity to contribute
toward making our cities and countries d better envi-
ronment for living as well as working.

UAW Leisure Goals The UAW six goals in the Department of Recreation
and Leisure-Time Activities are:

1. Institute a comprehensive education and leisure
program for all local unions stressing the value of
wholesome leisure opportunities in a societ with
expanding nontime work,

2. Mobilize and educate our members in promoting
the grouping and coordinating of UAW's self-
service agencies (including leisure-time agencies
or the neighborhood bases) in order that these
services may be more readily acceptable to the .e
they are designed to serve. This famil-center
concept will enable us to better meet various so-
cial needs of our citizens.

Leisure is freedom from necessity of being oc-
cupied, and is incompatible with necessity, obliga-
tion or pressure. Real leisure means doing something
solely because you want to do it. Or doing nothing
for the same reason.

Sebastian de Grazia
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3. Encourage local unions to plan and conduct
family-oriented activities, which then allow fam-
ilies to become better educated 1,. the obiecthes
of the union. The use of community resources in
the planning and conducting of these activities
can offer opportunities not often attainable within
the confines of the local union's buildings and
grounds

4. Alert our membership to the reality that wiser use
of nonwork time is a strong, effective weapon
against many health problemsphysical, mental.
and emotional. This entails working through the
community structure to see that activities are used
effectively as preventive tools.

5. Clearly distinguish the role that leisure activities
must play in retirement planning and retire ent
living.

6. Expand the basic understanding of the term rec-
reation beyond the outdated and narrow concept
of athletic games for a few talented individuals
so that it includes a great variety of activities and
interests as well as all members, their families,
and their fellow citizens.
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Role of the

National Assembly
for Social Policy

and Development

IMPEE off

Jack Stumpf
Professor of Social Work
Son Diego Stole College
Son Diego. California
Member. Notional Colin( it of Pali( and
Development. New York

Eduard Lindeman's book Leisure, A National Issue
is the first basic statement on leisure as a national
issue in the United States. The book was published
in 1939 when in fact the federal government did have
a people-oriented national leisure program. Linde-
man, a distinguished professor of social philosophy
and social work. was the national director of recrea-
tion and cultural activities in the Work Projects Ad-
ministration, Tennessee Valley Authority, and sev-
eral other major federal programs where the real
input was directed to people. I felt esterday that
most of the speakers were directing their comments
to a people approach with respect to q iality of life,
and to people planning in relation to leisure.

The National Assembly for Social Policy and De-
velopment is an organization composed of almost
all of the national voluntary and federal agencies
which have a concern for social welfare policy.
broad social policy. and development, It's an old
organization whose real heart is a working group of
some four or five handred leaders who are mostly.
in their on communities, leaders of major organi-
zations. but also national voluntary leaders. There is
great emphasis on the use of leisure. The National
Assembly, which usually regards itself as a national
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social-planning organization (with some qualifica-
Wink aims to stimulate and guide planning In com-
mon with other voluntary organizations. it lacks suf-
ficient resources and influence to do national plan-
ring in our society where national planning comes
up against the natural conflict among special
interests

Nature of Planning in the same cl I think that we're increasingly we-
ing that planning is really not comprehenswe plan-
ning. which scarcely can exist in our kind of society
Because of our pluralistic interests. scattered re-
sources, and distribution of power. all we can do is
some very sharp planning in special areas from time
to time. As justice Cardona wrote in the Supreme
Court ruling to make the Social Security Act consti-
tutional. what is crucial and important changes wt.,
the times If for no other reason than that, we cannot
expect truly comprehensive planning. men in a held
such us leisure

I thought one of our speakers skillfully identi-
fied the problem of rectifying or adjusting long-
range planning Ytith short-term planning. Ai't t the
hest we can do in our society is to establish some
long-range goals aid then do the kind of zigzagging
we do in society over a short-term period. There is
no evidence whatsoever that any major national
issue in the United States lasts more than about two
to three years. We have simply redefined and re-
labelled the problems in order to deal with them
Currently, we are experiencing a shift of interest
from the poverty program to ecology and conserva-
tion. This latter issue simply did not exist seven
months ago. I can refer you to about 10 major articles
which said that there simply was not enough politi-
cal interest in conservation or ecology. All of those
major articles were published within the last three
years, one of them six months ago

Social policy means identifying a social goal with
a settled course of action A policy is not simply a
social goal; it is a goal and a settled course of action
Essentially, policies are always directed toward two
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goals. either changing Or impim ing indw 'duals of
changing and Immo\ mg institutions

At thi, conjprente. we ha\ e nut green enough atten-
tion to the necessan imprm (mien' of the institu-
tional polo hich is the basic. gut le\ el aim IV rela-
tion to leisure and the qualit of life. Planning in the
lei: ire field is. more than an thing else. provid-
ing opportunities for individuals The National As-
sembl has taken this stance for over 2(1 ears

Leisure planning ao has to do with pros iding
some ihrectw es to organizations Leisure is percei (1
as a major s stem b er few people But it is a M
10111. one composed of at least 30 different s stems
within it. including commercial recreation It is influ-
enced b collateral s stems such as public recrea-
tion. commercial recreation. health. land use plan-
ning, transportation, commercial sports, hunting.
fishing. and libraries. I'm taken with the fact that

e'e had ver little discussion about indRulual par-
ticipation. such as in poetry. art, and reading Also.
the w hole holida s\ stem affects us I would sin that
until we. as individuals and perhaps as representa-
tives of organizations. know much more than we now
know. we will need to make our major effort in in-
fluencing these important subs stems of leisure.

Because leisure is not a crucial issue in the pub-
lic mind, our job is to see that it is percimed as such
b national and local leaders. We do this by looking
at some of the major subs stems. doing as well as we
can and on a short-term basis We will see that we
have to zig and zag to get political feasibilit But in
the long run. through our zigging and zagging. we
must alwas be moving upward toward some of the
major national goals which I hope we can eventuall
set on a long-term basis.
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Joaquin Acosta

Executive Assistant to the President
Loyola University
Los Angeles. California

°ME

A university in a large city can act as your agent of
change and, mote primarily, as the agent of the citi-
zenry who need so much helpwhether the Issue
involves recreation, better streets, or sewer assess-
ment. There ace some very traditional channels in
effecting change which all of us have gone through
the legislative boards of our profession, the UAW.
the League of Women Voters, the P.T.A., organiza-
tions professionally allied with a university, and
others.

You've spent three days in trying to deal with
solutions to issues which may benefit all of us in 10
or 15 years or maybe even tomorrow. If you have
tried the traditional channels and have been rebuffed
and frustrated by them, you have to look to new
sources. Otherwise, the political process will absorb
and dilute you and you will he lost because you
really haven't effected any change at all. If you con-
fro:.: the process and work at city hall and at the
courthouse, you're going to get these things changed.

The University of California has at each of its
nine state campuses a model program called Project
"70.- It is based on the belief that the university has
a relationship to the community in many facets and
an identifiable mission in society'. At the University
of California there are professors and researchers
who have expertise in such diverse fields as art,
ethnomusicology, recreation, urban planning, pub-
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lic health, labor relations. transportation. and sato%
engineering Project "70- is a new el fort the presi-
dent's office to mobillie the talents of these everts
in environmental qualits controls It is hoped that
eventually the program will be of great sell ice to the
California legislature

The project operates in the following manner A
campus representati e volunteer', to act on behalf
of the urns ersity. lie works and talks on a one-to-one
basis with those in the state who make dei,isions
The campus representative is not a lobbsist or tl puh-
In: relations person. and set he is both of these I le is
identifying for a person who will decide on scab
local issues as whether the fire department or a con-
tract service should he responsible for the transpor-
tation of sick persons to the local hospital. The uni-
versity representative sass, "We have public health
experts who can supply you with some of these

answers."
I don't think that our university is oils a politi-

cal arena. It is part of all arenas in this state, politi-
cal and otherwise: UCLA's involvement happens to
he a fight for survival. In California the feeling on
education is very negative. Every year we fight for a
budget that we hope will continue to meet the needs
of our students

If we are going to move away from those kinds
of issues that always say a university has to lobbs I

suggest that associations such as yours can benefit
from a program like oursthe Design for Improve-
ment with Communications with the Elected Repre-
sentatives. It functions in a very simple way. We've
determined that our direct targets are locdi govern-
ment officials and certainly state legislators State
legislators ,ome from local district areas. They are
influenced by the local mayor and city councilmen.
So the spin-off and returns are great. The account-
ability levels are very much there. although they
may not always be evident to the citizens We inform
the legislators and government officials what our
campus can possibly do for them and show them the
kinds of activities that are going on. We sit them
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down On innertace operations so they t an hod out
how our research programs Lan help them sod e the
problems they ha e to deal with. such as determin-
ing whether the fire department or another unit
should carry the sick to the hospital I doubt it an%
o''-er university uses its institution in quite this
context.

liniversities are not just academic communities
They are places where change can be effected.
That's why students have locked in on the urns ersity
campuses. They know people are going to listen
and they have a chance to talk

We have the mobilization of people who work
with reality by joining together creative forces with
the realistic practitioner. This provides an opportu-
nity for the academic who has spent a lifetime in his
discipline to determine the best possible solutions to
solve problems. fie finds himself working with a
chief administrative officer of a large city who. with
his staff, is try ing to solve problems that will benefit
all the citizens of his city as well as of his state. And
what happens? The university's public image is im-
proved: the solutions to its problems le g.. budget
concerns) may be accomplished in legislation through
local ordinances; and the university has identified
itself in a more important and viable way to its
community.

I think it's a mistake if you don't regard your
local university as an important means of effecting
change in your city. It isn't just a place for students
to pursue an educational program. or for spectator:,
to attend football games, or for alumni to get to-
gether and enjoy themselves. It is a much more im-
portant place today, and the press that presents the
university in a negative fashion does a great dis-
service. Perhaps if universities begin to accept the
kind of commitment we've suggested you consider
take the policies of your associations and move them
into a legitimate action orientationthen they will
be identified as a viable part of society
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Loyola University
Los Angeles. California
President
Federation of Community Coordinating Com ls

Introduction I am here as a lay representative of the people whom
you serve. Therefore, I am already a success, at least
psychologically. Edward Stainhrook made a couple
of comments about the temper of the citizenry. My
remarks are based upon 25 years of about 20 hours
a week volunteering my time with people. I pres-
ently serve on the largest program in the nation, the
Economic-Youth Opportunity Board. It deals with
people who are not even eating let alone recreating.
I also have the privilege of sitting on three of the
largest negative groups nowthe Drug Abuse Coun-
cils of both the County of Los Angeles and the City
of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles School District
which has 750,000 children. Participation in these
activities has enabled me to have a little bit of the
feel of people. This doesn't suggest that you don't I

thin' ere's a misconception in our society that says
becau..e you're a professional, you don't know peo-
ple. That's poppycock. You're a person, too: you live
in a community, belong to Coe P.T.A., participate in
the scouts, etc. You have the same kind of thing. But
I think I can bring you an even broader cross-section.

Needs for Leisure I concur with Douglas Hofe's statement that "Money
alone will not do it unless there is consistent pur-
poses and plans." He also said, "This is most funda-
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Problems in

Planning

mental that, people are yelling and screaming
There's a need for greatly improved coordination of
all efforts, be the in education, be they in contrib-
uting to our leisure time, and so on." This is the feel-
ing of people once you exnl. in the problem The
people who stop coordination !.,unetimes represent
the best of interest groups of the professionals It
also was said, "We must mobilize total local effort in
the solution of leisure time problems.- Amen: You
must use everyone. You cannot do it alone. No one
should look to receiving credit for doing it. Who
cares who gets the credit'? The important thing is to
bring the people together -all organizat.ons, both
public and private, including commercialin an
effort to make some inroads into this massive con-
cern we have.

Hofe said that leisure is too little time, not too
muca time. Many people feel that. They're trying to
mike a living just to fill their stomachs. He also said
that it takes time to consume leisure. Time is becom-
ing more scarce. We do something because it doesn't
require a lot of time. These may have implications
into the kinds of programs and activities you, as rec-
reation professionals, might put forth.

I think one of the most important comments
Hofe made was, "We are substituting goods for
time." Also, "There will be diminishing satisfaction,
especially when we must maintain these particular
goods." We have to be involved with the risk that
people might not get much from the programs we
offer. So they're seeking out other kinds of things.

William Ewald commented that -The simple answer
for the next 30 years will be, there is no simple an-
swer.- I think it's fantastic. It gets me off the hook. I
don't have to find an answer, but at least I'm trying.
He also said that these are epoch times. The people
say that our institutions are failing. We must look at
everything we're doing that involves people, includ-
ing education and leisure time. Don't be afraid, look
at it. Save those things that are good and try new
things. This is what the people are saying. We can't
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get these things through because we have a layer
of insulation that makes the decisions.

Ewald also remarked that middle-age people.
i e.. those who make the decisions for us, are also
failing us. He said they over-promise and under-
deliver The people, agree fully, although they don't
know what to do about it so they're disorganized at
times and feel very frustrated. Radical youth is fail-
ing us. But young people in general plus the older
people may truly be the answer to the things we've
been looking for. This is why I've thrown my bag in
with the young people and am working with them in
every possible way to help us. This doesn't mean
that I have abandoned the non-youthful. In fact, I

think I'm going to go to that older group now, be-
cause I'll soon be in that category, and see what I can
do with them.

Citizen Involvement Stainbrook made two or three comments that had
in Planning tremendous implication to what the lay community

is saying and feeling. People for the first time are
becoming responsible for their own direction. They
don't have control yet but they are taking it on
They are going to make a noise, not just the minori-
ties, but even those who are complacent and afflu-
ent. They. too, are going to begin to wake up. I think
that the active society we are now 'n is the most
healthy situation we could have. I'm doing every-
thing I can to activate the citizenry constructively.
Stainbrook also said we are actively in charge of our
destiny as people. I think that's good. This is coming.
I think it should have an effect upon the policies and
goals that you folks finally implement Ile also said,
"You don't know what is best for them." He's right.
Planning should involve the people for whom we
are planning.

From the various conference speakers I have
picked up some very good summaries. Item 1: In-
volve the consumer, he pays the bills. (Amen. Please
involve him on a positive basis.) Item 2: Work on the
elimination of poverty: otherwise our leisure will
certainly be structured in some other way. Item 3:
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Consider volunteer organizations in all of our plants
tVhea ou lose the volunteer citizen, ou are in ser-
ious trouble You can't pad for services only through
the tax dollar, although as we saw here a moment
ago, commercial ventures know how to attract peo-
ple when the hat e dollars Thdt people will Ii
known b their leisure activitt rather than their
occupation is significant.

All programs and policies should hat e the direct
participation of the citizenry not Just tokenism le g.,
"a- south here. "a- parent there). Bring them in,
give them a me. ask them for their ideas What
would you like to play with. what do ou want to do7
I think it'll surprise some people The should be
inv'ilved in choosing activities and deciding on bud-
goat.% items because the pa the bills. And, cer-
tionl, as individuals they need recognition. What's
wrong with being recognized? It does something for
us. Thousands of youths are staying awo from tax-
supported activities, we'd better begin to ask our-
selves w

People are asking today and will ask in the fu-
ture, what have you done with all the money we
gave you? Aren't ou accountable? In fact, its getting
to a point where they want to measure your effec-
tiveness and that's practically impossible The so.
"Show us exactly how our recreation program pre-
vented crime and delimpienc Impossible. but the
ask it anywo. Alread in Colifornia the educators
are going craz They're now going to have to ac-
count for exactlt what effectiveness they have had
on a particular child. That's impossible, but let me
reverse it. If ou involve these people in sour ac-
tivities and ideas. they will become a positive public
relations program for you and ou'll have minimal
problem:, in funding and other kinds of things.

We must be very open to change. The citizen is
reads to change. The insulative liner is stymieing
change. Therefore m message to you is involve
us, we want to help.
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Up to this point the proceedings of the progrrrn of
the ational conference on "Leisure and the Q ality'
of Life" have been presented. But this event was
more than a conference; it was a consultation involv-
ing an exciting flow and interchange of ideas among
representatives of numerous organizations and disci-
plines. In this last section are presented the sugges-
tions of the conferees concerning national goals for
leisure and policy implications for leisure and the
results of a questionnaire administered to all partici-
pants concerning (1) the relative importance of ;ei-
sure as a public concern, (2) major issues confronting
the public with regard to leisure, and (3) the role of
leisure in promoting the quality of life.
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Introduction Durmg the dosing session at which papers In Neer,
Xletca If. Stumpf, Acosta, A'oia. and Ruth were pre-
sented. the conferees were asked to submit their
ideas and suggestions concerning "national goals fur
leisure" and "ldic% implications for leisure." These
were recorded separaiel I) the conferees on three-
!). fne-inch slips of paper. A master compilation was
made of the over 500 suggestions Rather than pre-
senting a delimit% e and verbatim account of each
suggestion. repetitions and fragments of thought
were snthesized to elicit the thinking and opinions
of the conference participants. The intent here is to
gne the reader a general idea of what part of the
influential segment of the communit concerned with
leisure is thinking. The narrative does not purport
to he the last word or to set rigid guidelines The
editors feel the ideas and suggestions are compre-
hensive. some controversial, and many, provocative.

The synthesized compilation appears on the fol-
lowing pages in two primary sectionsnational goals
for leisure, and policy implications for leisure. Each
section is further subdivided to facilitate the reader
in focusing upon major areas of discussion.

It may be noted in the narrative in the two sec-
tions that differences between "goals" and "policies...
as identified b the conferees. ma not be discerni-
ble. This ma not he as important as the potentiall
far-reaching ideas themselves.
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National Goals

for Leisure

School or
Educational

Responsibilities

A learning culture must evolve in which all people
have maximum opportunity and stimulation to pur-
sue aesthetic expression and have the widest range
of learning experiences. Developed within each
person should be the ability to discern and select
among a full spectrum of creative, alternative, lei-
sure opportunities to enhance individual and collec-
tive well-being. Within this culture, people will be
better prepared to define and understand what en-
joyment is. To facilitate this national philosophy of
leisurealthough some prefer to say recreation
the goal of the United States would become "Quality
of Life." One man aptly said, "if the 1970s is the
decade of the environment, let's set aside the 1980s
for culture and aesthetics. Preparation and training
could begin now. Let's not be caught as unprepared
as we were in the seventies." And several agree
with him.

The consensus of opinion is that education will
be the tool used to implement this learning culture.
The educational process can encourage a new atti-
tude of uninhibited leisure quests insofar as these
quests do not infringe upon other people's rights or
the law. Knowledge and good use of time are not
created nor do they grow out of a vacuum. Education
for leisure must become a significant goal in educa-
tion, and on a broad frontin home, preschool, ele-
mentary and secondary schools, higher and adult
education, etc. The inculcation of an understanding
of leisure becomes a continuous, lifelong process,
not to he limited by the cessation of formal schooling.
Education can be reformed to effect an improvement
in the quality of life. As a springboard to goals, a
concrete definition of recreation and leisure must he
reached. The means to obtain this definitionin
respect to the needs and interests of all segments of
societyis the development of a broad, deep re-
search base. Coordinated research programs deal-
ing with study (education(, labor (occupation(, lei-
sure (recreation, plays, and care (rejuvenation,
health, welfare) as well as supportive systems such
as transportation and communication can expedite
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Government
(Local or National)

Responsibilities

policy development and implementation of a leisure
ethic.

Constructive use of uncommitted time must be
encouraged. This means providing educational op-
portunities for the aged as well as for the unem-
ployed. Year-round schooling might be created to
stagger vacation periods so that all may participate
in and take advantage of available leisure activities.
Also, specific leisure programs must be developed
as well as information and referral services with
comprehensive information of available recreation
opportunities.

The actualization of any program demands ex-
pert leadership. In this particular case, there must
be promotion of more effective and relevant educa-
tion of professionals for the fields of recreation.
parks. leisure behavior, and resource management.
Development and improvement of leisure leadership
preparation will lead to the establishment of high
standards and quality in the professions.

Every resource, every faction of society can he
utilized to promote this quality of lifethe media.
all governmental and social agencies. churches,
schools, unions, and commercial and private enter-
prise. With an egalitarian ordering of productive and
distributive technology, the population may he pro-
vided with satisfaction of material needs at a level of
basic well-being, independent of productive role or
ownership status. The community Lchool program
can be further developed and adopted to increase
cooperation between the school and community. An
interdisciplinary approach to planning research,
leadership. and education (funded perhaps by pri-
vate industry) can assist man in his search for iden-
tity while simultaneously promoting a strong. healthy
society.

A national commission for leisure should be ap-
pointed by the President to examine criteria for
fostering a formalized leisure ethic in our society.
This ethic might be instituted by a "right to produc-
tive leisure" act such as the "right to work" act. But
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as a preremusiie to securing leisure as a national
goal, the implications of leisure must be understood
by societ -at-large This understanding can be pro-
moted by a massive public relations program

Leisure planning must he assigned a higher lin-
orit if we wish to effect quick development of 'na-
tional recreation goals, e g , implementation of a
national recreation facilih plan origmalh due in
1968. Government should he made accountable for
degrees of accomplishment toward fulfilling prom-
ises and goals

Coordination of the efforts of all federal, state.
and local departments which have an thing to do
with leisure is necessar Government activities
aimed at the betterment of American life (education,
medical, welfare, environment, etc.) must, m turn, lie
coordinated with activities of all professional orga-
nizations, industry, church, and, particularly. \ outh
agencies. The public and private sectors, harking
together, will establish some practical guidelines for
the formation of qualit (creative) leisure activities.

Preliminary research is imperatke to resolve
the work-leisure lthic conflict, to develop a new vital
life stile which embodies the best of both ethical
systems. Essential to this research is the develop-
ment of a workable classification for leisure, one
which can pull together some consensus regarding
terms such as leisure, recreation, and free time. A
national task force could study iind publicize the im-
portance of leisure in American life. This would be
similar to the outdoor recreation task force but would
include adequate and relevant programming: as well
as facilities, based on validated needs.

With knowledge gained through research, pro-
grams for active and passive recreation for all age
groups at all levels of community can be wisely
developed. Puhlic agencies, including those on a
federal level, can plan. provide, and be responsible
for facilities in all communities for comprehensive
leisure activities, thus eliminating commercialism in
recreation. More innovative programs in the national
park system might be another offshoot of well orga-
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nized research efforts The citizenry must he en-
couraged to utilize fully natural leisure questssee-
ing. walking. group play. listening. mental enrich-
ment,

National goals must have local support A major
effort on the part of government and private organi-
zations at all ley els is required to enhance and
strengthen citizenship participation and voluntary
efforts in community. civic. and government func-
tions. particularly among economic and subcultural
groups presently denied influence People should
help local leisure planners in the attainment of com-
munity objective:, )ne man went so fac as to say,
"Develop a new government structure whereby the
newly informed public would assume a more impor-
tant role in the decisions of government. Eliminate
the lobby and pure politics of government. It would
he a consensus government

A few mentioned the need for better planning of
public for recreational use. This might he ac-
complished. at least in part, by setting up a land
density commission to equate land to people to as-
sure adequate open space relationships to people.
This commission would develop controls in retaining
productive, scenic. and recreational lands.

In order to make possible more equality in avail-
ability of leisure opportunities, every person in the
United States must have an adequate income, some
even suggest a guaranteed minimum income' and
more even distribution of income. Moreover, a na-
tional income policy, besides providing equality,
would make it economically feasible for Americans
to participate in the new leisure society. With a mini-
mum level of food, shelter, and health (sustained
without inflating the economy). with balanced in-
come and time blocks, and with adequate retirement
programs, Americans would be prepared and ready'
for a new. improved leisure outlook.

One commern bpecified a "guar inleed annual income for all
persons over 14
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National subsidies are necessary for any com-
prehensive leisure planning, i.e , for fostering the
performing arts or maintaining an environment con-
ducive to recreational pursuits and life in general
Subsidies might be created through monies gained
by elimination of the space program (at the same
time freeing people to work toward social better-
ment), or by keeping more money in the United
States with the express purpose of developing the
quality of leisure life

Leisure Opportunity Leisure should be valued not as essentially had (Cal-

for All vinism) or essentially good (hedonism). but as po-
tentially good and inherently essential The role of
leisure in a quality life must be identified so as to
achieve a balance in the social, economic, and politi-
cal processes. Desired goals of leisure can and should
be defined concomitant with work. All work situa-
tions must be made more relaxing and pleasurable
this is where men spend the greatest part of their
lives.

Everyone, regardless of race, color, age, creed.
or economic level, is entitled to partake of leisure
opportunities and in the frame of reference which
he chooses. This necessitates making free time and
leisure activities available and financially feasible
for people of all income levels. Millions of American
people have "free lima- hanging heavy on their
hands which they can't enjoy because of the limita-
tions of their economic status. Social security might
be improved towards providing meaningful pensions
and benefits. Also imperative are broad recreational
opportunities within a 25-mile radiusclose to urban
areas as well as at a distance. Participatory involve-
ment from block to woi Id levels is a must to create a
leisure era. First, however, some procedure needs to
be developed for meaningful communication to pro-
mote understanding of the leisure challenge. With
this understanding, community resources human,
physical. financial may be mobiiized to develop
plans and programs to meet the growing needs of the
leisure group. Plans shall include indoor and outdoor
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recreational facilities and all forms of creative rec-
reational activity They shall also lake into consid-
eration the quality of family life. Coordination of
forces is necessary to bring closer together what
Americans are doing and what public recreation
agencies are offering in their present and future
endeavors.

Individual Goals Lc s assume as our base philosophy that leisure ac-
hy 3s and behavior have some intrinsic worth and
nee not be justified on the basis of the social good
that may or may not result. Reaffirmation of our na-
tional purpose of ensuring the right 10 life, liberty.
and the pursuit of happiness is called for. We must
recognize "quality leisure" as a way of life. This in-
cludes an ethic for life vocation that gives both work
and leisure a meaningful base.

Environmental and educative quality (in both
product and process) will allow and encourage man
10 use his leisure in ways that are self-actualizing.
Man can develcp himself through leisure. With a
creative leisure ethic or orientation, the individual
will be able to adjust to and survive in a society
based on new socioeconomic values. Through leisure
and recreation we must further the quality of human
behaviorof "how to get along with fellow man"
other than withdrawing. Let's lift the sights of Ameri-
cans beyond their immediate frontiers to help reach
real universal human values.

To progress toward a leisure ethic, individual al-
titudes must be developed that embrace the recrea-
tional activities available and ihe individual's inter-
est and skills. Thus conceived, these altitudes will be
positive, confident, self-actualizing, and relevant to
the cultural realities. 13y investigating ongoing, con-
structive, people-involved plans and programs and
by critically analyzing and discussing alternative
new environments, plans for the future can be fortui-
tously guided. Consideration should also be given to
the improvement of balance between people and
opportunities, the creation of a meaningful, useful
diversity of leisure opportunities, the recognition of
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Special Interest
Groups

spectator leisure, and the development of retirement
as a sought-after time of life.

Youth feels that the wa to move the masses is
for the masses to move themselves. The onl
we can do that is to go down to communit levels and
talk to these people. Organize communit groups for
them to work on their own quality of living.

It is time for the current emphasis on "law and order"
to be replaced b affirmations and commitments to
freedom and diversity. First, an environment must
be provided in which national ecological balance can
flourish and leisure can play its "natural" role Next.
a department of Health, Education, and Welfare
should be established which has responsibilit for
planning priorities for the leisure environment with
guidelines for cities and slates. Better methods are
needed of providing leisure activities for inner-city.
poverty-level people methods for the distribution
of the time and economic resources among the socio-
e-onomic groups in our society. A social pohc for
the agin,; must be developed.

The actual planning will have !o be done b
segments of society. Let the aged, with their accrued
wisdom. participate more extensively in %oluntary
services. Take seriously the learnings from Roszak's
Counter-Culture and involve the counter-culture,
molutionaries, etc. in brainstorming and planning.
Ensure the participation of all minord groups
throughout the levels of AAIIPER and All).
Strengthen the department of human resources and
development to create full, meaningful emplo men!
to offset longer educational periods and earls re-
tirement.

Regarding t types of activities that might be
planned for, the following diverse suggestions were
proposed: (1) expand world Olympics and sports in
general to include perhaps it true world series in
baseball, golf, soccer, and other sports: (2) establish
a system of hostels for ttie aged at little or no cost,
(3) promote improved nursery education and child
care to release women to pursue leisure or work
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alternatix es to long-standing roles, (4) support the
deelopment of a culture of free leisure pursuits in
which private, familial, tribal, and communal forms
are enhanced or supported, (5) ilex elop park and
recreation facilities lor groups with special needy
(e.g.. the geriatric or handicapped), and (ti) !amide
educational subsidies for Noting, people who choose
alternatives to the school sstem. Everone can and
should 1.ie mobilized and in ed in the planning of
a leisure societ

Before natural resources can he preserved and re-
claimed, an ecological and/or quality of life ethic
needs to he prompled This ethic must then be imple-
mented to achieve a balance het een consumption
of natural and energ urces and their use in pro-
viding qualit'. leisure ,pportnnities. This would
entail an all-out effort to protect, conserve, improxe.
and enhance our natural and man-made enx iron-
ment, our leisure environment.

Large population areas need to he furnished
with more accessible lands All regions of the nation
must be provided with a varieh, of open space for
recreation and leisure Outdoor recreation programs
should be available to ever!, school district, kinder-
garten through twelfth grade.

One of the most imperative reforms is the mini-
mization of environmental pollution to acceptable.
livable levels. We might even need a national pupil-

To be able to fill leisure intelligently is the last
product of civilization.

Bertrand Russell

fly its failure to provide a liberal education, the
modern school system may doom democracy and
the society of the future. Educators have failed to
provide man with the proper liberal art training for
his leisure hours.

Mortimer Adler, Director of the Institute for
Philosophical Research
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Changes in the
Law

Other National
Goals for Leisure

lation policy which provides ecological balance of
humans and other life in the biosphere (perhaps a
billion humans).

A department of leisure (as opposed to a department
of labor) to manage all government functions con-
cerned with administration or coordination of leisure
services should be established. Also, determination
of policies on "best use of public land" should be
tra..sferred from the Department of Land and Inter-
ior to HEW with consultation with local communities

Standards and controls must be placed on com-
mercial recreation. All organizations making a profit
from recreation should turn back a percentage into
research. Legalize gambling as a leisure activity (note
the attendance trend at Las Vegas, Lake Tahoe, and
unknown and unaccounted for home and club ac-
tivities). Include low economic groups as a primary
consideration in the establishment of leisure activi-
ties. Redecorate the Pentagon and restaff it with rec-
reation directors. Establish a mandatory retirement
age of 35 for i,al congressmen, legislators, governors,
and presidents.

Finally, in order to effect a leisure orientation in
society, there must be time to enjoy this leisure. Per-
haps we need "right-not-to-work" laws. Or perhaps
we should revoke the Taft-Hartley law which per-
mits so-called "right-to-work" state laws and de-
prives workers of pensions and decent standards of
living, including leisure.

Identify the desirable outcomes of the leisure expe-
rience in terms of differential needs, capabilities,
and contexts. A study of tangible national goals in ef-
fective leisure prograr 3 might be the function of an
ad hoc committee of planners, architects, profes-
sionals in the recreation field, sociologists, educators,
etc. Although long-range goals in leisure are neces-
sary, comprehensive planning is not possible.

Think beyond city government the .ity hasn't
worked.
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People are clarrmering for a purpose for life. Indi-
viduals and families need goals to work toward, in-
cluding leisure goals. Research on the relationship
between leisure and human behavior and motiva-
tion must be intensified. If based on interdiscipli-
nary total organization, research can define respon-
sibilities for recreation education at the various
levels of education. System analysis procedures em-
ployed by all governmental levels. by HEW, and by
state and local education agencies (in close coopera-
tion with each other and with strong university in-
volvement) can scrutinize public educationits
goals and accomplishments.

Recreation cannot survive as a profession or
area of professional service without a systematic
method of evaluating its services. Without develop-
ing testable hypotheses, carrying out research to test
these hypotheses, and establishing a body of knowl-
edge, recreators become technicians only. Also nec-
essary are educational and environmental matrices
that will actually move their clients toward their
stated goals in terms of the qualitative use of leisure.

Leadership training and research on leisure
should be primarily the responsibility of the univer-
sity and federal government. Prepared leaders are
essential to the implementation of proposals based
on research. Greater emphasis on professional prep-
aration for the role of educators in leisure educa-
tion is a must. Courses on the philosophy of leisure
should be offered in professional education cur-
ricula so that teachers will have a broad background
and be able to implement a leisure philosophy in
their teaching of subject matter. Every teacher
should be viewed as a potential leisure !cider his
in-class and out-of-class contributions should be so
oriented. Prospective teachers need to he encour-
aged to teach their subjects in a manner that will
stimulate students to recognize the leisure potential
inherent in the subject.

Professionals other than teachers, particularly
those in the recreation field, must also be more ade
quately prepared. Better college programs in rec-
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reation and outdoor education are required Stu-
dents in training for the recreation and leisure held
should he well grounded in aging. pstchologt of
aging. etc. to equip them for service to the 50 million
retirees we will hate in 2011 Administiators and
polio- makers in industrt and got ernment (nation-
al. state, cut, counts) need to be educated The pro-
fessional must learn to practice leisure, model it,
and dem( nstrate it as his unique means of educating
for leisure

To be of any consequence, the use of leisure
must he taught from the earls school tears with
particular focus on children in their formative t,,ars,
ages three to sevenon through life. This neces-
sitates the development of lifetime recreation skills
and healthy attitudes and apt dation (including
conservation) of the natural en.ironment. If chil-
dren are educated to develop a philosophy of lei-
sure. they will be able to use their education (litera-
ture, art, dance, music, etc.) during their leisure A
part of each high school clay might be allotted to

"preparation for leisure." For one period of each
day students could involve themselves in an activity
of their choice: band, debate, painting, sports, or
even study This requirement could he Justified: it
would dovetail with the move toward flexible sched-
uling. Schools, colleges, and private agencies should
be encouraged to develop programs of avocational
counseling similar to present programs of voca-
tional counseling. Outdoor and indoor education
experiences should be an integral part of everyone's
schooling. Adult education should also assume a
ma) rr role in training and development of alterna-
tive uses for leisure,

Policies and directives might he developed for
leisure-centered education rather than work-
centered education. With a policy statement on the
role of schools in recreation, educators will be com-
pelled to act. Schools should be designed for leisure-
educational use by all age groups.

Some of the conference participants made spe-
cific suggestions in reference to schools. One par-
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tylpant ad.ocated de-emphasizing sports and ath-
letic events as part of a national program because
commercial ventures have taken over the promotion
of these acmities Another recommended thz, elimi-
nation of all subject matter requirements in schools
and collegesto the end that teachers will have to
teach in stimulating and exciting ways (or lose their
jobs because of no students) to make learning a life-
time pursuit Still another proposed a 12-month
schoolrearranging the work y ear, vacation peri-
ods. etc II was suggested also that standards and
guidelines for community schools (personnel and
programs) might be furthered.

Financing is necessary. We must pursue private
and public sources of funding for new ventures in
leisure education, including leisure counseling cen-
ters. One possibility is devoting a percentage of
taxes at all levels to the improvement of the quality
of life in leisurea portion going to research. Or
perhaps commercial groups which make money
from leisure goods and/or activities could be in-
duced to donate a portion of their profit to leisure
research and planning.

Leisure involves all factions of society: thus, an
interdisciplinary approach to planning, research,
leadership. education, etc. must he designed and im-
plemented. Leisure and recreation professionals
should he involved in and indispensable to societal
planning processes. Finally, we the public, through
the media, must be exposed to the many varied lei-
sure pursuits available. Home recreation should be
stressed and strengthened.

The power structures (political, economic, social)
must he made aware of how strongly the leisure
revolutionaries feel about their mission. A political
constituency needs to he developed to press politi-
cians and other decision-makers to take more drastic
action on critical leisure issues. Communication to
the proper national agencies can and must promote
the idea of leisure as a national issue.
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Systems need to be developed for standardizing
alternative procedures for gathering data and report-
ing concerns for leisure. These systems might be
based on a network of future-oriented, visionary
types from all sectors who think and move together
in action on leisure issues.2 A coordinated approach
to recreatim as through a cooperative interagency
council, is essential. Leisure should be placed in the
proper perspective of a national ecological (includ-
ing human resources) balance through interaction at
all personal, institutional, functional, and societal
levels. Agreement must be reached on a means of
involving ecological, sociological, psychic, and other
human values in the benefit/cost decision-making
process. In addition to professionals, lay represen-
tatives (30 percent) should be involved on all major
planning committees concerning recreation for the
masses. Such participation will involve them in the
planning of their own leisure future.

Several proposals were made for a national
committee or council which would provide a frame-
work relating the planning, coordination, and provi-
sion of leisure opportunities across the whole leisure
spectrum. This committee would be responsible for
determining, through research, the needs of the lei-
sure group, developing institutions to implement
innovative programs, and working on quality com-
munities for tomorrow. A national leisure couocil
might incorporate the services of HEW, Housing and
Urban Development, etc. Or it might be comprised
of 10 to 20 well-qualified, dedica ed leisure salesmen
and researchers who can (1) get money; (2) draw
together government, institutional, and private
groups; (3) conduct and stimulate research; and (4)
propagandize through the media. One conference
participant even suggested the formation of a na-

7There was. however. a conference participant who claimed.
"We will never he able to unify all efforts from those groups
having vested interests in leisure time and activity manipulation
-the goals are too divergent, even conflicting We don't even

speak the same language
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tional religious institution. ("Can an amoral institu-
tion qualify as the protector of our national goals
when these goals contain inherently moral implica-
tions?"1

Interim or stop-gap measures to preserve the
environment while we are developing a national
ecological policy are imperative so that when such
a policy is adopted, there will still be the raw mate-
rials to implement it. Leisure opportunities cannot
afford to be met at the expense of our unique leisure
resources; rather, opportunities and resources must
complement each other. This balance might be
achieved through the efforts of interpretative nat-
uralists. Implications which transcend the "leisure
ethic" to the "quality of life" or "environmental
ethic" must be decided upon by national referendum
since, like smog and water pollution, they trans-
cend state boundaries. Policies are also needed for
population control.

Leisure must be considered as an integral com-
ponent of comprehensive planning programs for the
1970s. General and special planners should be re-
quired to work with product planners and develop-
ers in industry. A human resources trust and natural
resources trust might be developed from levies on
any product which derives its profit from human or
natural resource input or output. International, per-
sonal, physical, and experience resource banks
could be established with all the implications of
banks in their true sense: loans, interest, savings,
etc. Facilitated by such monetary aid, a national
organization could truly effect some major accom-
plishments in the leisure field.

To enjoy leisure is to enjoy freedom ....We can no
more afford to follow loose thinking in the sphere of
leisure than in the sphere of economics.

Eduard C. Lindeman
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Improve Existing

Agencies,

Programs, and

Planning Efforts

To facilitate existing agencies and programs. people
must broaden their concept of recreation to recog-
nize that recreation is indoor as well as outdoor.
athletic as well as creative, and includes the com-
mercial recreator as well as the professional. This
entails dedication and articulation of recreation val-
ues to public and private bodiesleisure ethic edu-
cation. Television time, used on a state and/or re-
gional basis, could disseminate information on
leisure attitudes and facilities. Leisure consultants
might be employed to prepare people for valuable
use of leisure time, on time off as well as in retire-
ment. Several goals might be set to the haisic of a
current "pop" song to reach youth. Conference;
could be arranged on leisure and philosophy of
life.3

Planning is essential. Communications between
leisure idealistsin fact, all citizensand decision-
makers (private and public) must be improved.
Agencies that can implement priorities of action are
those that first start at the local level. To encourage
local control of programming, there should be some
decentralization of recreation and leisure services.
We must assess how we can "modulate" through bet-
ter planning of urban regions the relation among
people/activities/leisure opportunities to ensure
that the urban region can fill an appropriate portion
of leisure needs. The old as well as the young should
be involved in the planning process i.s consultants,
advisors, aides, and volunteers. Their free time can
be put to constructive, creative uses.

Although planning for the future is necessary,
we must identify our leisure needs and support
those agencies and groups that already exist and are
providing opportunities. It is vital that we provide,
protect, and manage state resources so they might be

On man suggested having such d conference for the Uniled
Slates and Canada Another suggested a conference for mil-
lionaires
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used for the pursuit of leisure opportunities. and
provide areas, facilities, and programs which help
meet leisure needs, which are statewide in signifi-
cance Ex'sting public areas and facilities need to
be utilized and duplication avoided by multiple use
of communit service centers and communit
schools which can encompass recreation, education.
health. safet. etc. With an imaginame approach,
small spaces both indoors and outdoors in all areas
of a city or small community ma be put to leisure
use Practitioners alread in the recreation field
can be put to greater administrative use.

As always, financial assistance is the sine qua
non of progress in the leisure field Programs of
volunteer activity need to be encouraged, but money
also is needed. Industry could apply part of its
profits from recreation sales to leisure! facilities and
government programs and services involved in lei-
sure. It is necessary io provide quality leisure op-
portunities at a reasonable profit This might be
accomplished by charging admission to all public
facilities (as a token participation in preparation of
the facilities) or by imposing a tax on all recrea-
tional expenditures, ;uch as sports equipment, and
motel use for vacations'

Meaningful re-creative experiences should be
provided through all phases of education so that
they will have lifetime implications and use. Per-
sons in their mature years need to be prepared for
leisure participation to their retirement years Rec-
reation programs need to be implemented at all len,-
els of government and for all age groups Meaning-
ful leisure opportunities must be provided to the
physically, mentally, and emotionally handicapped
to enable them to participate in their own institu-
tions and community. And professionals, although

'Delegates also suggested that lessore should be a part of .111
labor contracts and (21 percentages should he tied to carious
budgets for cultural-art activities (e g . 1 percent of state, local.
and federal construction projects for art
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Change Existing
Laws or Policies

they have access to leisure opportunities, need the
time in which to enjoy themperhaps shorter work
hours in lieu of income or sabbaticals so each can
pursue the activity of his choice This would have a
regenerative effect.

Governmental agencies or bureaus of leisure
(not just outdoor recreation) should be established
at the local, state, and federal levels to recognize the
importance of leisure in the lives of people and to
implement programs for such values.

Increased value and interest must be given Li, be-
havioral problems so they will more nearly equal
environmental concerns. Legislative grass roots and
political initiative could educate for and effect this
change

Coordination of public. quasi public, and private
sectors is required in recreation planning. and a
joint policy and planning agenc is needed at na-
tional. state. and local levels. The programs of major
agencies such as HUD and HEW could be coordi-
nated as they relate to recreation or leisure pro-
grams. Or a special department under I IEW could be
established with specific focus on leisure. The leisure
profession must advocate and work for the freedom
and opportunity for youth to function with full
equality in all planning and policy bodies in gov-
ernment and other organizations concerned with
growth of a leisure society. Some financial policies
are called for. For example. a policy is needed re-
quiring legislation to fix the price of land when an
area is identified as having a public purpose either
for current or future use so escalated prices do not
put it out of reach. National planning standards (tied
to federal grants) might encourage and set a practi-
cal basis for state and local land acquisition and
development. Policies could also be developed for
financial independence in recreation agencies at
local government levels. Legislative support is nec-
essary for research on leisure education demands
and needs. In addition to government funding, com-
mercial companies making money from recreation
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should turn back some of their profits into leisure re-
search. Insurance companies. onions. and pension
funds also have uncommitted reserve funds which
should be made available as low interest loans for
projects

Other suggestions pertaining to changing present
laws or policies were: (-1) develop laws which per-
mit. yet limit. the use of drugs similar to present
laws regulating the use of alcohol: (2) change state
laws regarding support of local schools on the Amen-
cans For Democratic Action formula which would
permit families more freedom in taking children out
of school for leisure activities. (3) have mandated
leisure activities included in all health programs.
such as Medicare. as part of their in-hospital pro-
grams: and (41 eliminate or drastically revise all
laws relating to so-called "crimes without a victim"
(e.g., laws regulating sexual conduct among con-
senting adultsl.

Land Preservation Land is a basis; prerequisite to recreation activity;
therefore, public land holdings must be preserved
for public recreation. A federal land acquisition and
development program could be established which
specifically phases out enormous defense expendi-
tures and planned obsolescence.

Quality areas, facilities, i.nd programs which
help meet people's leisure needs should be identi-
fied by each community and provided. Selection of
areas for leisure activities would come under the
sphere of city planning. There might also be a na-
tional land use plan encompassing all urban, recrea-
tion. conservation, and production areas.

The otter is playful,
the beaver industrious.
Which leads the better life?

Ti-tzu

1
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Individual and
Group

Responsibility

Restoration and preservation of the ent ironnient
on a high qualit level is another prerequisite to rec-
reation activity. To this end. environmental indexes
should he established to determine the capacit of a
recreational facilit to sustain use for a :Ielined
period of time (before the qualit of en ironment is
damaged)

Financiarresponsibilit for recreation land ac-
quisition. planning. operation, and maintenance
should be primarily that of the federal and state gov-
eroments local governments are bankrupt.

Leisure is a personal matter and will continue to re-
ceive greater acceptance as a wa of life in an ever-
changing societ The implications are mruid. We
must seek and take advantage o; !:usure opportuni-
ties which are constructive to the "sell." We must
provide our children and ourselves with time to en-
joy these opportunities together. Not onI the pro-
fessionals, but the "consumers" should take initiative
in making decisions about our leisure society.

The leisure profession most work vigormis13, to
implement a commitment to advocacy by establish-
ing the instruments of advocac of ethical principles
of justice, equity, freedom, opportunity, and opposed
to discrimination, repression, destruction. or dis-
tortion in respect to leisure values. Voluntary organi-
zation., should be encouraged to set up conditions
which make possible the development of a great
variety of unstructured groupsa catalyst to their
development. In the meantime, the "work ethic"
cannot he discarded: rather "work" must be reinter-
preted to include serving neighbors, whether or not
for pay. This is how reformation fathers defined
"work.-
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Included in this section are the instructions and
analyses of a three-part qt. ionnaire given twice
to the participants of the La Costa conference. This
questionnaire was administered with the hope of
arriving at some overall feelings about the role of
leisure activities in determining the quality of life. It
was first given during the conference registration
period, prior to the actual conference, to elicit initial
attitudes. Later the conferees were allowed to revise
their estimates in light of the first round results and
taking into account the information presented at the
conference sessions to that time. The first of the
three parts dealt with the relative importance of lei-
sure as a public concern, the second with the major
issues confronting the general public with regard to
leisure, and the third with the role of leisure in pro-
moting the quality of life.

The approach used is called Delphia technique
for systematically combining the judgments of in-

The questionnaire and instructions were developed and admin-
istered b) Dr Norman Dalke. senior mathematician, Rand Car
poration, Santa Monica, California

295
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formed people on questions where such judgments
are the best available data. The approach is finding
aide applications in many studies, in particular
those dealing with long-range technological and so-
cial developments.

Because of time limitations imposed by the con-
ference format, it was not possible to use the full set
of procedures normally employed in a study. :if a
subject as complex as leisure. For example. each
individual responding to this questionnaire had his
own point of view concerning those aspects of leisure
which are significant in influencing quality of life
and his own point of view concerning aspects of ex-
perience which are most important in the quality of
life itself. Normally, these points of view would be
made explicit. and a procedure similar to factor
analysis would be applied to generate a representa-
tive group point of view. This common point of view
would then be submitted to the group for evalua-
tion and prediction of long range trends.

Without time for this extended process, it was
necessary to draw on a number of earlier studies
conducted at UCLA, University of California, Irvine,
the Rand Corporation, and the National Industrial
Conference Board. Since it was not possible to devel-
op a group definition of leisure, in answering the
questions each individual was requested to use his
own concept of leisure. He was reminded that a re-
port of his personal feelings on the issues presented
was not asked for but rather his judgment concern-
ing the significance of the issues for the public at
large. Within the time frame, this distinction was
sometimes difficult to implement to the satisfaction
of each, in which case, the participant was asked to
record his best impressionistic estimate. There is
ample evidence that for issues where complete infor-
mation is not available, intuitive estimates are more
likely to he correct than estimates which are based
on extensive consideration. Also, the readministra-
non of the questionnaire was a further justification
for being impressionistic in the replies to the initial
set of questions.
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Instructions
Accompanying the

Questionnaire

Part I

Part II

Part III

The list of items in Table 1 (p 250) were identified us major
areas Of national concern W the pres ot time (Februar
1969) in the United Stoles in a study conducted by the
National Industrial Conference Board They are listed in
random order (The phrases in parentheses should all be
followed by "etc "They are illustrative examples ) Would
you indicate the relative rank which, in your judgment.
these issues have as priorities for the public at large By
this is nat meant what you think the public is mast warned
about, but what you judge to be the relative impartame of
the items far the general public Da this by writing a num-
ber from 1 to 15 in the blanks headed Priority Naw, where
1 indicates highest priority and 15 lowest If there are
pairs of items that you think have about the same priority,
give them the same rank number and skip a number in as-
signing the next lowest rank

In this part of the questionnaire, you are asked to state
who, in your judgment are the ma/or issues confronting
policy makers and the general public with respect to lei-
sure (see Table 2/ Please indicate in the spcoms belovs
what you consider to be the three most important issues in
leisure at the present time Da not rely on the illustrative
subitems under "leisure" in Part 1, but state what appear
to you to be the most pressing problems Da this in the
format of the general issues press nted in question 1: that
IS, identify the issue with a worn or short phrase, and add
several words or phrases which amplify and illustrate the
issue where you think additional clarification is needed
List these in the order of their importance us you see it

In this part of the questionnaire, you are being asked to
express your judgments concerning the contribution of
leisure to various components of the quality of life The
quality of life factors listed in Part III were identified in
several studies at UCLA, University of California, and The
RAND Corporation They omit the "biological basics" of
food, air, water, shelter, etc. They are listed in random
order First indicate your estimate of the relative impor-
tance of each of the qualities in influencing the overall
quality of life or sense of well-being, of an individual
First, look aver the list of qualities and decide which you
think is the most important. Assign this one a ruling of 100
in the importance column Then rate all the others on a
scale from 0 to 100 depending on their relative importance
compared with the one you ca,.sider most important For
example, if ou believe a given quality to be half as im-
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portant as our top choice, t nu would assign it a rating of
50, if you think another is ma% one tenth as important, t ou
would assign it 10, and so on

In the second column headed CONTRIBITTION BY
LEIS( IRE, indicate what you estimate to be the proportion
of each quality which is furnished by leisure-time experi-
ences That ls, in each blank is rite a number between 0 and
100 to indicate the percentage of the ! Otis factions for dis-
satisfactions) of the 0. pe described by the qualat that
results from leisure actit Ines For example, if in t our
judgment, a major portion of the experiences iihv:h
involt e affection and love occur during leisure, au might
wish to write a large percentage like 70 or 80 in the CHN-
TRIBIJTION BY LEISURE blank opposite Affection Simi-
larly, if t ou feel that a majority of experiences which
affect the sense of accomplishment occui in nanleisure
hours, you might write a number like 25 in the appropriate
blank

A new colossus has been formed by the millions of
leisure hours which have developed out of the forty-
hour week. This colossus has more leisure at his
disposal than all of the aristocracies of history.
What will he do with it? Will he make of himself a
full or an exact man or will he be content to be
merely a ready mana measure of muscle and a
shout from the mob. The choice lies before him.
Who will help him make it?

A. Whitney Griswald, Former President of Yale
University
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The 'tables in the following pages present the find-
ings concerning the three pans of the questionnaire
The major conclusions from these findings are pre-
sented below:

1 There was essenhall no agreement concerning
the reieuve priority of leisure within a list of 15
national issues Leisure was rated prett e enl
between 1 and 15.

2. The a% erage priorit for leisure was relatnel
low (12th out of 15) in terms of what the group
thought the prionl was for the general public

3. There were some selected major differences in
major issues between the La Costa group and the
National Industrial Conference Board (a group of
"forward thinkers"; These are mote(' b an (*)
in Table 1.

1 The group was not clearl focused on the com-
parative importance of major issues in leisure
confronting the public. Each issue received a wide
range of priorit rankings.

1. There was much better agreement concerning the
various elements making up the qualit of life.

2. Relative weights do not differ significantly from
recent studies of upper division and graduate stu-
dents (not shown in results here). "Generation
gap" does not show up as to priont of values

3. The La Costa group was pretty well agreed that a
major portion of the experiences that rea!ly count
in life arc contributed by leisure.
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TABLE 1
Relative Importance of Leisure as a Public Concern

Primit Now Priorth 1990**

La Costa Nat I Ind
Group Conf Brit

March 19"0 e 191,9Areas of National Concern

Eni, iron mental qualm pollution.
diminishing recreation areas) t 8'
Urban problems (crowding
shims, mounting costs of com-
munity seinices) 4

Education (relevance, expansion
of higher education, "continuing
education)
Unstable values (decline of
religion, sexual reolution. drugs)
Law and order (crime, juvenile
delinquency, riots. violent
protest'
Worldwide increase in
population
Divisions in U S society (race
relations, rich-poor, young-old)
Economic stability and expansion
(inflation. unemployment.
poverty)
International concerns (Vietnam,
strategic defense U S image and
influence)
Family (increasing divorce rate
weakening family structure)
Transportation (congresnon, air
safety, cost of freeways, traffic
control)
Use of leisure time (inadequate
education for, commercialisation,
inadequate public facilities)
Political structures and parties
(quality of leadership, relevance
of party goals, quality of election
campaigns)

Management of change (techno-
logical revolution, accelerating
scientific discovery)
Crowing power of national gov-
ernment, big business, and big
labor

'Major different e noted
**Promo, 1990 results were urnpleie

3

4

5 5

t 11*

7 1*

8

9 2"

10 9

11 14

12 15

13 13

14 6*

15 12
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TABLE 2

Major Issues Confronting the Public Regarding Leisure

Interquartile
Issue Priority Range*

Education for leisure and personal
planning 1 2 - 9

Environmental yualNy. pollution.
degradation of leisure Spat. - 11

lirban problems (crowding.
estrangement) .1 4 - 10

Need for comprehensive planning
involv mg all segments of the govern-
ment and the communo. 4 5 - II
Need for greater public and govern-
mental awareness of importance of
leisure as a national concern 5 3 10

Need for a leisure en- c and reorienting
work-leisure values 6 3 - 11

Need for additional understanding of
and research m role of leisure in indi-
vidual life. including both mental and
phsical health 7 5 12

Population explosion, crowding 8 3 12

Leadershipboth for training and for
atIvOLMA of leisure policies 9 5 12

Financing, mounting costs of public
programs. allocation among competing
demands 10 6 - 13

Inequalities and inequities in the dis-
tribution of income and leisure 11,2 4 - 14

Lick of facilities and space for leisure
activities 111/, 5 - 12

Political and social barriers to change 13 6 - 14

Constructive use of leisure. re warding
patterri of leisure activities 14 6 15

Increase in present problems because
of probable increasing leisure (shorter
workweek, earlier retirement) 15 9 - 16

Preferred patterns of leisure and work
sabbatical longer vacation vs. shorter
workweeks, etc 16 12 16

Role of private. commercial leisure
industries in determining the qualit
of leisure 17 11 - 16

'Nate InIerquarnle range shows rank levels between who h SW of the
answers fell
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TABLE .1

Role of Leisure in Promoting the Quality of Life

Qualit of Life Factors

Self respect (self-confidence,
self-understanding)

,,t( hies ement (sense of accom-
plishment, meaningful acti%it )

Ilealth (plwsical well-being,
feeling good)

Affection (lo% e, caring,
relating understanding)

Freedom (individualit
spontamot. unconstrained)

Involvement (participation,
concern)

Challenge (stimulation,
competition ambilsonl

Sermrth (peace of mind,
stabilits lack of conflict)

Comfort (e«momic well-being,
good things, relaxation)

Status (prestige, social recog-
nition, positive feedback)

Nmelt (newness. surprise,
sanets )

Dominance (soperiont
power control, aggression)

Priorit
Rank
Ordet

Contribution
Importam.e Its Leisure

10-1(101 10-1001

I 1011 54

, 98 34

3 9h 68

4 93 hI

3 41

6 89 63

7 114 - 56

n 82 it

9 61 311

10 32 37

11 49 30

12 26 26
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Association
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Department
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Assoc late Professor
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Richard B. Morrison
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Stephen Phillips
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Illinois Institute of
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William M Rasmussen
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Grace D. Reynolds
Associate Executien
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President
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Director
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Director
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Professor
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Max Shirley
Chairman
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Executive Director
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Exfitekttive Director
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Lampman and Associates
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Cherry Stockton
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H. Storey
Dean
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University
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Professor of Social Work
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President
Regional Planning
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Chief
Bureau of Rehabilitation

and Education
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Hygiene
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,yracuse University
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Project Man's

Environment
American Association for
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Dorothy Wagner
Kaiser Hospital
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Physical Education
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Recreation Specialist
Soil Conservation Service
U S Department of

Agriculture
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Department of Geography
York University
Toronto 436, Ontario,

Canada
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3300 S. Federal St
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